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1  APOLOGIES 
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2  MINUTES (Pages 1 - 8)
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Laura Powick
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6  LOCAL FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT STRATEGY - ANNUAL 
PROGRESS AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 2017/18 (Pages 91 - 
116)

The Committee to comment on the report. 

David Parish

7  CHIEF FIRE OFFICER REPORT (Pages 117 - 118)

The Committee to note a report from the Chief Fire Officer, detailing 
information on the portfolio of services provided by the 
Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service on behalf of 
Gloucestershire County Council.

Stewart Edgar

8  COMMISSIONING DIRECTORS REPORT (Pages 119 - 152)

Nigel Riglar, Commissioning Director: Communities and 
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Nigel Riglar

9  WORK PLAN (Pages 153 - 156)

To review the committee work plan and suggest items for 
consideration at future meetings. (Work plan attached). 

Cllr Robert Bird

10  FUTURE MEETINGS 
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9 May 2018
11 July 2018
19 September 2018
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Laura Powick

Membership –  Cllr Robert Bird (Chairman), Cllr Dr John Cordwell, Cllr Kevin Cromwell, 
Cllr Jeremy Hilton, Cllr Patrick Molyneux, Cllr Sajid Patel, Cllr Keith Rippington, Cllr Stephen Hirst 
and Cllr Rachel Smith 

(a) DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST – Members requiring advice or clarification about 
whether to make a declaration of interest are invited to contact the Monitoring Officer, 
Jane Burns 01452 328472 /fax: 425149/ e-mail: Jane.Burns@gloucestershire.gov.uk) 
prior to the start of the meeting.

(b) INSPECTION OF PAPERS AND GENERAL QUERIES - If you wish to inspect minutes or 
reports relating to any item on this agenda or have any other general queries about the 
meeting, please contact: Laura Powick, Democratic Services Adviser 
:01452 324205/fax: 425850/e-mail: laura.powick@gloucestershire.gov.uk

(c)

(d) 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS
1 Members are required to sign the attendance list.
2 Please note that substitution arrangements are in place for Scrutiny (see page 81 of 

the Constitution).

Please note that photography, filming and audio recording of Council meetings is 
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permitted subject to the Local Government Access to Information provisions.  Please 
contact Democratic Services (Tel 01452 324202) to make the necessary arrangements 
ahead of the meeting.  If you are a member of the public and do not wish to be 
photographed or filmed please inform the Democratic Services Officer on duty at the 
meeting.

EVACUATION PROCEDURE - in the event of the fire alarms sounding during the meeting please leave as 
directed in a calm and orderly manner and go to the assembly point which is outside the main entrance to 
Shire Hall in Westgate Street.  Please remain there and await further instructions.
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ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITIES SCRUTINY 
COMMITTEE

MINUTES of the meeting of the Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee 
held on Wednesday 20 September 2017 commencing at 10.00 am at the Cabinet 
Suite - Shire Hall, Gloucester.

PRESENT
MEMBERSHIP:

Cllr Robert Bird 
(Chairman)
Cllr Dr John Cordwell
Cllr Kevin Cromwell
Cllr Jeremy Hilton

Cllr Sajid Patel
Cllr Keith Rippington
Cllr Stephen Hirst
Cllr Rachel Smith

Substitutes: Cllr Alan Preest

Apologies: Cllr Patrick Molyneux

27. APOLOGIES 

Apologies were received from Cllr Patrick Molyneux.

Cllr Alan Preest substituted at the meeting for Cllr Molyneux.

28. MINUTES 

The Chairman updated the Committee on progress with the development of a one 
page strategy for the scrutiny task group on air pollution. A meeting had been held 
with officers, attended by Cllr Bird and Cllr Hilton, to discuss the proposed 
ambitions and outcomes for the task group, which would be drafted into a one page 
strategy. This would then be emailed to OSMC lead members for their 
consideration.

It was requested that the final draft of the one page strategy be circulated with the 
Committee.

The minutes of the meeting held on 12 July 2017 were confirmed and signed as an 
accurate record of that meeting. 

29. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

No declarations of interest were made. 

30. MOTION 772: HIGHWAY CUSTOMER SERVICE SATISFACTION SURVEY 
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Scott Tompkins, Lead Commissioner: Highway Authority, provided the Committee 
with an update on the findings of the Highway Customer Service Satisfaction 
Survey. 

Members were reminded that the 2016 survey was delayed following a motion at 
full Council in June 2016, which asked scrutiny to review highway satisfaction 
levels. The Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee considered the 
motion at its meeting in July 2016 and supported a proposal to commission a 
review of the Highways Customer Satisfaction Survey. Committee members agreed 
the recommended changes to the survey at the Environment and Communities 
Scrutiny Committee meeting in November 2016, which included rewording some of 
the questions, creating an on-line version of the survey, extending the survey to 
community groups in Gloucester and Cheltenham, and offering a week’s 
lengthsman time as a prize draw to encourage a better response rate. The surveys 
were to be issued in spring 2017 but were delayed due to election purdah periods. 
The survey was sent out in June 2017 to be completed by the end of July.  

Members were informed that the number of responses received from parish 
councils, town councils and elected members had dropped compared to previous 
years. Members were also informed that the results indicated a significant 
improvement in customer satisfaction levels compared to the 2015 results, 
particularly in relation to the service provided by Amey and the professionalism of 
staff.

In particular, members noted that communication with Amey had improved, and that 
Local Highways Managers were better informed on projects as a result. Several 
members highlighted the good working relationships they had developed with their 
Local Highways Managers. 

In response to a query, it was explained that a follow-up email was sent to remind 
parishes of the deadline for completing the survey. Members requested that a list 
detailing the parish and town councils that had responded to the survey be shared 
with them.

In response to a further query, it was suggested that people who had experienced a 
problem with highways were potentially more likely to respond to a survey than 
those who were satisfied with highways.

Members were informed that one of the performance indicators for the highways 
contract was the compliments to complaints ratio, for which Amey was currently 
achieving above target, and that social media was being used to highlight success 
stories.

The Committee discussed the results in detail, and recognised that whilst 
satisfaction levels had improved, further work to raise satisfaction levels needed to 
be done. Members also considered whether the low response rate could have been 
due to an increase in satisfaction levels.
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The Committee was asked to consider whether the survey should be issued again 
in autumn 2017. Members were informed that autumn was the preferred time to 
issue the survey as a significant amount of construction work was carried out over 
the summer, the survey had previously been issued in the autumn, and because 
the results of the National Highways and Transport Survey were published at this 
time. It was also noted that the results of the survey formed part of the performance 
indicators for the highways contract.  

Members compared the benefits of sending the survey out in either autumn 2017 or 
summer 2018. It was agreed that officers and the Cabinet Member for Highways 
and Flood would discuss the options, with reference to the thoughts of the 
Committee, and would provide the Committee with an update on their decision at a 
future meeting. 

The Committee noted that Quennington Parish Council had been picked from the 
prize draw as the winners of the week’s lengthsman service. 

31. COMMISSIONING DIRECTORS REPORT 

Nigel Riglar, Commissioning Director: Communities and Infrastructure, updated the 
Committee on current issues. 

In response to a query on the Local Growth Fund, it was explained that in August 
2017, the LEP Board had confirmed the indicative funding for five transport 
schemes, and that a further three transport schemes, including the A38 B4066 
access to Berkeley, were allowed extra time for a final decision to be taken at the 
LEP Board meeting in October 2017.

Members noted that a recovery plan was in place to deal with the staffing shortages 
in Highways Development Management.

Following a request, an update would be arranged for Cllr Hilton on changes to bus 
services, particularly those which would affect St Oswald’s Retirement Village.

There was a discussion about the Commons and Rights of Way (CROW) 
application process. It was agreed that a private briefing on the status of CROW 
applications would be provided to Committee members before the next meeting. 

In response to a query, it was explained that the County Council would continue to 
hold conversations with Forest of Dean District Council over the development of 
Community Infrastructure Levy schemes.

The Committee was informed, following a question from a member, that the LED 
Street Lighting Project had generally been well received, although it was noted that 
there had been some concerns amongst those living in Minchinhampton, Thrupp 
and Brimscombe. It was also explained that there was not scope for new lighting 
columns as part of the project, unless there was an issue of road safety.
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The Committee was updated, in response to further member queries, on progress 
with the Residual Waste Project, the Gloucester South West By Pass, the shared 
space on Southgate Street in Gloucester, and on the expected costs of the shared 
space development at Stonehouse. In addition, an update from Highways 
Development Management would be arranged for Cllr Smith on infrastructure in 
relation to the Brimscombe Port development.

Clarification was sought on the costs per passenger for rural return bus journeys. It 
was also requested that the definition for the average cost per single passenger 
journey on public transport, as included as a performance indicator for the Quarterly 
Strategic Performance Reports for the Committee, be explained. 

Members received an update from Cllr Nigel Moor, Cabinet Member for Fire, 
Planning and Infrastructure, on the Minerals Local Plan: Cabinet Panel. The 
Minerals Local Plan: Cabinet Panel report would be circulated with Committee 
members. 

Members considered the Quarter 1 Strategic Performance Report 2017/18. In 
response to a query, it was clarified that the quarterly figures for the number of 
killed and seriously injured children under road safety were cumulative. 

The Committee noted the report.

32. CHIEF FIRE OFFICER REPORT 

Stewart Edgar, Chief Fire Officer, presented the report to the Committee, which 
detailed information on the portfolio of services provided by Gloucestershire Fire 
and Rescue Service (GFRS).

Members noted, in an update on the Fire and Police Governance Review, that the 
Police and Crime Commissioner had issued a formal response stating that the 
governance change process would now be put on hold indefinitely. It was agreed 
that it would be helpful if the Committee could be provided with an estimate of the 
costs to Gloucestershire County Council for contributing to the review. 

It was also noted that the draft Statement of Assurance for 2016/17 would be 
reported to the Committee for comment at its meeting in November, and that 
Registration Services was currently monitoring new legislation. 

The Committee discussed the six Capital bids submitted by GFRS in detail, and 
clarification was sought on the disposal of assets, the impact the new vehicles 
would have on the environment, and the value for money of the bids.

Clarification was also sought on the building regulations for the use of external 
cladding. 

The Committee noted the report.
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33. WORK PLAN 

The Committee queried how Motion 787 – Pavements, which requested that the 
Cabinet Member report back to the Highways Advisory Group on measures to 
improve the inspection and fixing of pavements, before reporting to the 
Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee with a positive action plan, 
could be addressed since the Highways Advisory Group had been disbanded. This 
would be clarified at the next meeting.

It was requested that an update on the road safety review in Gloucestershire be 
provided as part of the Chief Fire Officer report at the next Committee meeting. 

Members discussed Motion 798 – Gloucestershire Flood and Community 
Resilience, which had been referred to Environment and Communities Scrutiny 
Committee by full Council at its meeting on 13 September 2017. It was agreed that 
a presentation would be given at the Committee meeting on 17 January 2018 
outlining Gloucestershire’s flood resilience, Gloucestershire’s role as lead local 
flood authority, and how the flood levy has been used. Cllrs Kate Haigh and Lesley 
Williams, the proposer and seconder of the motion, would be invited to attend the 
meeting to contribute to the debate. 

The Committee would receive a report on the Minerals Local Plan and the Draft 
Integrated Risk Management Plan 2018-21 at its meeting on 22 November 2017.

34. FUTURE MEETINGS 

The Committee noted the meeting dates for the remainder of 2017 and for 2018. 

CHAIRPERSON

Meeting concluded at 12.35 pm
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Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee
20 September 2017

Topic Action Responsibility Progress

1 Minutes To circulate the draft one 
page strategy for the air 
pollution task group with 
members of the 
Committee 

Laura Powick Completed 29/09/2017

2 Highways 
Customer 
Service 
Satisfaction 
Survey

To circulate a list detailing 
the parish and town 
councils that responded to 
the Highways Customer 
Service Satisfaction 
Survey with members of 
the Committee

Scott Tompkins Completed 02/10/2017

3 Highways 
Customer 
Service 
Satisfaction 
Survey

Officers and the Cabinet 
Member to consider when 
the Highways Customer 
Service Satisfaction 
Survey should next be 
issued, and to update the 
Committee on the 
decision 

Scott Tompkins/ 
Cabinet Member

Cabinet Member made the 
decision to send the surveys out 
in July 2018.

4 Commissioning 
Director’s 
Report

To arrange an update for 
Cllr Hilton on changes to 
bus services, particularly 
those which will affect St 
Oswald’s Retirement 
Village

Alan Bentley/ 
Tom Main 

Completed 23/10/2017

5 Commissioning 
Director’s 
Report

To arrange an update 
from Highways 
Development 
Management for Cllr 
Rachel Smith on 
infrastructure in relation to 
the Brimscombe Port 
Development

Jamie Mattock Completed

6 Commissioning 
Director’s 
Report

To inform Cllr Rachel 
Smith of the definition for 
the average cost per 
single passenger journey 
on public transport

Alan Bentley/ 
Tom Main

Completed 10/10/2017

7 Commissioning 
Director’s 
Report

To circulate the Minerals 
Local Plan: Cabinet Panel 
report to Committee 
members

Laura Powick Completed 29/09/2017

8 Commissioning 
Director’s 
Report

To provide a private 
briefing to Committee 
members on the status of 
Commons and Rights of 
Way applications 

Nigel Riglar/ Liz 
Kirkham/ Karen 
Pearman

A private briefing has been 
arranged for Environment and 
Communities Scrutiny 
Committee members and 
CROW Committee members for 
Friday 1st December at 1pm. 

9 Chief Fire 
Officer’s Report

To provide the Committee 
with an estimate of the 
costs to GCC for 

Stewart Edgar Completed 13/11/2017
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contributing to the Fire 
and Police Governance 
Review 

10 Work Plan To update the Committee 
on how to address Motion 
787 – Pavements, at the 
next meeting

Laura Powick The Committee could invite the 
Cabinet Member for Highways 
and Flood to report back to the 
Committee on measures to 
improve the inspection and 
fixing of pavements. The 
Committee could then decide if 
further work is required.

11 Work Plan To include an update on 
the road safety review as 
part of the Chief Fire 
Officer report at the next 
meeting

Stewart Edgar To be reported at the 22 
November 2017 meeting

12 Work Plan Motion 798 – 
Gloucestershire Flood and 
Community Resilience:
i)To provide the 
Committee with a 
presentation outlining 
Gloucestershire’s flood 
resilience, 
Gloucestershire’s role as 
lead local flood authority, 
and how the flood levy has 
been used; and
ii)To invite Cllrs Haigh and 
Williams, the proposer and 
seconder of the motion, to 
attend the meeting to 
contribute to the debate

i)Nigel Riglar/ 
Stewart Edgar/ 
Simon Excell

ii)Laura Powick

i)To be presented at the meeting 
on 17 January 2018

ii)Completed 27/09/2017

13 Work Plan The Committee to receive 
a report on the Minerals 
Local Plan and the Draft 
Integrated Risk 
Management Plan 2018-
21 at its meeting on 22 
November 2017

Laura Powick/ 
Relevant 
Officers

Items added to the work plan
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Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee 

Report Title: Emerging Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018 – 
2032) Progress Report 

Meeting Date: 22nd November 2017

Chairman: Cllr. Robert Bird

Presenting Officers: Kevin Phillips
Robin Drake

Purpose of Report:

To enable elected members of the Environment and 
Communities Scrutiny Committee to review current plan making 
progress with the emerging Minerals Local Plan for 
Gloucestershire (2018 – 2032). This includes feedback on the 
public consultation for the draft plan and overview of the 
consideration given by officers to making significant proposed 
changes for incorporation into the formal Publication and 
Submission plan. 

The Publication plan will be subject to further public scrutiny 
before being submitted to the Secretary of State prior to an 
independent examination.  

Provisional Dates:

31st January 2018 – Cabinet to consider making a 
recommendation to Full Council for the approval of the 
Publication version of the Minerals Local Plan for 
Gloucestershire (2018 – 2032) and to also enable the plan to be 
subsequently submitted to the Secretary of State;

28th March 2018 – County Council to consider the 
recommendation of Cabinet to approve the Publication version 
of the Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018 – 2032) 
and enable the plan to be subsequently submitted to the 
Secretary of State for independent examination;

April to May 2018 – Following approval of the Publication 
version of the Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018-
2032) this will be made available for inspection and allow for 
representations to be made, which will be presented for 
consideration alongside the submission of the plan for 
independent examination;

2nd to 3rd Quarter 2018/19 (between Jul and Dec 2018) – 
Submission to Secretary of State of Minerals Local Plan for 
Gloucestershire (2018-2032) and possible commencement of 
the independent examination including any hearing sessions 
required.
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Background 
documents:

Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) 
Regulations (2012); 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/767/contents/made

Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee (ECSC) 
Meeting (13th July 2016) Printed minutes; 
http://glostext.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId
=673&MId=8226&Ver=4

GCC Cabinet Meeting (20th July 2016) Agenda Item 5 and 
appendix 1: Draft Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018 
– 2032); 
http://glostext.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId
=117&MId=8219&Ver=4

GCC Full Council Meeting (7th Dec 2016) Agenda item 8: Motion 
782;
http://glostext.gloucestershire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId
=333&MId=8126&Ver=4

Recommendation:

That Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee 
(ECSC) note the report on progress with the emerging Minerals 
Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018 – 2032) including the 
analysis of representations received to the draft plan 
consultation and proposed significant changes to be considered 
for incorporation into the Publication version of the plan.

                                                                                                                                 
1. Background 

Preparing a minerals local plan

1.1. The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires planning 
authorities to produce local plans. Government policy provided through the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) emphasises the importance of 
local plans being up to date to assist in determining planning applications.

1.2. Gloucestershire County Council is the local Minerals Planning Authority 
(MPA) for the county. This means it must prepare a Minerals Local Plan. It 
is currently seeking to replace the existing Gloucestershire Minerals Local 
Plan, which was adopted in 2003.

1.3. The new plan must undergo several preparation stages before it can be 
adopted. Once this has happened it will form part of the local development 
plan for Gloucestershire and will provide a comprehensive local policy 
framework against which all mineral planning decisions will be made up to 
2032.

Plan making progress so far

1.4. Evidence gathering and research into producing a replacement for the 
adopted Gloucestershire Minerals Local Plan began in 2005. This was 
followed by two public consultations in 2006 and 2008.
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1.5. However, in 2009, plan making was temporarily halted as resources were 
concentrated on preparing the Gloucestershire Waste Core Strategy 
(WCS). This was adopted in November 2012.

1.6. From late 2012, work restarted on replacing the adopted Gloucestershire 
Minerals Local Plan. Initially, this involved consideration of notable reforms 
to the planning system, which took place following the election of a new 
Government in 2010. Key changes included: - a desire for there to be all 
encompassing new style ‘local plans’ made up of strategies, detailed 
policies and plan allocations; and the issuing of a new Government policy 
document – the NPPF and supporting guidance known as the Planning 
Practice Guidance (PPG).

1.7. During summer 2014, a new round of public consultation took place. This 
was largely focused on possible candidate allocations for future mineral 
working. It also introduced options for a local policy approach towards 
mineral safeguarding. 

1.8. Between autumn 2014 and summer 2016 a comprehensive draft Minerals 
Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018 – 2032) was prepared. The draft plan 
was approved by Cabinet in July 2016 for public consultation. This occurred 
between September and November 2016.

1.9. The draft Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018 – 2032) 
incorporated an overarching vision, objectives and strategy for how mineral 
working in the county should take place over the coming years. It headlined 
10 candidate allocations for potential aggregate mineral working and a set 
of detailed development requirements that would need to be met, and a 
suite of local mineral planning policies for future proposals to be judged 
against. The plan’s policies looked at how possible impacts on local 
communities and the environment, and site restoration should be dealt with. 
A policy framework for the working of different mineral types found in 
Gloucestershire was also provided. Alongside known local mineral 
resources such as clay, limestone, sand & gravel and sandstone, the draft 
plan acknowledged the emerging local interest present at that time, for 
potential onshore oil & gas extraction using unconventional techniques (e.g. 
hydraulic fracturing ‘fracking’ and Coal Bed Methane (CBM)). The Cabinet 
Report of the 20th July 2016 provides a more detailed review of the draft 
plan’s content. 

1.10. The aim of the draft Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018 – 2032) 
was to bring together and respond to the comments and views expressed 
during all of the previous consultation events, to reflect upon the outcomes 
of additional technical work undertaken and commissioned by the Council 
and take into account updated data analysis and further evidence gathering 
since 2014. 

2. Consultation feedback to the draft Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire 
(2018 – 2032)

Analysis of respondents and responses

2.1. Public consultation of the draft Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire 
(2018 – 2032) stimulated responses from 1,067 individuals and different 
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organisations with an interest in minerals planning in the county. The 
majority of responses received (76%) arrived electronically either via e-mail 
or were submitted and uploaded to the council’s interactive online 
consultation webpage. The remaining 261 responses arrived by post as 
letters or other correspondence such as locally prepared and organised 
standard forms / questionnaires circulated for signature and submission by 
local residents.

2.2. A total of 2,544 individual representations were made to the draft plan. This 
is equal to an average of over 2 separate comments per respondent. 
Representations are related to a series of 80 questions put forward as part 
of the consultation exercise. 

2.3. Just over 25% of all representations were concerned with the acceptability 
or otherwise of the proposed local policy for assessing any future oil & gas 
developments (draft policy MW06). The overarching strategy of the draft 
plan accounted for 7% of all representations providing the next highest 
amount of representations. The policy supporting the use of secondary & 
recycled aggregates (draft policy SR01) also attracted 175 representations 
or the equivalent of a little fewer than 7%. In terms of the candidate 
allocations, the potential for sand & gravel working at Redpool’s Farm 
(allocation 07) (167 individual representations) and crushed rock limestone 
working as an extension to the existing Stowe Hill / Clearwell quarry 
complex (allocation 01) (123 individual representations) generated the most 
amount of attention.

Summary of representations made

2.4. The representations relating to draft policy MW06 Oil & Gas encompassed 
a wide variety of issues, although the vast majority concluded that such 
developments should not be allowed to take place in the county and that 
the draft policy is not restrictive enough. Risks to the local environment and 
the health and well-being of nearby communities resulting from extraction 
processes and associated transport and the wider climate change 
implications were cited as key concerns.

2.5. In terms of the draft plan’s overarching strategy, representations were 
largely focused on those matters linked to the possibility of allowing oil and 
gas extraction to take place. However, other noteworthy comments were 
associated with the overall level and way in which local mineral supplies will 
be supported over the coming years, the presence and approach to mineral 
safeguarding and mineral consultation areas, the consideration of climate 
change, management of potential impacts including cumulative effects, and 
the way in which the outcome of duty-to-co-operate actions will be 
assimilated into the plan.

2.6. Draft policy SR01 – maximising the use of secondary and recycled 
aggregates, has stimulated a degree of local interest regarding the 
prospect of a new local secondary aggregate source. The draft plan’s 
supporting text noted the development of a new Energy-from-Waste (EfW) 
facility at Javelin Park near Gloucester, which includes a plant capable of 
producing incinerator bottom ash aggregate (IBAA). Albeit that the 
theoretical contribution to local aggregate supplies is expected to be 
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relatively small, concern was raised as to suitability of using IBAA materials 
in the county.

2.7. For candidate allocation 07 – Preferred Area at Redpool’s Farm, Twyning a 
range of site-specific issues were highlighted. They include risk of adverse 
impacts upon the health and well-being of neighbouring and nearby 
residential properties and the economic impact on existing non-minerals 
commercial premises; local hydrology; biodiversity; landscape; and 
highway safety. Similar issues were brought forward with candidate 
allocation 01 – Preferred Area at Stowe Hill / Clearwell, alongside concern 
about possible harm caused to numerous designations including: - the Wye 
Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), Severn Estuary 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC); and Slade Brook Site of Special 
Scientific Interest (SSSI). 

2.8. In addition, a number of broad themes have been followed through the 
remaining representations. These are concerned with the draft plan’s 
approach to making provision for aggregate working to support steady and 
adequate supplies over the lifetime of the plan and whether sufficient 
evidence has been presented to show that the Council has undertaken its 
duty-to-co-operate, particularly in respect of exploring the potential to rely 
upon supplies of crushed rock aggregate from resources located outside of 
the county which, according to the respondents, could be less obviously 
constrained.

3. Overview of the officer responses to representations

Consideration of comments made

3.1. Since the end of the consultation in November 2016, officers have 
scrutinised and reviewed the representations made. A comprehensive 
responses report and a summary outcomes report is currently being 
finalised and will be made publicly available following approval by Cabinet. 
It will form part of the next consultation exercise for the Publication version 
of the Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018 – 2032). These reports 
will provide an audit trail of how responses have been dealt with and to 
what extent they have influenced any further changes to the plan. 

3.2. The comments and concerns raised through the draft plan consultation 
have resulted in a number of proposed changes being considered by 
officers and which will be presented to Cabinet. This will occur as part of 
the consideration to recommend to Full Council the approval of the 
Publication version of the Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire (2018 – 
2032).

3.3. In relation to the headline issues emerging out the draft plan consultation, 
the following significant proposed changes have been considered: -

 The removal of draft policy MW06 Oil & Gas and its supporting text;

 The expansion of the spatial portrait to explain the current 
circumstances surrounding the diminished likelihood of oil & gas 
resources in Gloucestershire being exploited. This follows the 
abandonment by an interested party of the offer made by Government 
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to officially take up candidate Petroleum Exploration and Development 
licences (PEDLs). The spatial portrait will also include a new 
commitment to instigate a review of the plan if renewed interest is 
shown in oil & gas extraction in the future through any attempts to 
acquire new PEDL licences, if these are made available by 
Government. 

 The removal of oil & gas development from the spatial strategy and the 
introduction of specific references to measures to support climate 
change mitigation and / or adaption; and

 The removal of candidate allocation 07 – Preferred Area at Redpool’s 
Farm, Twyning on the grounds of concern over deliverability and 
‘strategic’ fit.

3.4. Whilst acknowledging the level of interest and concerns with draft policy 
SR01 – maximising the use of secondary and recycled aggregates and 
candidate allocation 01 – Preferred Area at Stowe Hill / Clearwell, no 
significant changes are to be recommended. However, to better reflect the 
expectations of the County Council in dealing with any proposals brought 
forward on allocated areas, a number of the detailed development 
requirements for candidate allocation 01 – Preferred Area at Stowe Hill / 
Clearwell, have been re-worked and expanded. This is in addition to the 
significant development requirements that were already outlined. They 
include amongst others, matters concerning water resources, flood risk 
management, landscape impact and highways.   

3.5. Other more significant proposed changes to the draft plan are also under 
consideration. These include the conjoining of the draft mineral resource 
safeguarding policies MS01 – non-minerals development within Mineral 
Safeguarding Areas (MSAs) and MS02 – non-minerals development within 
Mineral Consultation Areas (MCAs); and the removal of candidate 
allocations 06 – Specific Site at Manor Farm, Kempsford; and 09 – Areas of 
Search at Land between Kempsford and Whelford. The proposed removal 
of these candidate allocations reflects a change in status and a review of 
circumstances since the draft plan consultation. Planning permission has 
now being granted at Manor Farm. Officers have also re-assessed the 
‘strategic’ nature and appropriateness of continuing to identify the 
remaining areas at Land between Kempsford and Whelford as a realistic, 
achievable and reliable plan allocation.

3.6. The significant proposed changes to the plan covering oil & gas extraction 
have already been subject to scrutiny by members through a cross-party 
group – the Cabinet Panel: Minerals Local Plan.  This group was set up in 
response to Full Council Motion 782. At the Panel meeting held on 11th 
September 2017, members supported the proposed changes outlined 
earlier in this report. The chairman of the Cabinet Panel: Minerals Local 
Plan (Cllr. Nigel Moor) is due to report the findings of the Panel to Full 
Council at its meeting on 6th December 2017. 

4. Conclusion and Recommendations.
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4.1 That Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee (ECSC) note the 
report on progress with the emerging Minerals Local Plan for 
Gloucestershire (2018 – 2032) including the analysis of representations 
received to the draft plan consultation and proposed significant changes to 
be considered for incorporation into the Publication version of the plan.
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Report to Scrutiny Committee 

Title: Draft Integrated Risk and Management Plan 2018-21

Committee: Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee 

Date: 22 November 2017

Chairman: Councillor Rob Bird 

Presenting  Officer: Stewart Edgar, Chief Fire Officer and Operations Director

Purpose: To provide the Environment and Communities Scrutiny 
Committee with information regarding the development and 
proposed progression for the next Integrated Risk 
Management Plan (2018-21) for Gloucestershire Fire and 
Rescue Service.

Background 
documents:

 Fire and Rescue National Framework for England 
(2012)

 Policing and Crime Act 2017
 Fire Minister’s speech to Reform (7 February 2017)
 Gloucestershire County Councils Strategy 2015-18
 Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) 2015 - 18

Appendices:  Draft Integrated Risk Management Plan 2018 -2021
 IRMP 2018-21 Due Regard Statement

Recommendations: For Scrutiny Committee to comment on following consideration 
by Cabinet on the 27 September 2017.
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2

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service:

Draft Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) 2018-21
Background 
The Fire and Rescue National Framework sets out the Government’s priorities and objectives for 
fire and rescue authorities in England; a key priority is to ‘identify and assess the full range of 
foreseeable fire and rescue related risks their areas face, make provision for prevention and 
protection activities and respond to incidents appropriately’.

In order to achieve compliance, ‘each fire and rescue authority must produce an integrated risk 
management plan that identifies and assesses all foreseeable fire and rescue related risks that 
could affect its community, including those of a cross-border, multi-authority and/or national 
nature. The plan must have regard to the Community Risk Registers produced by Local 
Resilience Forums and any other local risk analyses as appropriate’.

As such, Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service (the Service), on behalf of Gloucestershire 
County Council (GCC) in it’s capacity as the Fire Authority, must produce a plan on a periodic 
basis (for GFRS that is every 3 years), that outlines how the Service intends to address existing 
and emerging risks to the communities of Gloucestershire. In delivering this plan, the Service as 
a whole commits to our overarching mission: ‘Working together we will provide the highest 
standard of community safety and emergency response services to the communities of 
Gloucestershire’.

GCC are asked as part of due process to consider the draft Integrated Risk Management Plan 
(IRMP) 2018-21 which is being put forward by Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service. The 
plan sets out how the Service intends to meet its statutory duties and provides overall strategic 
direction for the Service over the next three years.

The draft IRMP outlines three objectives that will be addressed by the Service across the three 
year life of the plan to ensure that strategic planning and resource allocation are based on risk; 
these are:

 Objective 1 - Increased focus on prevention and protection initiatives by delivering 
innovative solutions to prevention activities and doing this in partnership with other 
community stakeholders such as the Police, Ambulance, Adult Social Care Teams, 
Vulnerable Children and Public Health.

 Objective 2 - Explore, further develop and maximise opportunities to collaborate with 
partners and other stakeholders in order to make the most effective use of our resources, 
increase our efficiency and deliver activities with tangible ‘social value’

 Objective  3  -  Reconfigure and reform our Service with the aim of driving efficiencies 
across the Service, delivering continual improvements in working practices, even greater 
levels of value for money than are already achieved and a Service that is fit for purpose 
both now and in the years to come.
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Draft IRMP Plan Development
Whilst GFRS remains one of the highest performing and lowest cost per head Services in the 
country, the Service continues to be set new challenges in terms of governance models, cost 
reduction and increasing efficiency.

The risk and response profile continues to evolve with a continuing decline in the requirement for 
emergency response to incidents. 

The Service must continue to utilise resources effectively by employing new and innovative 
solutions to address statutory requirements and in such a way that the impact on reducing risk is 
maximised to the fullest extent.

The draft IRMP for 2018 – 21 has been developed taking account of the above and included the 
following considerations:

 Evidence – The Service has gathered data and information from a range of 
sources to include demographic data, incident and response data, waste and 
mineral core strategies and planning information in order to inform production of the 
IRMP. Independent analysis and modelling of response and incident data will 
support professional judgement and help inform the level and placement of 
resources in the future.

 Content – The content has been guided by direction given within the National 
Framework and takes account of all current drivers for change within the Service 
e.g. Policing and Crime Act 2017 (new legislation) and Workforce Reform (outlined 
within the Fire Minister’s Speech earlier this year).

The three objectives contained within the draft plan are broad enough to provide 
the necessary flexibility to meet new and emerging changes/challenges, however 
they will require supporting Annual Plans to be developed and put in place to inform 
the public of how the Service intends to meet their needs whilst striving for 
continual improvement and value for money.

 Due Regard – In developing the draft IRMP 2018 – 21, the Service has referred to 
available demographic data and completed a Due Regard statement to accompany 
the draft IRMP. This ensures that in respect of equalities, GCC’s legal obligations 
are met when delivering the fire and rescue function to the communities of 
Gloucestershire.

Public Consultation

The theme for consultation is to establish whether our partners and stakeholders are comfortable 
with the content of the draft Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) 2018. There is a particular 
focus placed on the three key objectives, set out as an annex to the plan which form the basis 
for and will direct the work of the Service over the next 3 years.

To ensure an ‘all inclusive’ approach is taken in the production of this draft IRMP, consultation 
has already been undertaken internally with Service staff and following the necessary approval 
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from GCC to move forward, a period of public consultation has now commenced.

Working in conjunction with GCC’s Consultation Team, the Service is conducting a county wide 
public consultation process between 16 October 2017 and 8 January 2018. This includes 
electronic and paper surveys and direct contact with partners and other stakeholders to ensure 
as far as possible that as many thoughts, observations and comments are captured.

This will ensure that the public and other stakeholders have available sufficient rationale for the 
content allowing for intelligent consideration and response and, allows for conscientious review 
of comments and observations made thereby providing opportunity to revise the content of the 
draft IRMP 2018 - 21 in line with public expectation before final approval and implementation in 
May 2018.

Risk Assessment  

Production and publication of an IRMP is a statutory obligation for GCC and the Service.

By not approving the draft IRMP 2018 – 21for onward progression to public consultation would 
cause delay in a time restricted process. In this event the current IRMP 2015-18 would 
essentially expire leaving GCC in breach of statutory duty. 

Oversight/Scrutiny during development stage

To maintain the necessary levels of oversight and scrutiny, it is intended that the draft IRMP 
2018 - 21 will take the following route moving forward:

 Completion of the outlined public consultation exercise between October 2017 and  
January 2018

 Conscientious review of comments and observations made to allow an opportunity to 
revise the content of the IRMP 2018-21 in line with public expectation

 Resubmission of the final version of the IRMP 2018-21 to the Service Strategic 
Leadership Team for sign off and authorisation to take forward to GCC 

 Resubmission of the final version of the draft IRMP 2018-21 in February 2018 to GCC 
Cabinet for formal political approval in order to gain the proper and authorised mandate to 
implement the IRMP in full.

Conclusions

The numbers of emergencies that GFRS attends are reducing.  To remain effective, efficient and 
deliver value for money, resources must be matched to meet existing and emerging risks to the 
community. This enables the Service to continue to invest in enhanced prevention and protection 
measures further promoting and increasing the safety of our communities. Delivery of such 
community focussed safety initiatives helps to prevent accidents and emergencies before they 
occur and in doing so, improves the safety of those most vulnerable in the community.

The three objectives contained within the plan are designed to build upon the success of 
outcomes from the previous IRMP and are seen as the priorities for the Service to address over 
the next three years in order to protect the communities of Gloucestershire. 
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The objectives are broad enough to provide the necessary flexibility to:

 Meet new and emerging changes/challenges including those arising from 
legislative changes and national policy directives

 Ensure operational matters are correctly addressed maintaining the right 
resources, in the right place, at the right time

 Allow GFRS to improve upon existing service delivery

 Enable the organisation to deliver on its stated mission.

The IRMP will require supporting Annual Plans to be developed and put in place to inform the 
public of how the Service intends to meet their needs whilst striving for continual improvement 
and value for money.

Due to the complexities and inter-dependencies involved, it is intended that the work streams 
falling within each objective will be delivered simultaneously across the three year life of the 
IRMP as an ongoing improvement programme for the Service and the communities of 
Gloucestershire.

4.2 Officer Advice

The Chief Fire Officer’s professional opinion based on all of the available evidence and 
subsequent analysis is that Cabinet is recommended to approve the draft IRMP 2018-21 and 
associated documentation and authorise the Chief Fire Officer to take the draft Plan forward for 
public consultation.

The Chief Fire Officer asks Scrutiny Committee to comment on this report following its 
consideration by Cabinet on 27 September 2017.
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Introduction 
 

The Fire Authority 

 

Welcome to Gloucestershire County Council’s 

Fire and Rescue Integrated Risk Management 

Plan (IRMP) covering the 2018-21 period. 
 

As the Fire and Rescue Authority and governing 

body for the county, Gloucestershire County 

Council has a legal duty to ensure that we provide 

a highly effective and efficient fire and rescue 

service that is also value for money. 

 

This Integrated Risk Management Plan is the vision 

of how we aim to address the challenges faced by 

your fire and rescue service over the coming years. 

 

The Service continues to face wide ranging 

challenges from a continually evolving risk picture, 

new legislation and national drivers through to calls 

to ‘reform’.  

 

I hope that this plan demonstrates to the people of 

Gloucestershire the dedication and commitment 

made to ensuring their ongoing safety and 

provides reassurance that ‘come what may’, 

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service is 

prepared for every eventuality and able to react 

accordingly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I remain confident that with the unstinting support of the 

county council, Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue 

Service will continue to deliver a high class prevention 

and response service to the communities of 

Gloucestershire for the foreseeable future. 

 

It is only by working in partnership with others that the 

Service has been able to utilise existing equipment and 

skills in unique ways that provide support not only to the 

County Council, but also to other partners and  

organisations delivering true ‘social value’ to the 

communities of Gloucestershire and helping to protect 

the most vulnerable among us. 

 

The drive and ambition to innovate and work with others 

will continue unabated. Across the next three years it is 

hoped that existing relationships will flourish and new 

ones come to fruition; in doing so we will be able to truly 

live up to the Service’s mission statement: 

 

“Working together we will provide the highest 

standard of community safety and emergency 

response services to the communities of 

Gloucestershire”.    

 
    

  

 

Cllr Nigel Moor 

Cabinet Member for Fire, 

Planning & Infrastructure 

 
Lead Cabinet Member 
Fire, Planning and Infrastructure 
Gloucestershire County Council 
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Stewart Edgar QFSM 

Chief Fire Officer 

and Operations Director 

The Fire and Rescue Service 

 

Following on from a successful IRMP covering 

2015-18, I am pleased to say that following 

excellent progress over the course of the last 

three years, your Fire and Rescue Service 

remains at the forefront of delivering a safe 

environment in which to live and work for the 

people and communities of Gloucestershire. 

 
However, there is still much to do and I firmly believe 

that we can deliver further improvements to make 

your Service truly first class and something of which 

we can all be extremely proud. 

 
Alongside the tough financial picture that the public 

sector continues to face, we have now also been set 

additional challenges by HM Government. The reform 

agenda led by the Home Office is now accelerating 

the requirement for the fire sector to make significant 

improvements incorporating greater collaboration, 

efficiency and workforce diversity. 

 

 

I am confident that in this County we are already 

making significant progress and have a clear plan 

for the future. With the dedication and 

commitment of our highly professional staff, we 

can ensure that your Fire and Rescue Service is 

as efficient and effective as possible. 

 
The previous plan, which was published in 2015, 

set out the blueprint for a revised delivery model 

which placed greater emphasis on prevention 

work thereby reducing risk and helping people to 

lead safer lives, reducing risk and demand on our 

Service whilst helping to drive down costs. 

 
This approach allowed us to maintain our 

position as one of the highest performing and 

lowest cost-per-head Services in the whole 

country, whilst at the same time allowing us to 

introduce innovative solutions to help protect 

the most vulnerable in our communities. 

2 

 
Chief Fire Officer and Operations Director 

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service 
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Emergency Services Collaboration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Background 
 

The Prime Minister’s announcement on 5 January 

2016 that responsibility for fire and rescue policy has 

transferred from the Department for Communities 

and Local Government to the Home Office 

demonstrates the Government’s commitment for 

closer collaboration between police and fire and 

rescue services. Bringing together responsibility for 

fire and police in the same department will provide 

the same clear leadership in central Government that 

their proposals on emergency services collaboration 

seek to deliver locally. It provides an excellent 

opportunity for sharing good practice to drive reform 

and to deliver better outcomes for the public. 

 

The Policing and Crime Act 2017 further reforms 

policing and enables important changes that aim to 

build capacity, improve efficiency and increase public 

confidence. One of the main provisions places a duty 

on police, fire and ambulance services to work 

together. 

 

Emergency services play an essential part in serving 

our communities and keeping them safe. Whilst the 

police, fire and rescue service and ambulance 

service all have distinct frontline roles, it is clear that 

close collaboration between them can provide real 

benefits for the public and help each Service better 

meet the demands and challenges they face.  The 

Policing and Crime Act potentially offers us increased 

opportunities to improve operational and preventative 

effectiveness to ensure we are working together for a 

safer Gloucestershire. 

 

 

Collaboration is not a new concept; it is something 

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service has been 

successfully delivering on over the past four years.  

We are engaged in a vast range of successful 

collaborative arrangements, some of which have 

been nationally recognised and applauded.   Much 

has already been achieved to increase effectiveness 

and efficiency through excellent joint working 

between Gloucestershire Constabulary, 

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service and 

SWASFT. 

Current collaboration ranges from estate 

management through to upstream prevention. 
 

Estate sharing  

 Headquarters; shared by GFRS and 

Gloucestershire Constabulary.  Other teams 

co-located include Trading Standards, Road 

Camera Safety Team, Road Safety Team, 

Civil Protection, Social Care Emergency 

Teams (including mental health crisis team), 

Police and Fire mobilising control rooms. 

 Tri-Service workshop; shared by the 3 blue 

light services and also maintains the County 

Council’s fleet 

 Lydney Fire Station; provides a Police Point 

with designated areas for police to meet and 

interview people 

 Gloucester South Fire Station; provides 

shared facilities with SWASFT, British Red 

Cross and Severn Area Rescue Association 

 Dursley Fire Station; SWASFT ambulance co-

located and permanently based with full 

facilities for staff 

  
 
  
 

 

“The Policing and Crime 
Act has formalised 
existing working 

arrangements already 
established in 

Gloucestershire” 
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Upstream prevention and early interventions. 

Collaboration has already produced positive results 

and forged strong links between partners.  All 

collaboration activities have the same overarching 

objectives; to drive efficiencies, reduce unnecessary 

demand for services and improve outcomes for the 

community of Gloucestershire.  Established 

workstreams include: 

 ‘Concerns for Safety’; GFRS responds to 300 

incidents a year at the request of SWASFT in 

order to gain entry into properties when there 

is a concern for someone’s welfare.  This was 

previously carried out by Police.  GFRS has 

taken on this demand and utilised these 

incidents to inform follow up fire safety 

prevention work while at the same time 

creating capacity for Police 

 Body Recovery; Memorandum of 

Understanding developed to formalise existing 

collaboration 

 Missing Persons; Memorandum of 

Understanding developed to formalise further 

collaboration 

 Road Safety Education; jointly delivered by 

GFRS and Police through the Road Safety 

Team and the Police Crime Commissioner 

through the Safe and Social Driving priority led 

by the Chief Fire Officer 

 Aston Project; Police and GFRS working 

together to deliver early intervention for young 

people  

 Anti-Slavery (Modern Slavery); joint working to 

ensure correct reporting during Fire  

 

 Anti-Slavery (Modern Slavery) referrals 
following Fire Safety Inspections 

 

 Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements 
(MAPPA); partnership working between Fire, 
Police, Probation and other agencies to 
manage risk around arsonists 
 

 Co-responder Scheme; firefighters in rural 
areas provide ‘first person on scene’ 
emergency medical assistance to life-
threatening incidents on behalf of SWASFT 

 

 Cardiac Care; firefighters in urban areas 
responding to cardiac arrest in support of 
SWASFT ambulance response 

 

 Telecare care responders; firefighters respond 
to Telecare alarms for service users who do 
not have a designated friend or family member 
to respond for them.  GFRS has reduced 
ambulance and police calls outs as well as 
hospital stays and care home placements by 
providing this service.  

 
GFRS recognises the opportunity to do more and has 
future collaboration plans which include: 

 Safe and Well visits that include crime 

prevention and wider social care assessments 

 Closer working on arson prevention 

 Full and unrestricted access to all fire stations 

for bluelight services 

 A non injurious falls pick up service provided 

by GFRS 

 Fire Crews delivering emergency medical 

response. 
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Our Mission 
 

“Working Together for a Safer Gloucestershire” 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 2 

“As a Service that 
has serving our 
community at its 
heart, we have a 
clear mission, 
statement to 
support our 

mission and set of 
strategic aims 

specifically 
designed to 

support our overall 
objectives” 
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Our Values 
   

 

 

“Our values 
have been 

realigned and 
are designed to 

reflect a 
modern, 
forward 

thinking fire and 
rescue service 

that performs to 
the highest 

standards” 
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Statutory Duties and Responsibilities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The legislation governing the Fire and Rescue Service is covered by the following: 
 

 Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004  

 Civil Contingencies Act 2004 

 Regulatory  Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005   

 Fire and Rescue Service (Emergencies)(England) Order 2007 

 Crime and Disorder Act 1998 

 Policing and Crime Act 2017 
 

The primary legislative provisions which determine the functions of the Service include: 

 Promoting fire safety 

 Extinguishing fires and protecting life and property 

 Rescuing people from road traffic accidents (and a large range of other risks determined through 

the Emergencies Order) 

 Responding to other types of emergencies 

 Entering into reinforcement schemes with other fire authorities for mutual assistance 

 Assessing the risk of emergencies occurring and use this to inform contingency planning; and in 

this regard to: 

o Put in place emergency plans  

o Put in place business continuity management arrangements  

o Put in place arrangements to make information available to the public about civil protection 

matters and maintain arrangements to warn, inform and advise the public in the event of an 

emergency  

o Share information with other local responders to enhance coordination; and, 

o Cooperate with other local responders to enhance coordination and efficiency. 

 Cooperate with other local responders to reduce crime, disorder and re-offending (including anti-

social and other behaviour adversely affecting the local environment). 

Fire and Rescue National Framework for England (2012) 

The Government outlines expectations of English Fire and Rescue Services through the Fire and 

Rescue National Framework for England. One of the Governments expectations is the assessment of 

all foreseeable fire and rescue related risks that could affect communities, including those of a cross border, 

multi-authority and/or national nature.  
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What is an Integrated Risk Management Plan?
 

 

 

Integrated Risk Management Planning (IRMP) is a 
modern and flexible process, supported by legislation 
and guidance, designed to enable a fire and rescue 
service to identify, measure and mitigate the social 
and economic impact that fire and other emergencies 
can be expected to have on individuals, communities, 
commerce, industry, the environment and heritage. 

The Government outlines its expectations for English 
Fire & Rescue Services through the Fire & Rescue 
National Framework for England. The priorities set out 
in the Framework are for fire and rescue authorities to: 

 identify and assess the full range of 

foreseeable fire and rescue related risks 

their areas face, make provision for 

prevention and protection activities and 

respond to incidents appropriately; 

 work in partnership with their communities 

and a wide range of partners locally and 

nationally to deliver their service and; 

 be accountable to communities for the 

service they provide. 

The assessment of local risks to life and how 
effectively resources are used in response to those 
risks, whilst at the same time providing value for 
money to the local taxpayer is documented - this is 
what is termed as an Integrated Risk Management 
Plan (IRMP). 
 

The IRMP development process makes the Service 

regularly consider four key questions: 

 What are the existing and potential risks in 

Gloucestershire? 

 How effective are our current risk management 

measures? 

 

 What opportunities are there for 

improvement and setting of appropriate 

standards? 

 What resources are necessary to meet those 

standards? 

From these we can then develop a plan based on 

the answers to those questions. 

In order to effectively manage risk in our community 

the Service uses a combination of tactics, which 

complement each-other to deliver the Services 

strategic aims. It is the ‘integrated’ nature of these 

risk management tactics in the optimum blend, 

linked with the strategic aims, that gives the plan its 

name. 

Once the plan has been agreed by the County 

Council, consultation takes place with local 

communities, partners and other stakeholders 

providing an opportunity for their views to be 

represented and considered. 

The IRMP is all about giving the community a ‘tailor 

made’ Service that best meets their needs. The 

realities of the political landscape and financial 

climate must also be taken into account. 

The IRMP covers a three year period and outlines 
the improvements and changes the Service intends 
to make in order to manage existing and emerging 
risk more effectively. The route to those 
improvements is outlined within the associated 
action plan which explains the ‘what, how and 
when’. 
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“ 

” 

 

 

“Focusing on the risk to life 

ensures we concentrate our 

efforts where they are needed 

most – helping those most at 

risk and more likely to suffer 

from the effects of preventable 

fires and other emergencies”. 

 

 

What did we achieve through 

our last IRMP? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IRMP 2015/18 
Objective 

Our achievements: 

Fundamental 

review of 

operational 

response 

 

 

Implementation of 

the outcomes of 

the comprehensive 

review of 

operational 

response 

A fundamental review of operational response was 

undertaken to include independent analysis of response 

data over a five year period. Modeling of all possible 

scenarios was carried out in order to correctly match our 

resources to the County’s risk profile.  
 

Two options were selected – a change in the way we 

provided staff at Cirencester and the delivery of 

emergency response to Painswick. 
  
These changes allowed us to focus more on a risk 

based response, enabled us to make more efficient use 

of our staff and helped us to deliver increased value for 

money. 

A more risk based 

response 

 

 

 

 

 

Development of risk 

based response 

standards 

 

 

The Service challenged the traditional approach to risk 

management and now concentrates the focus of its 

activities on actual risk to people. In particular we focus 

on the life risk factor experienced for dwelling fires with 

our prevention work targeted at those identified as most 

at risk and our response standards were reviewed to 

reflect this approach. 
 

A risk based approach to response standards has been 

developed with specific targets set and continually 

monitored to ensure these standards are met and 

maintained. With time as the critical factor, we have also 

set targets and standards for Fire Control when dealing 

with 999 calls and for the mobilising of fire engines from 

the stations. 
 

These challenging response standards show a continued 

commitment to drive improved performance. 
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IRMP 2015/18 
Objective 

Our achievements: 

Development of a  

Risk and Demand 

Management Service 

Delivery Model 

There are three strands to our Risk and Demand Management 

Service Delivery model:  

1. Focusing primarily on Prevention and Protection 

(thus reducing risk to the public and demand for 

emergency response services). 

We continue to improve outcomes for communities through the 

delivery of local risk reduction plans where the most vulnerable 

and those most at risk are identified and prioritised for ‘Safe 

and Well’ visits. These visits are carried out by trained 

Firefighters who assess a wide range of risks in the home 

environment. They also provide health and wellbeing 

interventions which include referrals and signposting to a 

range of partners for example the National Health Service, 

Social services and Age UK.  
 

Local Risk Managers are responsible for the delivery of 

targeted Prevention, Protection and Response activity in each 

of our six Districts. Working with key partners including Police 

and local Councils information and resources are shared to 

provide support to Communities.  

2. Always ensuring an effective emergency response 

(thus reducing  risk to the public and demand for 

other agencies or services involvement e.g. NHS and 

coroners service) 

We have empowered our Fire Control operators through 

delivery of new technology (see below) and encouraged them 

to use their vast experience and professional judgment to 

ensure that we deliver the right resources, to the right place, at 

the right time. 

 

This approach is supported on scene by our highly skilled and 

professional firefighters who work quickly to resolve any 

incident they attend. After the incident support is always 

provided to affected parties to help them ‘get back on their 

feet’ as quickly as possible. 

6 

 

6 
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“Correctly applying our 

resources to the wide range 
of calls we receive for 
assistance has helped us to 
create the capacity to deliver 
additional community based 
initiatives and further 
improve public safety 

outcomes”. 

P
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 Contributing to local, regional and national resilience 

(thus reducing  risk to the public and demand at 

Government level  

We continue to play a leading role as a core member of 

the Local Resilience Forum for Gloucestershire 

regularly working with other partners and stakeholders 

to co-ordinate effective and efficient integrated 

emergency management arrangements within the 

County of Gloucestershire. 
 

We work closely with the County’s Civil Protection 

Team and routinely share information and knowledge to 

plan and respond to emergencies across the County. 
 

In addition to local resilience we are actively signed up 

to the National Mutual Aid Protocol and have specialist 

crews and vehicles available to support major 

emergencies at both a regional and national level 

should this be called for. 

Implementation of 

technological solutions 

We have made a number of significant changes to our 

Service through the application of new technology. 
 

Fire Control has been provided with ‘state of the art’ 

mobilising and communications equipment enabling 

pinpointing of caller location which can reduce time 

taken to establish incident details and help locate 

incidents quickly. Emergency vehicles are also fitted 

with Advanced Vehicle Location Systems (AVLS), which 

allows selection of the nearest available fire engines 

allowing us to significantly reduce response times.  
 

New technology also allows transmission of risk critical 

information direct to fire engines aiding a more effective 

response at scene and delivering a system that is ready 

for the advent of electronic incident information transfer 

between responding agencies which will enhance 

delivery of a more coordinated approach to complex or 

challenging incidents. 
 

We have supplied a range of new equipment to our 

crews for use at emergency incidents.  

5 

“Being part of a wider network 

of emergency responders 
means we can provide an 
effective response during 
major or catastrophic 
incidents using the support of 
other agencies should the 

need arise”. 
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 New Breathing Apparatus sets now give crews clearer 

speech communication between teams improving search 

and rescue times and safety for both firefighters and the 

public alike. 
 

Furthermore, advancements in battery technology have 

provided the opportunity to upgrade rescue equipment 

used at road traffic collisions (RTC’s). Smaller, lighter 

but more powerful RTC equipment has created more 

stowage space to carry other specialist rescue 

equipment thereby allowing us to upgrade all fire 

engines across the county for response to RTC’s 

improving the overall response time in all areas of the 

County. 
 

Research and Development work continues into the 

ever changing landscape of new technology and 

equipment. We have and will continue to keep abreast 

of all innovations that may provide future improvements 

in cost, safety and efficiency. 
 

It is a Service priority to ensure we maintain excellent 

value for money. When we purchase supplies, 

equipment and vehicles we have to demonstrate sound 

financial practice, one of these areas has seen us 

become increasingly involved with the Fire Commercial 

Transformation programme. This is a nationally 

recognised programme intended to deliver efficient, 

effective and collaborative procurement.  

Greater use of retained 

and community 

firefighters to build 

resilience 

 

 

A great deal of hard work, commitment and effort is 

contributed to the safety of the communities across 

Gloucestershire by our dedicated retained “on call” 

firefighters. 
 

Utilising their wealth of local knowledge and vast array 

of contacts within their own communities has enabled us 

to reach out to the most vulnerable in our county and in 

conjunction with a range of partner organisations deliver 

new and sometimes unique safety initiatives using 

existing people and skills. 
 

This helps to relieve pressure on other emergency 

responders within the community and improve the 

standard of living for all concerned. 

“Careful research and 

evaluation means that we 
only select the most 
appropriate equipment with 
which to deliver the 

County’s vital emergency 

response function”  
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Gloucestershire’s Risk Profile 

Our existing and potential risks 
 

Our risk information comes from a variety of 

sources. It informs our professional judgment when 

we choose the most suitable protection, prevention 

and emergency response arrangements to put in 

place and to maintain risk at an acceptable level. 

What are the risks? 

• Injury or death to residents and visitors 

• Damage to property 

• Disruption to business impacting on the 

economy of Gloucestershire  

• Loss of built and / or natural heritage 

• Social impact on communities 

• Firefighter safety 

• Loss of infrastructure 

• Impact on  our environment 

About our County 

Gloucestershire is a diverse County covering 

2,653 square km and hosting a population of 

approximately 617,000.  

The county is divided into six districts, City of 

Gloucester, Cheltenham, Forest of Dean, 

Tewkesbury, Cotswold and Stroud with the main 

urban centers being Gloucester and Cheltenham 

where approximately half of the county’s 

population live. 

It is an extremely attractive place to live and work 

with many residents spread across a number of 

small market towns, small villages and hamlets in 

areas surrounded by countryside. 
 

 

 

 

The rural and urban mix of the County features 

excellent transport links and a range of historic 

heritage and leisure opportunities which attract 

visitors and tourists to the area. Significant numbers 

of people settle into retirement in Gloucestershire 

whilst many young people choose to leave the 

County seeking employment opportunities elsewhere. 
 

Population growth remains steady and is predicted to 

rise by another 11% by 2025. However, 

Gloucestershire is also predicted to have a higher 

than average number of over 65 year olds, rising by 

55,000 to reach 158,000 by 2025. This increase in a 

higher risk group, coupled with Government’s desire 

to deliver ‘personalised’ services to the elderly will 

have a direct impact on the County’s ability to support 

and deliver services, such as nursing and social care 

that support safe and independent living. 
 

While the County has some wealthy areas, there are 

pockets of significant deprivation in Cheltenham and 

Gloucester with rural deprivation found in the Forest 

of Dean. There is a proven link between social 

deprivation and the occurrence of fire. 
 

Over the last 10 years population growth has been 

concentrated in the urban areas although there is 

now a growing tendency towards residential 

development in more rural locations. 
 

9 
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County’s Risk Profile 
 

National Risk Assessment 

Local Community Risk Register  

Critical National Infrastructure  

Climatic Events 
 

Factors contributing to the 
County’s risk profile 

National Risk Assessment 

The National Risk Assessment is intended to 
capture the range of emergencies that might 
have a major impact on all, or significant 
parts of, the UK. It provides a national picture 
of the risks we face, and is designed to 
complement our local Community Risk 
Register. The driver for this work is the Civil 
Contingencies Act 2004, which defines the 
meaning of ‘emergencies’, and what  duties 
and responsibilities are placed on us so that 
we can prepare for them. Risks covered in 
the assessment include – severe weather, 
pandemics, animal disease, major accidents 
and malicious attacks including cyber attack 
and acts of terrorism. 

Local Community Risk Register 

Our Local Community Risk Register looks at 
the likelihood and potential impact of a range 
of hazards occurring in specific areas. It is 
approved and published by our Local 
Resilience Forum (LRF) which includes 
representatives from local emergency 
services, and public, private and voluntary 
organisations. 

 

In order to produce the Community Risk 
Register, the LRF use a combination of 
local knowledge about each risk, as well 
as guidance provided by central 
government drawn from the National 
Risk Assessment. 

Critical National Infrastructure 

With its national resilience capability, 
the Service is part of the response to 
maintain critical infrastructure in the 
event of any of the identified risks 
becoming a reality. Joint working with 
utility companies and private 
businesses has been carried out with 
the LRF and fire safety enforcement to 
provide advice to promote business 
continuity and resilience. 

Severe Weather 

As the devastating flood of 2007 
demonstrated, communities in 
Gloucestershire are at risk from the on-
going effects of the climate and climatic 
change. Plans to deal with these 
events are in place and reviewed on a 
regular basis.  

14 
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Risks in Gloucestershire 
 

Although the Service has challenged the traditional approach to risk management and now concentrates the main focus of its activities on actual risk to people rather 
than to buildings, there are still a range of sites in the County that we take into account when formulating risk management plans: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Location Critical / Economic Social / Environmental Core Infrastructure 

Cheltenham 
GCHQ; 

Industrial Areas; 

Commercial Areas. 

Cheltenham Racecourse; 

Regency Town Centre. 

Cheltenham General Hospital; 

M5 motorway; 

Mainline Rail Network. 

Cotswolds Commercial Areas. 

Kelmscott Manor;  

Sezincote House;  

Snowshill Manor;  

Cotswold Water Park. 

RAF Fairford;  

A417/A419;  

Mainline Rail Network (Including Tunnels). 

Forest of 
Dean 

Industrial Areas. 

Forest Leisure Areas  

(Climbing, Walking, Cycling); 

Littledean Hall. 

Wigpool Water Treatment Works; 

Severn Cable Tunnel; 

Mainline Rail Routes (Including Tunnels). 

Gloucester 
City Centre;  

Industrial Areas;  

Commercial Areas 

Gloucester Cathedral; 

Gloucester Docks;  

Quays Development;  

River Severn. 

Council Infrastructure; 

Walham National Grid Station; 

Gloucester Royal Hospital;  

M5 motorway; 

Mainline Rail Network. 

Stroud 
Industrial Areas;  

Commercial Areas. 

 

Berkeley Castle;  

Woollen Mills;  

Canals;  

Woodchester Mansion;  

Newark Park. 

Sapperton Railway Tunnel; 

M5 motorway; 

Berkeley Power Station; 

Royal Residences. 

Tewkesbury 

Imjin Barracks;  

Industrial Areas;  

Commercial Areas. 
 

Tewkesbury Abbey,  

Town Centre (including Merchant’s House); 

Stanway Estate; 

Sudeley Castle. 

River Severn/Avon 

Mythe Water Treatment Works; 

M5/M50 motorways; 

Gloucestershire Airport. 

15 
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Our approach 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

The Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004 places a 
legal responsibility on us to keep our communities 
safe and respond to emergencies, these include:  

 Firefighting - extinguishing fires, protecting life, 

property and the environment in the event of 

fires. 

 Road Traffic Collisions - rescuing people in the 

event of road traffic collisions and protecting 

people from serious harm in the event of road 

traffic collisions. 

 Emergencies - when necessary deal with 

emergencies, other than fires and road traffic 

collisions. 

 Fire Safety - promoting fire safety, including the 

provision of information and publicity on steps to 

be taken to prevent fires and the giving of 

advice on how to prevent fires and on the 

means of escape from buildings in case of fire. 

To effectively manage risk in our community the 
Service uses a combination of interventions which 
complement each-other to address both the 
requirements set out under the Fire and Rescue 
Services Act 2004 and deliver the Services’ strategic 
aims.  

It is the ‘integrated’ nature of risk management in the 
optimum blend, linked with the Services’ strategic 
aims, that help us to ensure that the Service we 
provide is at all times focused on the needs of the 
communities of Gloucestershire. Our overarching 
Prevention Strategy provides the focus for our 
activities and will run in line with this IRMP. 

As a Service we have already recognised the 
importance of focusing on the risk to life rather than 
to buildings and thereby our primary activities are 
centred on prevention and protection initiatives. 

We also recognise that the factors associated with 
the cause of fires that lead to serious injuries are 
often apparent to other agencies and that only by 
working together to identify the most vulnerable 
among us can we help prevent emergencies from 
occurring in the first place and thus reduce or 
eliminate the physical, personal, social and 
economic costs associated with such incidents. 

It is on this basis that we have built close links with 
a large number of other stakeholders, agencies and 
organisations including the Police, Ambulance, 
Road Safety, Trading Standards, Civil Protection, 
British Red Cross, National health, Social Services, 
Age UK and many more, including charitable bodies 
who also have a vested interest in the health and 
wellbeing of the people of Gloucestershire. 

It cannot be overemphasised that key to the 
successful delivery of this ‘suite’ of services are our 
dedicated and hardworking staff who so often go 
‘above and beyond’ to ensure that those they come 
into contact with through the course of their duties 
are treated with dignity and respect, taken care of, 
and have a positive experience no matter what 
circumstances they may find themselves in. 

The following sections outline how we deliver your 
Fire and Rescue Service. 

 

“We realise that the best 
way to reduce risk to 

members of the community, 
and indeed our firefighters, 

is to stop emergency 
incidents from occurring in 

the first place.” 
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Ensure our services are delivered by a professional, well 
equipped, highly skilled, motivated and well developed 
workforce which is able to work safely and whose composition 
reflects our diverse community. 
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“The most valuable asset 
we have is our staff; 

dedicated, hardworking 
and proud to serve the 

communities of 
Gloucestershire” 

 

People 

17 

 

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service provide 
twenty one fire stations staffed by a total of 130 full 
time and 189 retained (on call) firefighters all able to 
offer community safety interventions, education and 
respond to emergency calls.  

The Service is administered from its Headquarters in 
Quedgeley, a joint facility shared with the 
Gloucestershire Police and South West Ambulance 
Service Trust.  

The building also plays host to our own Fire Control, 
who play a critical role in emergency call 
management and deployment fire engines and other 
specialist vehicles to respond to calls for help.  

It is only by ensuring that we have ‘the right people, 
with the right skills, in the right place, at the right 
time’ are we able to deliver the high performing Fire 
and Rescue Service that the people of 
Gloucestershire have come to know and trust. There 
are a number of key elements in achieving this aim: 

Fire Cadets 

The Fire Cadet Scheme is a nationally recognised 
education programme with a strong focus on social 
action that provides young people with essential life 
skills and develops them to make positive life choices. 

We are extremely proud of our Cadets in 
Gloucestershire and the positive contribution they 
make to both our fire and rescue service and the 
communities they represent. We hope to see some 
return to join us as firefighters of the future. 

Recruitment 
We are, and will continue to be an employer that 
offers equality in opportunity when recruiting for new 
staff, although we recognise there is still some way to 
go before our workforce truly reflects the diverse 
nature of the communities we serve. 

 

We have revised previous practices already designed 
to attract a wide variety of individuals to the Service 
and are pleased that through a more focussed 
approach the desired effect is already being felt. 

We have experienced an increase in the number of 
applicants from underrepresented groups and thus 
the pool of potential talent with a more diverse range 
of skills available to us has also widened. 

Apprenticeships 

The Finance Act 2016 introduced the Apprenticeship 
Levy which is a levy on all UK employers to fund new 
apprenticeships; the idea behind this initiative is to 
invest in human capital by developing vocational 
skills, and support quality training by putting 
employers at the centre of the system.  

We already have in place apprentices in workshops 
and administrative roles. As the scheme develops we 
will employ a blended approach, embedding 
apprenticeships at a number of levels within the 
organisation.  

This will include higher level apprenticeships to ‘up-
skill’ existing managers and once a standard is 
agreed for firefighter roles introduce apprenticeships 
into operational roles as well.  

Training & Development 

We are firmly committed to the development of all our 
staff and encourage every employee to reach their full 
potential. 

We strive to ensure that we equip our workforce with 
the correct skills, knowledge and support, together 
with the confidence and ability required to face the 
day-to-day challenges presented to them through the 
course of their work.  

 
 

Strategic 
Aim 
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We see this as key to our future success as the role 
of the modern fire service continues to evolve to meet 
the ever changing world in which we all live. 

Alongside the mandatory and essential training 
required to deliver an effective emergency response, 
we intend to build upon existing ties with other 
stakeholders and partners in order to deliver training 
and development that currently sits outside our range 
of expertise that will complement our existing skill 
sets. 

This in turn will enable our staff to undertake further 
community based safety initiatives and activities, from 
design and planning through to frontline delivery to 
groups and individuals.  

We continue to develop a pool of highly skilled 
logistics and support staff; they are an integral and 
respected part of our team who are vital through a 
variety of support functions, in helping to secure the 
best possible outcomes in order to meet the needs of 
the communities we serve. 

For those who want to progress within the Service 
there are clear development ‘pathways’ which ensure 
no matter whether they be on an apprenticeship, 
engaged as an operational fire-fighter, in a support 
role or otherwise engaged by us, that coaching, 
mentoring and assistance is provided to help them 
realise their true potential and provide us with highly 
effective managers and leaders for the future.  

Health & Safety 

The Service has both a legal and moral duty to make 

sure that all Firefighters and Officers are safe.  

The Service has clear procedures based on nationally 
recognised best practice to ensure this is the case. 
We put great emphasis on training our staff and have 
developed a proactive safety culture, although in this 
ever-changing world and with an in-exhaustible range 
of challenges that can be thrown at us, we also make 
a point of learning from every emergency incident we 
attend and wherever possible from significant 
incidents attended by our peers across the country. 

 

We have a performance assessment process which 

ensures that what we learn through training and this 

is put into practice at incidents. Where accidents or 

situations that have the potential to do harm occur 

we investigate fully so that we learn lessons from 

them, change our practices and procedures 

accordingly to prevent reoccurrence in  the future. 

Where we need specialist advice this is available to 
us through the Safety, Health and Environment Team 
of Gloucestershire County Council. 

Equipment 

Specialised vehicles and equipment are the tools of 

our trade that help firefighters to operate safely and 

effectively in a wide range of circumstances. This 

extends from the protective clothing worn by 

firefighters, to the fire engines they use to transport 

them to, and deal effectively and efficiently with 

emergency incidents.  

The reliability and quality of this range of equipment 

is of paramount importance and can quite literally 

mean the difference between life and death for both 

the firefighter and those at risk.  

Research and Development work continues into the 
ever changing landscape of new technology and 
equipment. We have and will continue to keep abreast 
of all innovations that may provide future 
improvements in cost, safety and efficiency.  

It is a Service priority to ensure we maintain excellent 
value for money. When we purchase supplies, 
equipment and vehicles we have to demonstrate 
sound financial practice and therefore  sound business 
cases have to be produced that carefully consider 
necessity, cost and benefit before any changes or 
upgrades are made. 

All equipment is carefully serviced, maintained and 

tested to avoid failure when it is most needed with 

specialist equipment taken care of ‘in-house’ and 

equipment of a more general nature serviced by 

external agents to help keep costs to a minimum. 15 

 

“The dedication and 
professionalism of our 

staff enable us to deliver 
so much more than an 
emergency response.” 

 

People 
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 Strategic 
Aim 

The traditional view of the function of the Fire & 
Rescue Service is one of an organisation that 
responds to an emergency, saving life and preventing 
further damage.  

We firmly believe that by far the best way of 
protecting those we serve from fire and other 
emergencies is to prevent that emergency before it 
happens, therefore this is our priority. Not only does 
prevention avoid suffering and harm but it also 
reduces demand on our services which saves the 
community money, while still providing an emergency 
response. 

The majority of emergencies are avoidable and 
involve the actions or inaction of people. If we can 
help people change their behaviour or become more 
aware of the likely implications of a situation they 
create or are involved in, we can help prevent 
disaster. 

Our prevention work is aimed at people of all ages 
and backgrounds but does target those most at risk. 
Sadly, despite our efforts, emergencies do still 
happen. When they do, we learn as much as we can 
from them thereby guiding our prevention work. 

Prevention is by far the biggest part of the day-to-day 
work of our firefighters. They are highly trained and 
skilled to engage, interact and deal with members of 
the community. Working from our Community Fire 
Stations they deliver a wide range of community 
safety focused events. 

Stations also regularly hold ‘Open Days’, where 
Community Fire Stations open their doors to the local 
community. These have traditionally been fun days 
out for the family, but they are also an opportunity for 
the Service to deliver important safety messages. 

 

 

Safe & Well visits 

These visits are carried out by our trained full time 
Firefighters and a team of Community Safety Advisers 
who are “on call” firefighters. 

Safe and Well visits are offered throughout the 
County and are targeted at people most at risk within 
the community. We work with a wide range of 
partners to ensure that those most at risk of fire are 
offered a Safe and Well visit.  

Residents targeted by the team include: 

 People living with Dementia 

 People with mental health needs 

 People over 65 years of age 

 People living alone 

 People with disabilities 

 Smokers 

 Those without existing smoke alarms 

 Individuals with drink or drug dependency. 

During the visits firefighters make sure homes have 
smoke detectors and other pieces of equipment that 
help keep people safe e.g. fire retardant bedding. 
Visits are tailored to the needs of individuals but all 
cover a fire risk assessment and wellbeing check.  

Advice is given on a wide range of areas from fire 
safety to keeping warm in the winter. Firefighters 
know what services can help people and can signpost 
or refer them to specific agencies. As well as advice 
and referrals, firefighters have been trained to carry 
out interventions during the visits and regularly carry 
out falls assessments.  

The Safe and Well visit is designed to ensure we 
make every contact with someone count. 
 
 

Work with our local communities to reduce risks to life, 
property and the environment from fire and other 
emergencies. 
 

 

 

Prevention 
And 

Protection 
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“No matter how good our 
emergency response is, 

prevention is always 
seen as better than cure” 
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Partnerships 

To be effective in preventing fire and accidents 
involving vulnerable people within the community, we 
need to work closely with agencies that have day to 
day contact with individuals who are at risk.  

The Community Safety Team has established close 
working relationships with numerous agencies that 
refer individuals to us who are at risk from fire, or who 
carry out joint visits with our Community Safety 
Advisers.  

We also refer vulnerable adults to other 
Gloucestershire County Council agencies, with their 
permission, to ensure they access the full range of 
services and support available. 

SkillZone 

‘Skillzone’ is the Service’s life skills education centre. 
Located in Gloucester, the centre is a state-of-the-art 
life size village that provides a fully interactive 
learning environment to teach people of all ages how 
to recognise dangerous situations and stay safe. 

There are 16 zones, which will cover a range of 
scenarios including road, rail and water safety, an 
internet cafe, as well as opportunities to cover home 
and personal safety. 

Skillzone offers a variety of safety and educational 
experiences operating both on- site and out in the 
community and continues to play a major part in our 
own prevention strategy, as well as those of other 
emergency service partners, charitable and 
community focussed bodies. 

For more information visit: 

skillzone.glosfire.gov.uk 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Road Safety 

The Service attends over 400 road traffic collisions 
every year. Crews are highly skilled in dealing with 
the aftermath of these incidents, but prevention 
remains a paramount priority.  

We will continue to support initiatives and projects 
that can make our roads safer for everyone. Our 
target is to reduce the number of deaths and injuries 
resulting from road traffic collisions. 

Trading Standards and Enforcement 

Our Enforcement Team has now joined forces with 

Trading Standards to form a strong and dedicated 

resource. They are now able to offer up to date 

advice and guidance across a wide range of subjects 

and maintain legal and enforcement responsibilities.  

Fire Enforcement will continue under the Regulatory 

Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005, which provides a 

statutory duty to ensure that people are protected 

from fire in a range of places other than at home, 

such as their workplace, where they spend leisure 

time and where they buy goods.  

The team will continue to enforce fire safety law 

bringing prosecutions to bear when individuals and 

organisations commit serious breaches of fire safety 

legislation. 

Unwanted Fire Signals (False Alarms) 

It is essential that fire crews across the County remain 
available to deal with true emergency situations and 
do not spend time responding to calls that turn out to 
be false alarms.  

This not only makes sound financial sense, but even 
more importantly ensures firefighters remain available 
to respond to real incidents in their community. GFRS 
has been successful in driving down the number of 
false alarms we attend by challenging calls we 
receive and dealing with repeat false alarm offenders. 
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Prevention 
And 

Protection 

“The value of working in 

partnership to identify 
those most at risk and 

put in place measures to 
improve their safety and 

wellbeing cannot be 

underestimated” 
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Partnerships 

The Road Safety Partnership 

 

 

 

 

 
Fire Investigation 

Fire investigation is a statutory duty and it is an 
essential part of our role to identify the causes of fire 
to inform future prevention activity. Evidence 
uncovered by our investigation can assist the Police 
in bringing about prosecutions where arson is 
suspected, or be required for a Coroner’s Inquest. 

The results of a Fire Investigation may also be 
valuable to the wider Fire Safety Community or 
research establishments to assist in developing future 
prevention safeguards; this has been particularly 
evident with the current increase of fires in white 
goods such as tumble dryers. 

Civil Protection 

The Civil Contingencies Act 2004 places a duty on all 
Category 1 responders to maintain plans for 
responding, reducing, controlling or mitigating the 
effects of emergencies. 

We play host and contribute directly to the County’s 
Civil Protection Team whose role is to ensure that the 
County Council meets its statutory responsibilities 
under the Civil Contingencies Act. 

This achieved through multi-agency working in 
conjunction with Gloucestershire’s Local Resilience 
Forum and careful pre-planning, with strong emphasis 
placed on the community being cared for during and 
after an emergency.  

This requires direct co-operation with blue light 
emergency responders (Police, Fire and Ambulance) 
and co-ordination of other agencies ranging from 
charitable bodies such as the Red Cross through to 
‘accredited’ volunteers who can provide additional 
support in a wide variety of specialist areas. 

In addition the team provide 24/7 coverage and 
support the County Council’s Strategic Officer 
response rota ensuring the Council are always on 
hand in an emergency no matter when it occurs and 
act as a central hub that offers advice and support to 
District Councils before, during and after an incident. 
 
 

Environmental Protection 

As well as protecting the people of Gloucestershire 
from harm, we have a legal obligation, to protect the 
environment in which they live. Living in a County with 
extensive areas of outstanding natural beauty, 
presents significant additional challenges for the 
Service. 

Many of the emergency incidents we attend have the 
potential to cause extensive and long term harm to 
our environment. This can be through air pollution 
from the smoke produced by a large fire, pollution 
from fire-fighting water entering streams and rivers, or 
the presence of a hazardous substance that has been 
involved in an incident. 

We have a team of specialist Hazardous Materials 

Advisory Officers providing full time cover to respond 

immediately to such incidents throughout the County. 

The officers are trained to deal with chemical, 

biological and radiological incidents and work with 

appliances and equipment that is used locally and 

nationally. 

The Service has established a partnership with the 

Environment Agency (EA), where early contact is 

made with them when there is potential for the 

environment to suffer damage and harm as a result of 

the incident. 

The EA will provide us with advice over the phone or 

attend the scene if required to do so. All fire engines 

carry equipment supplied by the EA to enable ‘first 

aid’ environmental protection to be carried out and the 

Service has a dedicated vehicle, the Environmental 

Protection Unit based at Stroud for an advanced level 

of protection to be delivered at scene for larger scale 

emergencies. 

 

 

 

Prevention 
And 

Protection 

“Understanding what can 
happen enables us to 

develop plans and 
procedures and put in 

place measures to cover 
all eventualities” 
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Strategic 
Aim 

The Service has twenty one Community Fire Stations 
providing a highly effective emergency response 
County-wide. The number of firefighters with 
specialist skills and vehicles at each station reflects 
the existing risks within the local area whilst also 
providing resilience or ‘back up’ for large scale or 
major incidents elsewhere in the County. 

Of the twenty one stations, 5 are staffed permanently 
twenty four hours a day with back up from retained 
‘on call’ firefighters.  The remaining sixteen stations, 
located in market towns across the County are staffed 
by retained “on call” firefighters. 

Specialist Capabilities and Vehicles 

The types of emergency incident we attend vary with 
the geography of the County as well as the 
commercial and recreational activities undertaken in 
those areas.  

We have developed specialist skills and provide 
equipment that reflect the existing and emerging risks 
known to have an impact on our County and the 
nature of emergency calls we receive. We will 
respond to calls for assistance and do what we can to 
safely deal with the risks present and return the 
situation to normal as quickly as possible. 

Some examples of the types of vehicles we have 
available to us are: 

 Aerial Ladder Platforms that give access to areas 
at height beyond the reach of normal ladders 

 Water Carrier for delivery of water to rural areas 
where supplies may be extremely limited 

 

 

 

 

 High Volume Pump for removal of large 
quantities of water usually associated with 
flooding 

 Incident Command Unit that enables us to 
coordinate and control activities at large scale or 
major incidents. 

Road Traffic Collisions 

Unfortunately we still continue to deal with Road 
Traffic collisions on our roads. All of our Fire Engines 
are equipped with ‘state of the art’ equipment which 
allows firefighters to be highly effective in rescuing 
casualties.  

We also have a Special Incident Support fire engine 
which provides equipment when required at incidents 
such as at rail or aircraft accidents, road traffic 
collisions involving large goods vehicles, large animal 
rescues and water related incidents. 

Water Rescue/Flood Response 

The River Severn presents a particular risk for GFRS 
and we therefore have a boat rescue capability. 

The floods of 2007 brought into sharp focus the need 
to develop our capabilities for water rescue and 
particularly flood rescue, with the likelihood that this 
type of call would increase due to climate change.  

We currently have a number of river boats based at 
Gloucester South and Tewkesbury stations, enjoying 
a very productive partnership with the Severn Area 
Rescue Association also operating from these 
Stations. We have a range of flood boats and 
specialist equipment across the County including 
teams and officers that are trained to deal with the 
particular complexities of incidents associated with 
water and unstable surface rescue. 

 
 

Respond promptly and effectively to deal with fires and 
other emergencies when they occur. 
 

 

 

Response 
And 

Resilience 
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“No matter what the 
circumstances may be, 

we must be prepared and 
ready to respond when 

called upon” 
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Rope Rescue 

The Forest of Dean is popular with Climbers and 
Cavers alike, but occasionally such recreational 
activities don’t go as planned and we are called to 
perform a rescue from a cliff face or cave.  

We have teams at both Lydney and Coleford stations 
that have expertise and equipment to perform 
challenging and highly skilled rescues at height and 
who can respond elsewhere in the County should this 
be necessary. 

We also have in place a very productive strategic 
partnership with Gloucestershire Cave Rescue Group 
and work closely together with them to resolve 
incidents involving caves, mines and other below 
ground structures.  

Animal Rescue 

Gloucestershire has a predominantly rural community 
and consequently firefighters regularly turn their skills 
to an array of different rescues involving pets, 
livestock and wild animals.  

The larger animals more commonly rescued are 
horses, cattle, pigs and sheep that find themselves 
trapped in machinery, bogs, slurry pits, rivers, pools, 
ditches or victims of road traffic collisions. 

Every animal rescue is unique, which means the 
procedure and type of equipment used depends on 
the animal and where they need rescuing from. For 
many years we have responded to these incidents 
using ingenuity and traditional methods.  

Large animal rescues however are recognised as one 
of the most dangerous activities a firefighter will 
undertake and so to protect firefighters and members 
of the public, specialist training and equipment is 
essential.  

We have invested in large animal rescue equipment 
and trained a dedicated team of specialists to deal 
with this type of incident. 
 
 
 
 

Emergency Social and Medical Support 

There are a number of instances where we have 
recognised that our highly trained crews, specialist 
skills and equipment could be utilized to support 
emergency social and medical responses to improve 
quality of life, health outcomes and survival rates for 
members of our communities. 

Initiatives we now support include: 

 Telecare – providing emergency response to 
calls for assistance for elderly and vulnerable 
people who live independently at home 

 Concern for Safety – effecting entry to assist 
elderly and vulnerable persons who are not 
responding to normal approaches made freeing 
up valuable Police resources to tackle crime 

 Co-Responding/Cardiac Care – providing a first 
response to medical emergencies in support of, 
but not replacing the normal Ambulance 
response. 

Local Mutual Aid Arrangements 

Mutual assistance arrangements help fire and rescue 
authorities (FRAs) to provide assistance to each other 
more easily where:  

 an FRA has insufficient resources to respond to 
an incident by itself, or  

 an FRA has appropriate resources nearer to an 
incident which enables it to provide a quicker 
response.  

They allow FRAs to have agreed the response terms 
before an incident has occurred and so prevent any 
unnecessary delay. 

We have in place with all six of our neighbouring fire 
and rescue services written agreements regarding 
cross border support for fires, road traffic accidents, 
serious emergencies (e.g. acts of terrorism) and other 
types of emergencies (e.g. flood, rope rescue etc) in 
order to gain or give support in an emergency should 
this be required. 
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“We have developed a 
range of response 

options designed to meet 
the County’s risk profile” 
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National Mutual Aid 

The events of September 2001 led to a transformation 
in how the emergency services and agencies across 
the UK respond to an emergency on that scale. 

Within Gloucestershire, we have a range of vehicles, 
equipment and specially trained operators who all 
form part of a national framework for just such a 
response; these cover: 

 Water and High Volume Pumping 

 Command and Control  

Identical vehicles are positioned within Fire Services 
across the country in order to provide an emergency 
response to deal with large scale and widespread 
incidents that a single fire and rescue service would 
struggle to deal with on their own.  

The vehicles and operatives are mobilised upon 
request as part of a national structure, however they 
are also available to be used locally for smaller 
incidents where appropriate and provide an invaluable 
additional resource for the County. 

As an integral aspect of these national mutual aid 
arrangements, we can also call for additional support 
to other major incident types in the form of: 

 Mass Decontamination 

 Urban Search and Rescue  

These arrangements are used relatively infrequently; 
however forms an integral element of our risk 
management strategy in such a way as to deliver 
maximum value for money combined with the 
maximum level of protection for the communities of 
Gloucestershire. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Community resilience following 
incidents  

The period following any emergency can be equally 
as traumatic as the original event itself. As a Service 
we work in partnership with the British Red Cross to 
provide support and aftercare where alternative 
arrangements are not already in place for those 
affected by the devastating effects of fire and other 
types of emergency. Our aim is to help with recovery 
from the initial event and return the situation to normal 
as quickly as possible.  

Where an incident has occurred, crews or specialist 
officers will return to the scene at an appropriate time 
to offer advice, support and reassurance to vulnerable 
individuals and residents of the County.  

Reassurance campaigns carried out in this vain help 
raise the profile of the importance of fire safety, help 
us to promote our prevention work in other areas and 
foster a sense of community resilience, where 
stronger relationships result in mutual trust and 
understanding between communities and our 
responders. 

Whilst this part of our service is predominantly aimed 
at vulnerable individuals and residents of the County, 
we also assist commerce and business to return to 
normal promoting business continuity and reducing 
the social and financial impact.  This work helps us 
build a sense of community resilience. 
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“We help individuals and 
communities recover 

from an incident 
wherever this is needed” 
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Strategic 
Aim 

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service continue to 
perform to exacting standards.  

On a day to day basis, we continually monitor the 
organisation’s overall performance with reports made 
to the Strategic Leadership Team led by the Chief 
Fire Officer every month. 

In addition, quarterly reports covering key 
performance indicators are provided to 
Gloucestershire County Council’s Cabinet, Chief 
Officer Management Team, the Financial Risk and 
Performance Committee and the Environment and 
Communities Scrutiny Committee. This provides the 
Fire Authority with the necessary confidence that the 
Service is fulfilling stakeholder expectations and 
statutory duties.  

A mix of nationally accepted fire and rescue service 
performance indicators are combined up with local 
targets and used to help track progress and monitor 
trends.  

This approach not only ensures we are performing at 
the highest levels but also means we are aware of 
and adapt to changes in the risk ‘picture’ as quickly as 
possible. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annual performance targets are set with the aim of 
achieving continuous improvement to achieve the 
best outcomes for our communities. These targets are 
outlined within our Annual Business Plan which is 
published on the Internet every year. 

At the end of every year we publish a Statement of 
Assurance which outlines how we have performed 
against targets set out in our Annual Business Plan. 

The transparency this provides makes us fully 
accountable to the communities of Gloucestershire for 
the service we provide to them. 

The results of a move towards a positive focus on 
prevention and protection for the communities of 
Gloucestershire coupled with the impact over time of 
our efforts to drive down the numbers of incidents, 
fires, deaths and casualties in recent years, is 
demonstrated in the trend analysis and diagrams that 
follow in this section. 

As a final thought it should be remembered that none 
of this is possible without the commitment made by all 
of our members of staff no matter what role they fulfill. 

This dedication and commitment is highly 
commendable and on an annual basis we hold an 
awards ceremony where individual performance is 
recognised. 

 

Monitor our performance to ensure we continually improve 
and deliver value for money. 
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“Individual performance 
on the part of our staff 

contributes to our overall 
success and helps to 
make Gloucestershire 

safer for us all” 
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Performance Overview 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The icons depicted below provide an overview of our 
achievements in relation to the identified risks for 
Gloucestershire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

This ‘dashboard’ view is updated annually in line with 
performance statistics that become available at the 
end of each financial year. 
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“Measuring and 
monitoring our 

performance ensures we 
succeed and improve” 
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Emergency Response 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

Thanks to the hard work of our staff, volunteers and 
partners, the numbers of fires and injuries has fallen 
significantly over the previous decade. 

This has been achieved by using a blend of education 
delivered through our SkillZone facility and in 
conjunction with partners such as the Police and the 
County Council Road Safety Team, coupled with Safe 
and Well visits to residents across the County, advice 
and information to businesses and, where all else has 
failed legal enforcement to ensure the safety of the 

general public when in the workplace, where they 
spend leisure time and where they buy goods. 

The graph below highlights how our drive in terms of 
prevention has helped to reduce the overall number of 
emergency incidents over the course of the last 10 
years. 

Note: The spike at the start of the graph clearly shows 
the impact of uncontrollable events such as the floods 
in 2007. 

Incident Totals 2007-17 
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“Working with partners 
and stakeholders has 
helped to reduce the 

number of emergencies 
we attend” 
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Prevention 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We outlined in the section on Prevention and 
Protection that “We firmly believe that by far the best 
way of protecting those we serve from fire and other 
emergencies is to prevent that emergency before it 
happens, therefore this is our priority. Not only does 
prevention avoid suffering and harm but it also 
reduces demand on our services which saves the 
community money, while still providing an emergency 
response”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

There are a number of ways in which we deliver 
prevention activities (please refer to the section on 
Prevention and Protection for further information) with 
the primary method being that of targeted Safe and 
Well visits to residential properties. 

The graph below shows how we have increased our 
performance in this area over the last five years. 

Number of Safe and Well Visits 2012-17 
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“Targeted prevention 
activity creates a safer 
living environment for 
the most vulnerable in 

our communities” 
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Number of Primary Fires 2012-17 
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Overall number of fires 

Thanks in no small way to our focussed approach on 
prevention encompassing not only residential 
properties but commercial premises as well, the 
number of recorded 'primary' fires, those being fires 
classed as involving property such as homes, 
businesses, cars, injuries and incidents have fallen 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

significantly over the last decade. Whilst we cannot 
directly control the number of accidental fires we 
continue to work hard to keep numbers as low as 
possible. 

The graph below depicts our performance in this area 
over the last five years. 
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“Measuring performance 
helps us to identify 

opportunities where we 
can improve service 

delivery” 
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Dwelling Fire Rates 2012-17       
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Fires in the home (Dwelling Fires) 

Amongst the increasingly wide range of emergencies 
the Service attends, fires in the home account for 
approximately 8%. We acknowledge this type of fire is 
the one in which people are more likely to be injured 
or even killed. 

Although the figures for the last decade show an 
overall decline in the number, 2015/16 data suggests 
there was a small rise in accidental fires in the home. 

This increase was a short-term statistical variation, 
rather than being indicative of an increasingly upward 

 

 

 

 
 

 
trend, however it reinforces the need to put even 
greater emphasis on education and local prevention 
work, rather than emergency intervention. 
 
Thankfully, our efforts have seen this figure start to fall 
again in 2016/17 and we will work hard to maintain a 
continued reduction in this figure. 
 

The graph below depicts our performance in this area 
over the last five years. 

 

 

“Safe and Well visits 
help to influence 

individual behaviors and 
reduce instances of fire 

in the home” 
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Casualty Rates 2012-17 
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Casualty Numbers 

The number of casualties recorded in fire incidents is 
not directly linked or attributable to the overall number 
of fires. This is mainly due to the fact that occupancy of 
a property will often vary according to the size and type 
of property involved. 

2015/16 saw a rise in the number of casualties which 
linked to the rise in fires in the home and was mirrored 
in national trends. 

 

 

 
 

 
Again, we used this information to target specific 
areas and groups’, working hard to ensure this was 
not replicated in the following year. Our efforts saw a 
marked reduction in 2016/17 something we intend to 
maintain into the future. 
 

The graph below depicts our performance in this area 
over the last five years. 
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to minimise the number 

of casualties arising from 
instances of fire” 
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Deliberate Fires (Arson) 

Through targeted community engagement and a 
range of educational programmes delivered by our 
SkillZone facility, we seek to educate individuals of all 
ages to the dangers of fire (as well as other types of 
emergencies). These initiatives are designed to help 
encourage behaviours aimed at reducing both 
accidental and malicious instances of fire.  

Whilst we have no direct control over individuals who 

 

 
 

 

are intent on causing harm or damage using fire as a 
tool, we work very hard in conjunction with the Police 
to investigate all instances of arson and bring to 
justice those who demonstrate malicious or illegal 
intent. 
 

The graph below depicts our performance in this area 
over the last five years. 

 

Arson Rates 2012-17 
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“Deliberate fires remain a 
cause for concern; we 
are working hard with 

partners in order to 
reduce this risk” 
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“Educating young 
drivers helps to make 
our roads safer for all 

users” 
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RTC Extrication Rates 2012-17 
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Road Traffic Collisions 

There has been much advancement in the technology 
applied to modern cars with the intended outcome 
being to reduce the number of casualties and deaths 
encountered in road traffic collisions. 

We are acutely aware that technology is only one part 
of the equation. In order to prevent injuries and 
deaths on the road we will encourage positive driver 
behaviour through targeted education and safety  

 

 
 

 

campaigns thus contributing towards ‘safe and social’ 
driving amongst road users in our communities. 

Working in conjunction with Gloucestershire County 
Council Road Safety Team we deliver targeted 
programmes aimed at younger drivers which have 
started to produce significant reductions in road 
casualties as demonstrated in 2016/17. 

The graph below depicts our performance in this area 
over the last five years. 
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Value for money 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is an inherent duty that in providing a fire and 
rescue service for the communities of Gloucestershire 
that we should ‘live within our means’ and deliver 
‘value for money’ in real terms. 

The current economic and financial climate have seen 
austerity measures placed upon all public services 
with the fire and rescue sector expected to play its 
part in ‘delivering more with less’.  

Despite a budget reducing year on year over the last 
five years, we have maintained one of the highest 
performing and lowest cost fire and rescue services in 
the country. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In line with a reducing budget, the cost to individual 
taxpayers for provision of Gloucestershire Fire and 
Rescue Service has decreased year on year over the 
last five years. 

We are proud to say that through prudent 
management of your Service, we have during these 
challenging times even managed to deliver a wider 
range of services to our communities increasing what 
is commonly termed as ‘Social Value’ and making 
Gloucestershire an even safer place to live. 

The graph below shows how we have continually 
delivered value for money over the last five years. 
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“Although budgets have 
reduced we still deliver a 
first class service to the 

communities of 
Gloucestershire” 
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How we continue to improve 

our risk management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The Service is continually evolving to meet new and 
evolving risks and address the ongoing financial 
challenges presented to us in the current economic 
climate. We have implemented the outcomes of the 
review of our overall strategy and continue to listen 
very carefully to the views of our key stakeholders 
and partners. 

We continue to develop a service delivery model 
which focuses on prevention work, ensuring that all 
areas of the Service are dedicated to and support 
efforts towards reducing incidence of fire and other 
emergencies. 

By preventing emergencies from happening, we help 
to drive down the number of casualties involved and 
contribute to an overall reduction in demand on both 
our own and other stakeholders limited resources. 
Freeing up these critical resources and making them 
available to respond to those who need them most 
improves the safety of our communities and visitors to 
our County as a whole. 

By taking this rounded approach to risk management 
we are confident that we are making a real difference, 
helping people remain safe and independent within 
their communities and reducing the social, economic 
and environmental impacts often associated with fire 
related incidents. 

However, we are acutely aware that to meet an ever 
changing risk picture and deliver not only value for 
money in real terms but also true social value, we 
must continually review the way we resource our 
Service to ensure that we can continue to maintain 
the right resources, in the right place, at the right time. 

 

To support this focus on risk we have refreshed the 

review of our operational response that was 

undertaken in 2014. The review has once again been 

carried out externally, ensuring that the analysis and 

verification of our response data is independent and 

provides a sound evidential base to support our 

professional judgment when seeking to realign our 

resources to deliver an efficient fire and rescue service 

that is truly community focused. 

The review has helped us to identify areas of our 

business where with the right approach, we can 

enhance the prevention and protection activities we 

are already engaged in and enable us to achieve 

improved levels of service to the community without 

increasing costs; in essence do even more with less 

and do it more effectively. 

It is on this basis that we have developed the three key 

objectives outlined in the next section for the Service to 

take forward over the period of this IRMP. 
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“We regularly review the 
risk picture to ensure we 
have the right resources, 
in the right place, at the 

right time” 
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Integrated Risk Management Plan 

Key Objectives 2018 - 2021 
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There are three key objectives that as a Service are our priorities for us to address 

over the next three years in order to protect the communities of Gloucestershire. 

Due to the complexities and inter-dependencies involved, it is our intention to 

deliver these work streams simultaneously across the three year life of the IRMP 

as an ongoing improvement programme for the communities of Gloucestershire 

and your Service. 
 

 
 

Increased focus on prevention and protection initiatives  
 

By delivering innovative solutions to prevention activities and doing this in partnership 
with other community stakeholders such as the Police, Ambulance, Adult Social Care 
Teams, Vulnerable Children and Public Health. We have already demonstrated that it 
enables us to gain access to those in hard to reach or high risk groups and thereby 
minimises the risks to the most vulnerable in our communities to the lowest possible 
levels. 
 

We intend to build on the tangible successes of our existing prevention and protection 
work, in order to help further reduce the number of fires and other types of emergency 
incidents that we are called upon to attend. We will develop local and national initiatives 
such as emergency medical response which in turn will also help to reduce loss of life 
and injuries sustained in such incidents, thereby making the communities of 
Gloucestershire even safer places in which to live and work. 

 

 
 

Explore, further develop and maximise opportunities to collaborate 
with partners and other stakeholders  

 

In order to make the most effective use of our resources, increase our efficiency and 
deliver activities with tangible ‘social value’, we intend to, identify, focus on and progress 
every available opportunity including new statutory duties placed upon us under the 
Police and Crime Act 2017 to collaborate with other emergency services and to work 
with and support other partner organisations and stakeholders. 
 

This means that we will evaluate all aspects of the work that we do and look to share 
functions, services and response options wherever possible, to ensure that the 
communities of Gloucestershire receive the highest standard of community safety and 
emergency response services at all times. 
 

In doing this, not only will we be truly ‘Working together for a safer Gloucestershire’ 
with partner organisations and stakeholders, we will also be striving to deliver a genuine 
value for money service to the communities of the county. 

Objective 2 

Objective 1 
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Reconfigure and reform our Service 
 

It is indicative of any good organisation that it continues to evolve, aligning the way 
in which it works to the changing world in which we all live. It is vital that your fire 
and rescue service keeps pace with an ever changing and evolving risk picture, 
closely matching resources to the needs of the communities we serve. 
 

In order to achieve this it is imperative that we also review the way in which the 
Service is funded, exploring the potential to move from an annual budgetary 
settlement to a longer medium term financial strategy; this will provide a more stable 
and sustainable operating environment ensuring we can plan for the future and 
continue to address the needs of the communities we serve. 
 

We intend to build on the fundamental review of operational response that we 
carried out under the last IRMP, maintaining a focus on how we deliver our services 
to ensure that we maintain the right resources, in the right place, at the right time to 
ensure we continue to deliver an excellent emergency response. 

 

In addition within this ongoing process, we will also review the makeup of our 
workforce and seek to build on recent success where in a recent intake of 21 
individuals, we recruited 12 females and a further representative from an ethnic 
minority background. This will help us become far more representative of our richly 
diverse communities. The continued development of a more diverse and inclusive 
workforce than ever before will help increase the focus on further improving our own 
culture and enable us to target services to those with different cultural needs across 
the county.  
 

Through this process of ongoing Service wide review, we aim to drive efficiencies 

across the Service delivering continual improvements in the way we work, even 

greater levels of value for money than are already achieved and a Service that is fit 

for purpose both now and in the years to come. 
 

Specific actions relating to delivery of the key objectives will be outlined each year 

through the Services’ Annual Business Plan which is published on the internet to 

give transparency and public accountability. 
 

Overall, these actions provide the ideal foundation to take the Service forward in the 

next three years and will establish a sound basis upon which to develop the next 

IRMP for 2021 – 2024. 

 

Objective 3 
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Gloucestershire Fire & Rescue Service  

 

 

 
If you wish to request further paper copies of this document please telephone on 01452 888777 or email irmp@glosfire.gov.uk 
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Due Regard Statement                                                                                                         
 
Please use this statement to evidence how ‘due regard to’ the three aims of the public sector equality duty has been made (section 149 of the 
Equality Act 2010) during the development of the ‘policy’.1  
 

 Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation and any other conduct prohibited by the ACT: 

 Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and people who do not share it; and 

 Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic 

 

Name of the ‘policy’:  Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) 2018 -21 

Person(s) responsible for completing 

this statement Area Manager Clive Webber (clive.webber@glosfire.gov.uk) 

Briefly describe the activity being 

considered including aims and 

expected outcomes  

 

 

 

Under the Fire and Rescue National Framework for England, it is a legal requirement that the Fire 
Authority (GCC) produce an Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP). 
 

The IRMP shows how Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service (GFRS) will manage safety risks 
for the next three years. The development process causes GFRS to consider the safety risks that all 
members of our community face and how GFRS can best manage those risks. 
 

Activity:  
Development and implementation of an IRMP for the period 2018 – 2021. 
 

Aims:  
The aims of the IRMP are to deliver our Service Aims in the most efficient and effective way.  
 

GFRS Service Aims are: 

 People: This supports a motivated and well developed workforce understanding, supporting 
and driving change for the Service.   

                                                           
1
 For ‘policy’: any new and existing policy, strategy, services, functions, work programme, project, practice and activity. This includes decisions about budgets, 

procurement, commissioning or de-commissioning services, service design and implementation. 
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 Prevention and Protection: This gap analysis identifies many areas of Prevention and 
Protection we currently undertake and where we may need to focus in the future. 

 Response and Resilience: Response will be enhanced through greater understanding of 
potential governance, improved collaboration and shared resources. 

 Performance: Promoting a better understanding of our legal responsibilities to provide 
continual improvement, collaboration in delivering services while demonstrating value for 
money. 

 
We would also expect the IRMP to consider the following issues: 

 To identify existing and potential risks to the communities of Gloucestershire 

 To evaluate the effectiveness of current prevention initiatives and emergency response 
arrangements 

 To identify opportunities for improvement and determine our future approach to service 
delivery 

 To determine future resource requirements needed to meet foreseeable risks 
 
Expected Outcome 
 
The expected outcome is to reduce risk and suffering to a degree that we can justifiably claim to have 
‘delivered’ on our mission statement which is: 
 

“Working together we will provide the highest standard 
of community safety and emergency response services 

to the communities of Gloucestershire” 
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Documenting use of sufficient information  
Please document below the data and information sources that you have used to understand the needs, participation and experiences of each 

protected group. Evidence must be gathered as the policy is developed and used to inform decisions. 

Service user data 
 
Service user data is an important source of evidence and should be collated as part of routine monitoring of in- house or external services. If 
service user data is not available record ‘not known’ and use the action plan to identify what improvement actions will be used to gather data 
going forward. 
 

Service user diversity reports are available on our website and give an indication of service user participation across commissioning areas, for 
example adult residential services and youth services. It does not include participation data at individual service level. 

 
Needs analysis  
 
Gloucestershire population demographics data is available to understand the representation of different protected groups across the county 
and help with needs analysis. Data like this may also be also useful for benchmarking to identify under or over representation of a service by 
any of the protected groups. For example, a service is open to all residents and from monitoring you know that 2% of service users are 
disabled: However, demographic data indicate that 16.7% of Gloucestershire residents report having a disability or long term limiting illness. 
This finding can be used  to explore if there are barriers to participation by residents with disabilities and how this can be addressed as part of 
the development of your ‘policy’. 

 
Data gaps  
 
You may find that you have more information about some of the protected groups for example, gender, age, disability and less about others, for 
example, sexual orientation and religion and/or belief. If data is not available and you intend to start collating data about a protected 
characteristic please use the action plan to outline how this data will be collated. You can find equality monitoring guidance on our website 
including an equality monitoring template. 
 
If you have no plans to start collating data about a protected characteristic please state the rational why. 

 

Service information (if applicable) or Needs analysis (if applicable) 
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Who is responsible 
for delivering the 
service? 

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service are commissioned by Gloucestershire County Council to discharge the 
responsibilities attributable to them in their capacity as the Fire Authority under the Fire and Rescue Services Act 
2004. 

 
Service user data/Needs analysis information 

Age Persons of all ages may potentially be service users although the Home Office fire statistics (April 2015 to March 
2016) identified that persons aged over 80 are almost four times more likely to die in a dwelling fire, than people of all 
ages. 
 

Nationally, persons aged 65 to 79 are twice as likely to die in a dwelling fire, than persons of all ages. In 
Gloucestershire the greatest growth in population over the past 10 years has been in the 65+ age group which 
increased by 25% or  25,411 people, this growth rate was higher than the national figure of 21% (inform 
Gloucestershire - Population Profile 2017 Report). 
 

On current trends, the latest ONS 2014-based projections suggest that Gloucestershire's 65+ population will 
experience the greatest growth, increasing by almost 82,500 people by 2039.  
 

This information helps to inform our prevention work. 

Disability  
 

According to the 2011 Census 16.7% of Gloucestershire residents reported having a long-term limiting health 
problem or disability. 
  

Long-term limiting health problems or disabilities, particularly amongst more elderly members of the community, are 
linked to vulnerability to fire from a variety of perspectives ranging from forgetfulness to susceptibility to injury and 
inability to escape unaided.  
 

Predictably the incidence of long-term limiting health problems or disabilities increases exponentially with age, at the 
time when data was collected 49% of people in Gloucestershire aged 65+ had a long-term health problem compared 
to 18.3% among the 50 to 64 age group.  
 

For these reasons the prevention work undertaken by GFRS targets those with disabilities and poor health. 
 

Sex 
 
 

People of either gender are likely to be service users, the GCC Population Analysis for Protected Characteristics, 
based on census data shows a county population that has a gender split with a slight bias towards females (49% 
male to 51% female).  
 

The Fire deaths in the South West Report (2008-13), identifies that slightly more men were victims of accidental fire 
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than women. However, the gender difference is far more significant when age is also taken into account, with over 
60% of female victims were aged over 65, compared to just 36% of male victims. The average age of a male victim 
was 56 years compared to 68 years for a female victim.  
 

One possible explanation for this variation between the genders could be that more elderly women live alone, 
compared to men, due to a longer life expectancy. Just 7.14% of men in South West England are aged over 75 
compared to 10.26% of women.   
 

This information informs our targeted prevention work. 

Race (including Gypsy 
and Traveller) 
 

The 2011 Census found that overall, 4.6% of the population in Gloucestershire was from Black and Minority Ethnic 
(BME) backgrounds; this figure increased to 8.4% when the Irish, Gypsy or Irish Traveller and ‘other White’ 
categories were included.  
 

The proportion of people from Black and Minority Ethnic backgrounds was considerably lower than the national figure 
of 14.6%. Ethnicity in itself is not a barrier to service use, persons from any ethnic origin may be service users, the 
information and more detailed information from MAIDeN about population location is of value in identifying where we 
need to ‘fit’ our approach to prevention work to the needs of the local population. 
 

Gender reassignment No data has been collected on this particular group, however it is not believed that gender reassignment would be a 
barrier to service use. 

Marriage and civil 
partnership 
 

Information based on the Gloucestershire County Council Population Profile (2017) suggest that just over 50% of 
Gloucestershire’s residents aged 16+ are married, this is higher than the national figure. 
 

The proportion of the population who are divorced or widowed also exceeds the national figure while the proportion 
of people who are single or separated is below the national figure.  

There is considerable variation in marital status between the age groups, with those aged 16-24 most likely to be 
single and those aged 65+ most likely to be widowed. This may have an impact on the family support people have 
available to them and the level of support they require from elsewhere. 
 

Marital status or cohabitation do not have a direct impact on ability to access GFRS services although there is a 
projected increase in single person households (57% increase by 2033). Living alone does make people more 
vulnerable to fire, particularly when combined with low income and a higher age bracket. 

Pregnancy and 
maternity 
 
 

Gloucestershire County Council Population Profile (2017) suggests that there were 6,697 births in Gloucestershire in 
2015. 
 

The highest proportion of deliveries were by women aged 30 to 34 continuing the trend of later motherhood. 
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All pregnant women are potential service users in a similar manner to those who aren’t pregnant. 

Religion or Belief 
 
 
 

According to the 2011 Census, 63.5% of residents in Gloucestershire were Christian, making it the most common 
religion; this was followed by no religion which accounts for 26.7% of the total population.  
 

Other religions made up the following percentages: Muslim 1.0%, Hindu 0.4%, Buddhist 0.3%, Jewish 0.1%, Sikh 
0.1%, other religion 0.5% and 7.5% religion not stated.  
 

People of all faiths are likely to be service users.  
 

Sexual Orientation 
 
 
 

There is no definitive data on sexual orientation at a local or national level. 
 

Estimates used by the Department of Trade and Industry in 2003, and quoted by Stonewall, suggest around 5-7% of 
the population aged 16+ are lesbian, gay or bisexual. If this figure were applied to Gloucestershire it would mean 
somewhere between 25,400 and 35,500 people in the county are LGB.  
 

A person's sexual orientation would not be a barrier to service use. 
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Other information  

 
  

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service – Prevention Strategy. 
 
The Service works in conjunction with a number of stakeholder and partner organisations e.g. NHS Foundation Trust 2gether, Gloucestershire 
Care Services, GCC Adult Social Care Team, Age UK, Red Cross etc in order to address identified risks across all protected characteristic 
groups. 
 
We acknowledge that fire and other emergencies do not discriminate based on individual characteristics and as an organization when 
responding to emergency incidents neither do we. 

We do however acknowledge that certain protected characteristic groups are more likely to be involved in fire as demonstrated by the seven 
fire risk factors (mental health; poor housekeeping; alcohol; smoking; drugs – prescription or illegal; limited mobility; living alone),  identified  by 
the South West Fire and Rescue Services’ as a collective. As such, we focus our prevention activities towards preventing fires in these groups 
and amongst those most vulnerable in the communities we serve. 
 
Delivery of change under the key objectives outlined with the IRMP may have an effect on some or all of GFRS staff; this includes all staff 
regardless of age, disability, sex, race, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, religion or belief and 
sexual orientation. 
 
Effects to staff may be felt through changes brought about by proposals put forward under HM Governments Fire Service Reform agenda 
and/or by changes in legislation invoked under the Policing and Crime Act 2017. Changes may include a requirement to work more flexibly 
(terms and conditions), changes to shift patterns and a potential for a change in primary employer possibly invoking actions taken under the 
TUPE Regulations. 
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Workforce data 
 
Please document details of GCC staff only if they will be affected by the proposed activity. This could include GCC staff transferring under 

TUPE to a new service provider, relocating, employment at risk.  GCC Workforce diversity reports are available on our website. 

If the proposed activity does not affect GCC staff, please state ‘Not affected below’. 

Total number of 
GCC  staff affected  

433 (figure taken from Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service Annual Business Plan 2017/18). 

Age Due to terms and conditions of service primarily related to pension schemes the maximum pensionable age for 

operational staff is currently set at between 50 and 60; the numbers able to retire before 55 are diminishing due to the 

implementation of a new ‘CARE’ scheme. Individuals can opt to retire earlier (55) under the ‘CARE’ scheme and take a 

reduced pension. 

The Service currently employs 415.68 operational staff of which only two work part time hours or have flexible working 

arrangements in place (as at Mar 2017). 

The contractual split is thus: 

Full time: 175.68 FTE  

On-call: 189.1 FTE or headcount of 240. 

All other staff (including fire control) fall within a different set of conditions of service applicable to local government 

employees with normal retirement age set by HM Government; this now ranges between 65 and 67 although individuals 

can opt to retire earlier and take a reduced pension.  

The Service currently employs 69 individuals that fall within this group who work under a mix of full and part time 

contracts. 
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Disability    Control Non-Uniformed Retained Wholetime OVERALL 

Disabled 0.00% 4.26% 0.44% 1.13% 1.06% 

Not Disabled 80.00% 53.19% 59.73% 80.23% 67.66% 

Unstated 20.00% 42.55% 39.82% 18.64% 31.28% 

TOTAL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
 

Sex   Control Non-Uniformed Retained Wholetime OVERALL 

Female 65.00% 48.94% 10.18% 18.64% 19.57% 

Male 35.00% 51.06% 89.82% 81.36% 80.43% 

TOTAL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
 

Race (including 
Gypsy and 
Traveller) 
 

  Control Non-Uniformed Retained Wholetime OVERALL 

Asian 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.13% 0.43% 

Black 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.69% 0.64% 

Mixed 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 2.26% 0.85% 

Other 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.56% 0.21% 

White British 95.00% 76.60% 76.99% 77.40% 77.87% 

White Other 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.69% 0.64% 

Unstated 5.00% 23.40% 23.01% 15.25% 19.36% 

TOTAL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
 

Marriage and civil 
partnership 
 

  Control Non-Uniformed Retained Wholetime OVERALL 

Divorced 5.00% 4.26% 0.44% 1.13% 1.28% 

Marr/Civ Ptn 30.00% 29.79% 2.65% 20.34% 13.19% 

Single/Never Marr 10.00% 6.38% 0.00% 1.69% 1.70% 

Widowed 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.56% 0.21% 

Rather not Say 0.00% 2.13% 0.44% 1.69% 1.06% 

Unstated 55.00% 557.45% 96.46% 74.58% 82.55% 

TOTAL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
 

Pregnancy and 
maternity 

2 individuals on pregnancy leave; 1 individual on maternity leave. 
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Religion or Belief 
 

There is reluctance amongst employees to provide specific information regarding this characteristic. 

As such reliable and accurate information for this group is not available at this time. 

We will continue to work with GCC HR to establish figures and include as and when available. 

Sexual Orientation   Control Non-Uniformed Retained Wholetime OVERALL 

LGBT 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.13% 0.43% 

Heterosexual 45.00% 42.55% 38.94% 25.99% 34.68% 

Rather not Say 20.00% 12.77% 5.31% 6.21% 7.02% 

Unstated 35.00% 44.68% 55.75% 66.67% 57.87% 

TOTAL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
 

Gender 
reassignment 

There are no individuals covered by this group within the workforce. 
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Consultation and engagement 

List all types of consultation that has taken place during the development of this activity. Include on-line consultations, events, meetings with 

stakeholders, community events, employee consultation exercises etc 
 

Service users The next stage of the IRMP development process is to undertake a period of consultation with the public, partners and other 
stakeholders using both printed and electronic media to enable access to as many respondents as possible. 
 

The consultation will focus on whether these groups agree that the three key objectives put forward are the right things for 
the Service to focus efforts and resources on across the next three years. The key objectives are: 
 

 Objective 1 - Increased focus on prevention and protection initiatives by delivering innovative solutions to 

prevention activities and doing this in partnership with other community stakeholders such as the Police, Ambulance, 

Adult Social Care Teams, Vulnerable Children and Public Health. 

 Objective 2 - Explore, further develop and maximise opportunities to collaborate with partners and other 

stakeholders in order to make the most effective use of our resources, increase our efficiency and deliver activities 

with tangible ‘social value’ 

 Objective 3 - Reconfigure and reform our Service with the aim of driving efficiencies across the Service, delivering 

continual improvements in working practices, even greater levels of value for money than are already achieved and a 

Service that is fit for purpose both now and in the years to come. 

Following consultation, the Service will undertake a conscientious review of comments and observations made 

thereby providing opportunity to revise the content of the draft IRMP 2018 - 21 in line with public and stakeholder 

expectation before final approval and implementation by GCC Cabinet in April 2018. 

Workforce 
 

A series of visits and presentations have been made to all staff groups in order to provide information and take observations, 
thoughts, comments and ideas which have been used to help develop the draft IRMP. 
 

Representative Bodies i.e. Unions will be invited to comment on the draft IRMP once this has been approved by GCC for 
release for consultation amongst stakeholders. 

Partners Our partners and other stakeholders will be included in the consultation process. 

External 
providers of 
services 

Not applicable, though the surrounding six Fire and Rescue Services that boarder the County will be consulted with under 
the terms of Sect 13 and 16 arrangements laid down within the Fire and Rescue Services Act 2004. 
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Equality analysis: Summary of what the evidence shows and how has it been used 
This section will allow you to outline how the evidence has been used to show ‘due regard’ to the three aims of the general equality 
duty. It is important that this consideration is thorough and based on sufficient information. Consideration should be relevant and 
proportionate.  
 

 Eliminate discrimination  

 Advance equality of opportunity  

 Promote good relations. 
 

Protected group 
 

Challenge or opportunity considered and what we did 

Age(A) 
 
 

Age is a major factor when considering vulnerability to fire and other sources of risk. GFRS has made the elderly and 
the young very much a focus of our prevention work. We have entered into valuable and effective partnerships with 
organisations such as Age Concern, GCC Adult and Social Care Teams and schools (engaging with children on fire 
prevention) to help us access those we need to protect, in a way that will encourage them to change their behaviour. 
 

Disability (D) 
 
 

Disability is a major factor when considering fire and other sources of risk. GFRS has been involved with directed 
prevention work in the homes of people with disabilities, for example we work with The Deaf Association to fit 
specialised smoke alarms designed for people who have a hearing impairment. We also safeguard the interests of 
people with disabilities away from their homes, our Protection Team ensure that employers and other commercial 
establishments fulfil their responsibilities to disabled employees and guests. Whilst being able-bodied is important in 
some aspects of delivering the services we provide, where that is not the case GFRS takes a positive approach to 
employing people with disabilities. 
 

Sex (S) Gender is not a major consideration in delivering the services we provide, service users are equally likely to be male or 
female. Our workforce are also of mixed gender, GFRS has one of the highest proportions of female firefighters in any 
UK Fire and Rescue Service. 

Race (including 
Gypsy and 
Traveller) 

Race is not a barrier to being a service user. Clearly where we undertake Prevention and Protection work in the 

community we are conscious of the need to be sensitive to cultural differences. The training given to staff undertaking 

home fire safety checks recognises the need to exercise sensitivity. Similarly race is not a barrier to employment with 

GFRS and we actively encourage and welcome applications from the diverse communities that can be found across the 

County. 
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Gender 
reassignment 
(GR) 

Gender re-assignment has no implication for whether a person could be a GFRS service user or employee.  

There are no known instances in which this has been a challenge. 

Marriage and civil 
partnership (MCP) 
 

Marriage or Civil Partnership have no implication upon whether a person could be a GFRS service user or employee. 

There are no known instances in which this has been a barrier. 

Pregnancy and 
maternity (PM) 
 
 

Pregnancy or maternity has no implication for whether a person could be a GFRS service user or employee. In an 

operational situation the normal process of prioritisation of casualties may be affected by pregnancy in the interests of 

protecting the mother and her unborn child. 

GFRS maternity policies correspond with GCC policies and current law. GFRS also has clear policy on the removal of 

an expectant mother from an operational role for the duration of her pregnancy in the interests of protecting the unborn 

child. 

Religion and/or 
Belief (RAOB) 
 
 

Religion or belief carry no implication for whether a person could be a GFRS service user or employee. Where possible 

religious observance is accommodated within working arrangements; some of GFRS’ more recently developed sites 

having dedicated prayer facilities.  The training given to staff undertaking home fire safety checks and relating to 

diversity in general recognises the need to exercise sensitivity in relation to religion and belief. 

Sexual 
Orientation(SO) 
 

Gender re-assignment has no implication for whether a person could be a GFRS service user or employee.  

As part of normal diversity training GFRS staff are made aware of the need to be sensitive in relation to sexual 

orientation. Support groups for people in same sex relationships are included in the prevention work undertaken by 

GFRS and as such, the service maintains a productive relationship with gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and trans-gender 

support groups.  
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Strengthening actions: Planning for further improvements 

Please outline here what actions are required for further improvements to address challenges or opportunities, for example: 
 

 Arrangements for continued/new engagement with stakeholders, staff, service users 

 Plans to close data gaps across any of the protected characteristics through reviewed contract management arrangements 

 Identify other plans already underway to address the challenges or opportunities identified in this statement 

 Share findings with partner organisations. 
 

If none, state ‘none’ below. 

Action Plan 

Action Who is accountable Time frame 

Consultation on draft IRMP with the public and 
other stakeholders. 

Area Manager Clive Webber October 2017 to January 2018 

Continued consultation with our workforce in order 
to maintain good industrial relations and ensure 
any aspects that may affect those with protected 
characteristics are suitably addressed. 

Area Manager Clive Webber April 2018 to April 2021  

 

Monitoring and Review 
Please indicate what processes/actions will be put in place to keep this ‘activity’ under review. For example will progress be monitored/ reported 

to a board, scrutiny committee, project board etc 

As an integral element of the development of the Integrated Risk Management Plan 2018 – 21, the draft plan will be brought back to Cabinet 
with the outcomes of the stakeholder consultation prior to endorsement, publication and implementation.  
 

As progress is made with development of IRMP Action Plans reports will be made to Cabinet and Environment and Communities Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee. 
 

Any changes proposed under the IRMP that would have a significant impact on our workforce or local communities will invoke additional 
consultation with stakeholders to reach an acceptable resolution. 
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Sign off and Scrutiny 

By signing this statement off as complete you are confirming that ‘you’ have examined sufficient information across all the protected groups and 

used that information to show due regard to the three aims of the general duty. This has informed the development of the activity.  

Senior level sign off:  

Stewart Edgar  

Chief Fire Officer and Operations Director: Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service 

 

Date:  

6 September 2017 

 

I am in agreement that sufficient information and analysis has been used to inform the development of this ‘activity’ and that any proposed 

improvement actions are appropriate and I confirm that I as the decision maker have been able to show due regard to the needs set out in 

section 149 of the Equality Act 2010. 

 

Name of relevant Portfolio Holder/Cabinet Member: Councillor Nigel Moor (Fire, Planning and Infrastructure) 

Signed by Portfolio Holder/Cabinet Member:  

 

Date: 

 

 

Publication 

If this statement accompanies a Cabinet paper, it will be published as part of the Cabinet Report publication process. Statements 

accompanying Cabinet Reports are also published on our website. If this statement is not to be submitted with a Cabinet paper please maintain 

a copy for your own records that can be retrieved for internal review and also in case of future challenge. 
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Integrated Risk Management Plan  
2018-2021

We Welcome  
Your Views

Background

It is a legal requirement placed upon all Fire and Rescue 
Authorities that they must periodically assess the risks 
in their area and produce a plan that sets out how they 
will address both existing and emerging risks to the 
communities they serve; this is known as an Integrated  
Risk Management Plan (IRMP).

Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service is committed to involving all sections of the community 
across Gloucestershire in the decisions that need to be made about future service provision and 
how best to make Gloucestershire a safer place in which to live and work.

Fire and Rescue: Facing the Future
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Integrated Risk  
Management Planning

Integrated Risk Management Planning (IRMP) 
is a modern and flexible process, supported by 
legislation and guidance, designed to enable a 
fire and rescue service to identify, measure and 
mitigate the social and economic impact that fire 
and other emergencies can be expected to have 
on individuals, communities, commerce,  
the environment and heritage.

The assessment of local risks to life and how 
effectively resources are used in response to those 
risks, whilst at the same time providing value for 
money to the local taxpayer is documented. This 
document is what is termed as an Integrated Risk 
Management Plan (IRMP).

Our IRMP is all about giving the communities of 
Gloucestershire a ‘tailor made’ service that best 
meets their needs. The realities of the political 
landscape and financial climate must also be taken 
into account.

Our Approach

The IRMP development process makes the Service 
regularly consider four key questions:

• What are the existing and potential risks  
in Gloucestershire?

• How effective are our current risk  
management measures?

• What opportunities are there for improvement 
and setting of appropriate standards?

• What resources are necessary to meet those 
standards?

The IRMP is an ideal opportunity to match 
resources to demand when the facts support that 
approach and we use the answers to the four key 
questions to help us develop our plan for future 
service provision.

Managing Risk

In order to effectively manage risk in our community 
the Service uses a combination of tactics, which 
complement each other to deliver on the Service’s 
overarching mission statement:

“Working together we will provide the highest 
standard of community safety and emergency 
response services to the communities  
of Gloucestershire”.

It is the ‘integrated’ nature of these risk 
management tactics in the optimum blend,  
linked with the strategic aims, that gives the  
plan its name.

The IRMP covers a three year period and outlines 
the improvements and changes the Service intends 
to make in order to manage existing and emerging 
risk more effectively.

Our Journey

Looking Back:

Over the last three years the Service has evolved 
significantly to meet new and emerging risks to the 
communities of Gloucestershire focusing efforts 
on upstream prevention, ensuring that all areas of 
the Service are dedicated to and support efforts 
towards reducing incidence of fire and  
other emergencies.

By preventing emergencies from happening, we 
help to drive down the number of injuries and 
deaths contributing to an overall reduction in 
demand on both our own, our partners and other 
stakeholders resources. Freeing up these critical 
resources and making them available to respond 
to those who need them most improves the overall 
safety of our communities and visitors to our 
County as a whole.

Looking Forward:

We are acutely aware that to meet an ever 
changing risk picture, we must continually review 
the way we resource our Service listening very 
carefully to the views of our key stakeholders, 
partners and the public to ensure that we can 
continue to maintain the right resources, in the  
right place, at the right time.

It is on this basis that we have developed three key 
objectives for the Service to take forward over the 
period of our next IRMP.

Objective 1   Increased focus on prevention and protection initiatives

We intend to build on the successes of our existing prevention and protection work, in order to help further 
reduce the number of fires and other types of emergency incidents that we are called upon to attend. 

This means we will seek to develop local and national initiatives where we have the necessary skills and 
equipment for example response to life threatening medical emergencies, which will help to reduce loss of 
life and injuries sustained in such incidents, thereby making the communities of Gloucestershire even safer 
places in which to live and work.

Objective 2   Explore, further develop and maximise opportunities  
 to collaborate with partners and other stakeholders

To make the most effective use of our resources, increase our efficiency and deliver activities with tangible 
‘social value’, we intend to, identify, focus on and progress every available opportunity to collaborate with 
other emergency services and work with and support other partner organisations and stakeholders.

This means that we will evaluate all aspects of the work that we do and look to share functions, services 
and response options wherever possible, to ensure that the communities of Gloucestershire receive the 
highest standard of community safety and emergency response services at all times.

Objective 3   Reconfigure and reform our Service

It is vital that your fire and rescue service keeps pace with an ever changing and evolving world, closely 
matching resources to the needs of the communities we serve.

This means we intend to build on the review of operational response carried out under the last IRMP to 
ensure we maintain the right resources, in the right place, at the right time and develop a more diverse  
and inclusive workforce to meet the different cultural needs found across our county.

Tell us what you think about these objectives
Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service is committed to involving all of our 
communities, stakeholders and partners in the decisions we make about how 
we deliver our Service in the future.

The purpose of this consultation is to make sure that we have a full understanding of what effect these 
objectives would have on you, and what your views and ideas are.

We will consider your views before making any final decisions about what we do next in relation to  
our proposals.

Your feedback will help inform the final IRMP and future action plans, which will be published in May 2018. 
When drawing up future action plans, should any significant changes be proposed we will undertake further 
public consultation.

The consultation runs between 16 October 2017 and 8 January 2018. To give us your feedback, please 
read all of the information provided and complete the questions in the following section.

Please provide your thoughts and comments by 8 January 2018  
at the latest via:
• On-line at www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/consultfireirmp
• At your local library or fire station or;
• By post to: Gloucestershire County Council, Communications, Shire Hall, Westgate Street,  

Gloucester GL1 2TG

Further information can be found on our website by going to www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/consultfireirmp
If you have any questions or would like information please email us at irmp@glosfire.gov.uk
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Objective 1    Increased focus on prevention and protection initiatives

Question 1:
Please tell us your views on objective 1: To Increase focus on prevention and protection initiatives.

Question 2:    
To what extent do you agree that we should further develop our existing contribution to medical 
response in support of the Ambulance Service to help reduce the loss of life and injuries sustained 
in such incidents?

   Strongly    Agree    Disagree    Strongly
  agree       disagree

Question 3:    
To what extent do you agree that we should continue to increase our focus on prevention and 
protection initiatives?

   Strongly    Agree    Disagree    Strongly
  agree       disagree

Question 4:    
Do you have any suggestions on how we could continue to deliver prevention activities for those 
most in need?

Objective 2    Explore, further develop and maximise opportunities to   
 collaborate with partners and other stakeholders

Question 5:
Please tell us your views on objective 2: Explore, further develop and maximise opportunities to 
collaborate with partners and other stakeholders.

Question 6:    
To what extent do you agree that we should evaluate all aspects of the work that we do and look to 
share functions, services and response options wherever possible, to improve services?

   Strongly    Agree    Disagree    Strongly
  agree       disagree

Question 7:    
Do you have any suggestions on how we could better work with our partners to share functions, 
services and response options to make Gloucestershire safer?
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Objective 3    Reconfigure and reform our Service

Question 8:
Please tell us your views on objective 3: Reconfigure and reform our Service with the aim of driving 
efficiencies across the Service.

Question 9:    
To what extent do you agree that we should continue to build on the review of our operational 
response, to ensure we maintain the right resources, in the right place at the right time to  
attend emergencies?

   Strongly    Agree    Disagree    Strongly
  agree       disagree

Question 10:    
To what extent do you agree that we should continue to ensure that our workforce reflects the 
communities we serve?

   Strongly    Agree    Disagree    Strongly
  agree       disagree

Question 11:    
Do you have any suggestions of how we could encourage more people from underrepresented 
groups to join Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service?     

Question 12:    
Do you think our objectives are the right priorities for the Service to pursue over the next  
three years? 

   Yes    No

Please comment:

Question 13:    
Do you have any other comments to make about the draft Integrated Risk Management Plan?
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About You

Are you a:

   Gloucestershire Resident   

   Gloucestershire County Council Employee  

   Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service Employee  

   District/County Councillor

   Other

If other who do you represent?

Age:
What is your age? (please select one answer) 

   Under 18   18-24   25-34  35-44  45-54  55-64  Age 65+ 

 
  Prefer not to say

Equality monitoring
The council is committed to ensuring that our services are delivered fairly. We are asking you to 
answer the following questions about yourself so that we can make sure that this is happening. 
The information that you provide will be kept confidential and only used for the purpose we have 
outlined. You do not have to answer these questions, and it will make no difference at all to the  
way the council treats you if you prefer not to answer these questions.

Gender    
Are you? (please select one answer)

   Male    Female    Prefer not to say

Gender re-assignment    
Is your gender identity the same as the gender you were assigned at birth?
(please select one answer)

   Male    Female    Prefer not to say

Ethnicity    
Ethnic origin categories are not about nationality, place of birth or citizenship. They are about the 
group to which you as an individual perceive you belong. Please indicate your ethnic origin by 
ticking the appropriate box (please select one answer)

White

   English   

   Welsh  

   Scottish  

   Northern Irish

   Irish  

   Gypsy or Irish Traveller  

   Any other White background 

Mixed / multiple ethnic groups

   White and Black Caribbean    

   White and Black African 

   White and Asian 

   Any other mixed background 

Asian / Asian British

   Indian    

   Pakistani   

   Bangladeshi   

   Chinese 

   Any other Asian background 

Black / African / Caribbean / Black British

   African     

   Caribbean    

   Any other Black/African/Caribbean background    

Other ethnic group

   Arab      

   Any other ethnic group     

   Prefer not to say 

Other ethnicity
Other - please state
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Disability    
Do you consider yourself to be disabled? (please select one answer)

   Yes    No    Prefer not to say

Disability type    
Please provide additional information by selecting the box(s) that apply (please select all that apply)    

   Mobility (Getting around)    

   Hearing   

   Eyesight   

   Using hands / fingers 

   Learning Difficulty   

   Mental Health  

   Other

Other Disability    
Other - please state

Marriage and civil partnership    
Are you married or in a civil partnership? (please select one answer)

   Yes    No    Prefer not to say

Sexual orientation   
How would you describe your sexual orientation? (please select one answer)   

   Heterosexual / straight     

   Gay woman / lesbian  

   Gay man     

   Bisexual  

   Other  

   Prefer not to say 

Religion and / or belief    
What is your religion or belief? (please select one answer)

   No religion      

   Buddhist   

   Christian      

   Hindu   

   Jewish  

   Muslim  

   Sikh    

   Any other religion   

   Prefer not to say   

Other Religion and / or belief    
Other - please state

Other Sexual orientation    
Other - please state
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Pregnancy and maternity    
Are you currently pregnant or have you been pregnant in the last year? (please select one answer)

   Yes    No    Prefer not to say

In the past year, have you taken? (please select one answer)    

   Maternity leave     

   Paternity leave    

   Adoption leave    

Carers
Do you have caring responsibilities? If yes please tick all that apply (please select all that apply)

   Primary carer of a child/children (under 18)      

   Primary carer of disabled child / children     

   Primary carer of disabled adult (18 and over)     
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Gloucestershire County Council
Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee
22nd November 2017
Subject: Draft Local Flood Risk Management Strategy Annual 
Progress and Implementation Plan 
Background
In 2010, following the enactment of the Flood and Water Management Act, 
Gloucestershire County Council (GCC) was made the Lead Local Flood 
Authority (LLFA) for Gloucestershire and given a leadership and coordinating 
role for flood risk management in the county.  The Council was also given an 
operational role for managing flood risk from surface water runoff, ordinary 
watercourses and groundwater, on top of the existing responsibilities we had 
for managing flooding and drainage from the highway network.
The Council adopted its Local Flood Risk Management Strategy in 2014, 
which sets out proposals to fulfil the new role over the subsequent 10 years, a 
full copy is available on the Flood Risk related pages on the Council’s 
website; www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/your-community/emergencies-and-your-
safety/flooding-and-drainage/gloucestershire-county-councils-local-flood-risk-
management-strategy-lfrms/. 
The Strategy sets out objectives for managing flood risk, the current 
understanding of flood risk, how this will improve in the future, how the 
Council will work with stakeholders and local communities and how it will 
prioritise investment and seek partnership funding. It is necessary to produce 
an Annual Progress and Implementation Plan to enable the Council to 
respond to any legislative, regulatory and financial changes that might occur 
during the delivery period of the Local Strategy. This will provide specific 
details on the progress against the Local Strategy, the changes which will 
impact on the delivery of the Strategy and the priorities for investment for the 
forthcoming year.
Please refer to the appended draft Annual Progress and Implementation Plan 
2017/18.  
Summary of this year’s Implementation Plan
Marking the 10 year anniversary of the 2007 floods, the Council contributed to 
the Gloucester Cathedral service leaflet for remembering the efforts and 
response of the emergency services. Officers attended events at Gloucester 
Carnival and the Police Open Day in partnership with the Environment 
Agency and the Flood Advisory Service to raise public awareness of flooding 
and the measures they can take to protect their property.
Over the coming year it is proposed to replace our current flood reporting 
system to provide a much improved service which will allow members of the 
public to report flooding online. This should ensure we build a much more 
comprehensive picture of flooding in Gloucestershire and develop our 
understanding of flood risk.
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In the last 12 months a number of flood alleviation schemes have been 
completed by the District Councils with financial contributions from GCC 
including Moreton in Marsh, Lakeside Avenue in Lydney, Southfield Manor 
Estate in Cheltenham and Stroud Road in Gloucester.
A scheme benefitting approximately 179 properties in Cheltenham has 
commenced at Priors/Oakley involving the construction of two large 
attenuation basins which will restrict the amount of water entering the town 
from the Wymans Brook and Noverton Brook. The work undertaken to date 
has been archaeological mitigation required to discharge pre commencement 
planning conditions. The main civil engineering work is expected to 
commence early in 2018 and will take approximately 6 months to complete.
Design and planning work is in progress to develop flood alleviation or 
protection schemes at Brockworth, Churchdown, Bishop’s Cleeve, 
Cirencester, Nailsworth, Podsmead and Hucclecote.
Action Required
Members are requested to consider the plan and provide comments. A final 
version of the Plan, after taking into consideration any feedback, will then be 
added to the Flood Risk related pages on the Council’s website.
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i

Document Status
This annual progress and implementation plan has been produced to consider progress against actions in 
the adopted Local Flood Risk Management Strategy, and to identify proposed measures to manage flood 
risk in the county for the forthcoming year. 

Amendment Record:

Revision Description Date Signed

1 First Draft August PS

2 Second Draft October DP

3 Third Draft November SE
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1. Introduction
1. Gloucestershire County Council’s Local Flood Risk Management Strategy was adopted in 2014. It 
identified the extent of flooding in Gloucestershire, established priorities for managing flooding, and 
identified how GCC will work together with Risk Management Authorities (RMAs)1, other stakeholders, 
and local communities to manage flood risk. It is important to note, that in keeping with our statutory 
duties, the Strategy focused on flooding from surface runoff, groundwater and ordinary watercourses, 
whilst considering the linkages with other sources of flooding. However, as part of our leadership role, we 
identified flood risk which is the operational responsibility of other organisations and will continue to 
work closely in partnership to support reduction in flood risk across the county irrespective of source. The 
Strategy was made up of several documents, which are outlined in Table 1-1 below.

Table 1-1 Documents generated as part of the Local Strategy

Name of Document Purpose of document and summary of contents
Main Document This is the main strategy document which details the objectives of the Local Strategy 

and our approach to working in partnership. It also sets out our understanding of 
flood risk and how we’ll prioritise investment in specific locations. It considers broad 
actions we will take with our partners across the county to manage flood risk. This is 
supported by a series of Annexes which deal with some of the key issues in detail.

Summary Document This provides an overview of the Local Strategy, including the background, key roles 
and responsibilities, and actions to manage flood risk.

Annual progress and 
implementation plan

Because there will inevitably be legislative, regulatory and financial changes over 
this period, GCC will need to maintain some flexibility over the delivery period of the 
Local Strategy. To reflect future uncertainty and maintain flexibility, GCC will 
develop and maintain an ‘annual progress and implementation plan’. The annual 
progress and implementation plan will provide more specific details on: progress 
against the Local Strategy objectives; changes which impact the delivery of the Local 
Strategy (e.g. funding opportunities or legislative changes), and the priorities for 
investment for the forthcoming year.

Strategic Environmental 
Assessment (SEA) 

Environmental Report

The SEA is a process for considering the potential environmental impacts of 
addressing flood risk.

1 Risk Management Authorities are defined in the Flood and Water Management Act as the LLFA, district/borough 
councils, the Environment Agency, water and sewerage companies, the highway authorities and Internal Drainage 
Boards. Their roles are discussed in Section 2 of the Local Strategy.
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2. The Main Document and Summary document provided an overview of the objectives for managing 
flood risk, set out the key roles and responsibilities, identified the extent of flood risk, and identified 
actions we will take in partnership with others to reduce flood risk. The actions we proposed were divided 
into those we will take across Gloucestershire and those we will take in specific locations prioritised by 
the level of flood risk and cost benefits.

3. As part of the Strategy we outlined the need for an ‘annual progress and implementation plan’ 
which would set out:

 a summary of progress since the previous annual progress and implementation plan was published;
 an up to date prioritisation list based on most vulnerable locations2 for the forthcoming year, and; 
 an up to date list of the actions carried out in each parish.

4. This document is the annual progress and implementation plan. It sets out the actions we intend to 
take subject to available resource and funding. It considers those actions we propose to take across 
Gloucestershire and those we will take in specific locations prioritised by the level of flood risk.

2 This could be based on new information being available due to better modelling and mapping, or a flood incident 
within a parish or ward.
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2. Actions we propose to take across Gloucestershire
5. The Main Document of the Strategy identified actions we will take across Gloucestershire to manage and reduce flood risk, and ensure we have appropriate processes and procedures in place. Table 2-1 summarises the agreed 
actions, the progress to date, and the proposed activities for the forthcoming year to meet these actions. Since the publication of the Main Document, these actions have been altered to take in to account legislative and policy changes by 
Government, and progress made by the LLFA.

Table 2-1 Progress against proposed action across Gloucestershire

Measures Responsibility How will we measure success Timescale for action Progress (from Summer 2016) Planned activities 2017/2018
Undertake further studies to 
improve our understanding of 
local flood risk, and in response to 
flooding incidents

GCC in 
partnership 
with RMAs

Completion of studies which identify 
potential mitigation measures to alleviate 
flooding. Further hydraulic modelling to 
understand future risks due to climate 
change

Ongoing with annual progress updates to assess 
whether objective is being delivered.

 The second phase of a study into possible flood 
alleviation schemes in Cirencester was completed 
in July 2017. GCC will work with partners to 
decide and fund the most appropriate schemes 
from the report.

 Continuing investigations into reports of flooding and 
potential flood schemes.

Undertake S.19 Investigations (of 
flooding incidents) where criteria 
are met. The purpose of these 
investigations is to establish the 
relevant RMA and whether they 
have responded appropriately. 
The criteria for a S.19 
investigation is 5 or more 
properties flooded, 2 or more 
businesses flooded, 1 critical 
service flooded, whether there 
are safety concerns or a transport 
link is impassable for a significant 
period.

GCC in 
partnership 
with RMAs

Completion and publication of S.19 
Investigations

Ongoing  GCC carried out one Section 19 investigation in 
Leckhampton Ward, Cheltenham following severe 
rainfall in June 2016. See website for details: 
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/your-
community/emergencies-and-your-
safety/flooding-and-drainage/

 Undertake S.19 Investigations when appropriate within 3 
months of flooding which meet the criteria.

Deliver consenting and 
enforcement role in relation to 
the Land Drainage Act 1991 and 
the Flood and Water 
Management Act 2010. This 
responsibility has been delegated 
to the district and borough 
councils except for Gloucester City 
which GCC still hold.

GCC in 
partnership 
with RMAs

Consent applications will be subject to 
rigorous scrutiny prior to approval / 
rejection
Enforcement action will be undertaken 
when necessary and must comply with 
protocol

Ongoing  No changes made to the consenting and 
enforcement procedure since the previous 
Annual Progress and Implementation Plan.

 GCC in continuous discussion with the district 
councils regarding the procedure and any issues 
that arise.

 Continue to work with the district councils to monitor 
consenting and enforcement activities.

Develop consistent approach for 
designating structures

GCC in 
partnership 
with RMAs

Agreed protocol between designating 
authorities

Ongoing  To date, GCC have not designated any structures 
so no clear procedure has been developed.

 Draft designation procedure.

Collate flood data from parish 
councils and other RMAs onto the 
Flood Data Register (FDR)

GCC in 
partnership 
with RMAs

Establishment of process to collate 
additional data. Collection of additional 
flood data

Ongoing  The district councils are in agreement to update 
the FDR when a report of a flood is made and 
when an asset is identified.

 GCC is upgrading the FDR. It is working towards an 
online flood data collection service called SWIM (Severe 
Weather Information Management System). It has been 
developed by Dorset County Council in partnership with 
the Environment Agency and allows members of the 
public, as well as officers, to record instances of flooding 
and will hopefully, over time, give a more 
comprehensive picture of the highest risk areas in the 
county.

Seek to increase funding from 
external sources

GCC in 
partnership 
with RMAs

Seek to increase in external contributions 
towards funding applications over the 
next 5 years

Ongoing  We continue to work with the Environment 
Agency and other organisations to encourage 
partnership working and funding.

 Successful applications for contributions from the 
Regional Flood and Coastal Committee Local Levy 

 Continue to seek to secure external sources of funding 
for all schemes, projects, investigations and studies.
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include the Priors/Oakley scheme.

Populate S.21 Asset Register GCC in 
partnership 
with RMAs

S.21 Asset Register populated and 
available for public inspection

Ongoing  There are currently 177 registered assets in 
Gloucestershire.

 The asset register (in spreadsheet format) is 
available for public inspection upon request.

 Continue to work with RMAs to add further records to 
the asset register where appropriate.

Undertake ditch mapping and 
clearance with parish councils

GCC in 
partnership 
with district 
and parish 
councils

Targeted parishes and wards have more 
comprehensive mapping of location and 
condition of drainage ditches, including 
pinch points.

More drainage ditches across the county 
being cleared by riparian owners

Ongoing  In 2017 11 parishes have been engaged with and 
have been provided maps to aid in watercourse 
maintenance.

 Continue to raise awareness of the importance of 
watercourse maintenance with parish councils.

 Explore potential in partnership work with 
Gloucestershire Rural Community Council.

Statutory consultee to all Local 
Planning Authorities for major 
developments

GCC Provide statutory consultee comments on 
surface water management and surface 
water flood risk for all major planning 
applications in Gloucestershire to the 
relevant Local Planning Authority (LPA)

Ongoing  A Gloucestershire SuDS Design and Maintenance 
Guide has been produced and is available at: 
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/extra/CHttpH
andler.ashx?id=63334&p=0

 Continue with statutory consultee role.
 Continue to provide pre-application advice within 

resources available.

Raise awareness of flood risk 
management

GCC in 
partnership 
with district 
councils and 
the 
Environment 
Agency

Increase in amount of media activity 
related to flood risk management 

Ongoing  GCC in partnership with the Flood Advisory 
Service (FAS) and the EA attended two public 
events to raise awareness of flooding; Gloucester 
Carnival on 22nd July 2017 and the Police Open 
Day on 16th September 2017. This was to mark 
the 10 year anniversary of the 2007 floods and 
raise awareness of the continued risk of flooding. 
The Police Open Day was more focused on what 
protective measures people could make to their 
property to protect against flooding. We also 
contributed to the leaflet for the service at 
Gloucester Cathedral.

 An “Ask-an-Expert” campaign is taking place at the start 
of December 2017. This will allow members of the public 
the opportunity to ask questions about flood risk to a 
member of our staff. The campaign will be carried out 
over social media and will be assisted by the Civil 
Protection Team and the EA.

 This campaign will be accompanied by a press release on 
being flood prepared and watercourse maintenance 
including a video by Cllr Vernon Smith.

 When SWIM has been introduced (see collating flood 
data section above) there will be promotional material 
released to ensure the public are aware of it.

Meet regularly with Risk 
Management Authorities and 
ensure good lines of 
communication between 
organisations

GCC in 
partnership 
with RMAs

By the frequency and attendance of the 
meetings

Ongoing  These meetings have been carrying on 
throughout the year and have been a useful way 
to update the RMAs on the work that is ongoing.

 Hold 4 monthly LLFA liaisons meeting with all district 
councils and relevant parties present.

 Hold 6 to 8 week meeting with all district and borough 
council drainage engineers.

Work with Civil Protection Team 
(CPT) to raise awareness of 
flooding and ensure joined up 
approach

GCC Evidence of local communities becoming 
more prepared for flooding (e.g. 
preparation of community flood plans). 
Civil Protection Team have access to latest 
mapping to inform planning

Ongoing  Members of the Flood Risk Management Team 
and the CPT attended an away day to test the 
government mapping system, which is being 
developed.

 Continue to work alongside CPT and attend any of their 
promotional events throughout the year.

Apply a robust scoring matrix for 
prioritising a rolling programme of 
works

GCC Schemes are developed and funded based 
on most at risk and cost effectiveness

Ongoing  To encourage partnership working, an extra 
parameter has been incorporated into the PFAS 
list that gives schemes with more external 
funding a higher score. Details can be found in 
Table 5-2 PFAS list partnership scoring below.

 Continue to the monitor and adjust the scoring matrix as 
appropriate.

Keep parish prioritisation up to 
date

GCC Ranked parishes based on flood risk that 
reflects known flood issues and most 
recent flood maps

Ongoing  The parish prioritisation is regularly updated to 
reflect additions of flood reports to the Flood 
Data Register as well as progress to flood 
alleviation schemes.

 The modelled data will be updated following any 
significant upgrades to flood models.

 Continue to update the prioritisation list as before
 The new data from SWIM will need to be incorporated 

into the prioritisation and may require some changes 
being made.
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3. Location-specific actions
3.1. Parish prioritisation

6. Parish prioritisation is a method used to help understand and investigate flood risk in 
Gloucestershire. It uses the flood reports from the FDR, modelled flood risk and previous flood alleviation 
work to rank parishes based on their relative risk3. It is regularly updated to include new information and 
the latest table is shown in Table 3-1.

7. Once a flood alleviation scheme has been completed in a parish, the risk is revised and shown as “-
“. This helps keep track of which areas have had flood alleviation work and which still require 
investigating. It doesn’t mean the risk in the whole parish has been resolved.

3 Details of the scoring system can be found in the Annual Progress and Implementation Plan 2016-17: 
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/your-community/emergencies-and-your-safety/flooding-and-
drainage/gloucestershire-county-councils-local-flood-risk-management-strategy-lfrms/
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*The “Calculated Risk” remains the same for parishes or wards where a flood alleviation scheme has not been completed. A “Revised Calculated Risk” takes into 
account where schemes have been completed to address known flood risk issues, this is signified by a “-“. The remainder of the parishes and wards are 
reprioritised accordingly. 

Table 3-1 Prioritised Parishes and Wards

Parish or Ward District 

FDR 
number of 
reports of 
internal 
flooding

FDR number of 
properties 
affected

RoFfSW
 number of high 
risk properties 
(1 in 30 year)

Initial 
calculated 

risk

Revised 
calculated 

risk
Actions

Abbeydale Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-High Scheme in progress
Adlestrop CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low - Scheme Complete
Alderley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Alderton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Aldsworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Alkington CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
All Saints Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Alvington CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Ampney Crucis CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Ampney St. Mary CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Ampney St. Peter CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Andoversford CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low Study complete
Arlingham CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-High -
Ashchurch Rural CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-Low Study complete
Ashleworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
Ashley CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Aston Subedge CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Avening CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Medium-Low -
Awre CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 75 - 100 Medium-High High Study complete
Aylburton CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Badgeworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-Low Medium-High SWMP complete
Bagendon CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Barnsley CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 Less than 5 Low Low -
Barnwood Ward Gloucester Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-High High Scheme in progress
Barrington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Barton and Tredworth Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 High High SWMP complete
Batsford CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Battledown Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 50 - 75 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Baunton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Benhall and the Reddings Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Berkeley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
Beverston CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Bibury CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -
Bishop's Cleeve CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete
Bisley-with-Lypiatt CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Blaisdon CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Bledington CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 75 - 100 Medium-Low - Scheme complete
Blockley CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete
Boddington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
Bourton-on-the-Hill CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Bourton-on-the-Water CP Cotswold Less than 5 Greater than 100 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete
Boxwell with Leighterton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Brimpsfield CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Brimscombe and Thrupp CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High Medium-High -
Broadwell CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Brockworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-Low Medium-High Scheme in progress
Bromesberrow CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Brookthorpe-with-Whaddon CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low SWMP complete
Buckland CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Cainscross CP Stroud 5 - 25 50 - 75 Greater than 100 High High Scheme in progress
Cam CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High Medium-High Study complete
Chaceley CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low - Scheme complete
Chalford CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High High -
Charlton Kings Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-High - Scheme complete
Charlton Park Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-High Medium-High -
Chedworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Cherington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Chipping Campden CP Cotswold Less than 5 Greater than 100 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete
Churcham CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Churchdown CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High Medium-High Scheme in progress
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Cinderford CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete
Cirencester CP Cotswold 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Greater than 100 High High Scheme in progress
Clapton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Coaley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Medium-Low -
Coates CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Coberley CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Cold Aston CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Coleford CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete
Colesbourne CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
College Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Greater than 100 50 - 75 High - Scheme complete
Coln St. Aldwyns CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Coln St. Dennis CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Compton Abdale CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Condicote CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Corse CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Cowley CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Cranham CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Cutsdean CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Daglingworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Deerhurst CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low - Scheme complete
Didmarton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Donnington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Dowdeswell CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Down Ampney CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Down Hatherley CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low SWMP complete
Driffield CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Drybrook CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Dumbleton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Duntisbourne Abbots CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Duntisbourne Rouse CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Dursley CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High High -
Dymock CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Medium-Low -
Eastington CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-High -
Eastleach CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -
Ebrington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Edgeworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Elkstone CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Elmbridge Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 Medium-High - Scheme complete
Elmore CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Medium-Low -
Elmstone Hardwicke CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
English Bicknor CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Evenlode CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Fairford CP Cotswold Less than 5 Greater than 100 50 - 75 High - Scheme complete
Farmington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Forthampton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Frampton on Severn CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-High - Scheme complete
Fretherne with Saul CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-High Medium-High -
Frocester CP Stroud 5 - 25 50 - 75 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
Gorsley and Kilcot CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Gotherington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Grange Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 Medium-High Medium-High SWMP complete
Great Rissington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Great Witcombe CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low SWMP complete
Gretton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Guiting Power CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Ham and Stone CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Hamfallow CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Hampnett CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Hardwicke CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low SWMP complete
Harescombe CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Haresfield CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 50 - 75 Low Low -
Hartpury CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Hasfield CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
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Hatherop CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Hawling CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Hazleton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Hesters Way Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Medium-Low -
Hewelsfield and Brockweir CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Highnam CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
Hillesley and Tresham CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Hinton CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Medium-Low -
Horsley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Hucclecote CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Hucclecote Ward Gloucester Less than 5 50 - 75 5 - 25 Medium-High Medium-High Scheme in progress
Huntley CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Icomb CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Innsworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low SWMP complete
Kemble CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Kempley CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Kempsford CP Cotswold Less than 5 50 - 75 50 - 75 Medium-Low - Scheme complete
King's Stanley CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Kingscote CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Kingsholm and Wotton Ward Gloucester 5 - 25 Greater than 100 5 - 25 High High -
Kingswood CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-High -
Lansdown Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-High High SWMP complete
Lechlade CP Cotswold Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 High - Scheme complete
Leckhampton Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 5 - 25 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Leigh CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low - Scheme complete
Leonard Stanley CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Little Rissington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Littledean CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Long Newnton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Longborough CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Longford CP Tewkesbury 5 - 25 5 - 25 Less than 5 Medium-High Medium-High SWMP complete
Longhope CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Longlevens Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 Less than 5 High High SWMP complete
Longney and Epney CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Lower Slaughter CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low - Scheme complete
Lydbrook CP Forest 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete
Lydney CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete
Maisemore CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Maiseyhampton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Matson and Robinswood Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 Medium-High High -
Maugersbury CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Mickleton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Minchinhampton CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High High -
Minsterworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Miserden CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Mitcheldean CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Low Medium-Low Study complete
Moreland Ward Gloucester 5 - 25 Greater than 100 5 - 25 High High Study complete
Moreton Valence CP Stroud Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Moreton-in-Marsh CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 High - Scheme complete
Nailsworth CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 Greater than 100 High High Scheme in progress
Naunton CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Low Low -
Newent CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High Medium-High Scheme in progress
Newland CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-High Study complete
Newnham CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
North Cerney CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
North Nibley CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Northleach with Eastington CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-High -
Northway CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low SWMP complete
Norton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low SWMP complete
Notgrove CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Nympsfield CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Oakley Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Greater than 100 Less than 5 Medium-High Medium-High Scheme in progress
Oddington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
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Owlpen CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Oxenhall CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Oxenton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Ozleworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Painswick CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Park Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Pauntley CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Pitchcombe CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Pittville Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-High Study complete
Podsmead Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-High Scheme in progress
Poole Keynes CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Poulton CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -
Prescott CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Prestbury Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 5 - 25 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Preston CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Quedgeley Fieldcourt Ward Gloucester 5 - 25 5 - 25 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-High SWMP complete
Quedgeley Severn Vale Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low - Scheme complete
Quenington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Randwick CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -
Redmarley D'abitot CP Forest Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Low Medium-Low -
Rendcomb CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Rodborough CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-High Medium-High -
Rodmarton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Ruardean CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Rudford and Highleadon CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Ruspidge and Soudley CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-High -
Saintbury CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Sandhurst CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Medium-Low Medium-Low SWMP complete
Sapperton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Sevenhampton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Sezincote CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Sherborne CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Shipton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Shipton Moyne CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Shurdington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low SWMP complete
Siddington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-High -
Slimbridge CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-High Scheme in progress
Snowshill CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Somerford Keynes CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
South Cerney CP Cotswold 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 High - Scheme complete
Southam CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low SWMP complete
Southrop CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -
Springbank Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Greater than 100 Less than 5 High High -
St. Briavels CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
St. Mark's Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Medium-Low -
St. Paul's Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
St. Peter's Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-High -
Standish CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 50 - 75 Low Low -
Stanton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Stanway CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Medium-Low Study complete
Staunton Coleford CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Staunton CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Staverton CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Stinchcombe CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Stoke Orchard CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low SWMP complete
Stonehouse CP Stroud 5 - 25 75 - 100 75 - 100 Medium-High High -
Stow-on-the-Wold CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Stroud CP Stroud 5 - 25 50 - 75 Greater than 100 High High Study complete
Sudeley CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Swell CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Swindon Village Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Medium-Low - Scheme complete
Syde CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Taynton CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
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Teddington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Temple Guiting CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Tetbury CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-High Study complete
Tetbury Upton CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Tewkesbury CP Tewkesbury 5 - 25 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-High High Scheme in progress
Tibberton CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Tidenham CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-Low Study complete
Tirley CP Tewkesbury 5 - 25 5 - 25 50 - 75 Medium-Low - Scheme complete
Toddington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Todenham CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Tuffley Ward Gloucester Less than 5 50 - 75 5 - 25 Medium-Low Medium-Low Scheme in progress
Turkdean CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Twigworth CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low SWMP complete
Twyning CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
Uckington CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
Uley CP Stroud 5 - 25 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Low -
Up Hatherley Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Upleadon CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Upper Rissington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Upper Slaughter CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Upton St. Leonards CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-Low -
Warden Hill Ward Cheltenham Less than 5 Greater than 100 Less than 5 Medium-Low Medium-High -
West Dean CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-Low Medium-High Study complete
Westbury-on-Severn CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 High High Scheme in progress
Westcote CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Westgate Ward Gloucester Less than 5 Greater than 100 5 - 25 High - Scheme complete
Weston Subedge CP Cotswold Less than 5 5 - 25 75 - 100 Medium-Low - Scheme complete
Weston Subedge CP (DET) Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Westonbirt with Lasborough CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 50 - 75 Low Low -
Wheatpieces CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low SWMP complete
Whiteshill and Ruscombe CP Stroud Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Whitminster CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
Whittington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Wick Rissington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Willersey CP Cotswold Less than 5 50 - 75 50 - 75 Low Low Study complete
Winchcombe CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 Greater than 100 Medium-High - Scheme complete
Windrush CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Winson CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low - Scheme complete
Winstone CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Withington CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
Woodchester CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 5 - 25 Low Medium-Low -
Woodmancote CP Tewkesbury Less than 5 Less than 5 75 - 100 Medium-Low Medium-Low SWMP complete
Woolaston CP Forest Less than 5 Less than 5 5 - 25 Low Low -
Wotton-under-Edge CP Stroud Less than 5 5 - 25 Greater than 100 Medium-High High Study complete
Yanworth CP Cotswold Less than 5 Less than 5 Less than 5 Low Low -
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3.2. Gloucestershire County Council Lead Schemes
8. The notable update to Gloucestershire County Council lead schemes is the two flood storage areas 
to the east of Cheltenham which will capture excess surface water from the Wymans Brook and Noverton 
Brook and restrict the amount of water entering the town to a safe volume. The scheme, which was 
developed from the Surface Water Management Plans, has been granted planning permission and work is 
being carried out to discharge the specified conditions. These conditions have produced unforeseen costs 
to the scheme, pushing it from £1.9M to approximately £2.6M. Construction of the scheme is currently 
scheduled to commence in January 2018.

9. Several other schemes from the Surface Water Management Plans are beginning to be 
implemented. In Bishops Cleeve, there will be a number of flood alleviation measures within the town 
centre to help mitigate surface water runoff from Cleeve Hill. Property Level Resilience measures are 
being considered for areas in Churchdown and Brockworth.

10. A scheme in Slimbridge to replace a culvert, which is causing flooding to a number of residents, 
with a new surface water pipe in the highway begain on 11th September 2017. The scheme is being jointly 
funded by the Flood Risk Management Team, Gloucestershire County Council Highways, Severn Trent 
Water and the Environment Agency. It is due to be completed on 17th November 2017.

11. Finally, there are plans for a flood alleviation scheme to be incorporated into the redevelopment of 
the sports field at Blackbridge, Podsmead. The scheme will serve to protect properties at risk of surface 
water flooding downstream of the field as well as creating a community space with enhanced biodiversity 
aspects.

3.3. Flood Alleviation Schemes with Gloucestershire County 
Council Contributions

12. A number of flood alleviation schemes have been completed by the District and Borough Councils 
using contributions from GCC since last year’s Annual Progress and Implementation Plan.

13. Forest of Dean District Council has completed a scheme to reduce flooding at Lakeside Avenue in 
Lydney. The scheme involved a number of measures including installing a flood relief culvert and the 
redesigning of a trash screen.

14. Cheltenham Borough Council has installed a flood defence bund and formed a flood storage area to 
protect properties in the Southfield Manor Estate in Charlton Kings Ward. The bunds will prevent surface 
water from entering the estate from adjacent fields and the storage area will hold excess water from the 
Southfield Brook.

15. A new trash screen was installed by Gloucester City Council on the Whaddon Brook at the entrance 
to the culvert as it passes underneath Stroud Road in Tuffley. The upgraded design will reduce the risk of 
the culvert blocking and has given easier access to clear the screen of debris. This is part of a larger 
scheme which is currently ongoing in the Stroud Road, Grange Road and Bybrook Road area.

16. A list of some of the completed schemes GCC has contributed to in the year can be found in Table 
3-2 while Table 3-3 has a list of schemes GCC is contributing to that are currently ongoing.
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Table 3-2 Completed flood alleviation schemes with Gloucestershire County Council contributions

Project Lead Parish Location Scheme/Works description

Cheltenham Borough Council Charlton Kings Ward Southfield Brook, Charlton Kings Southfield Brook flood alleviation 
scheme - flood bund and storage area.

Cotswold District Council Moreton-in-Marsh CP Moreton Flood relief culvert & ditch 
improvements on Batsford Estate

Forest of Dean District Council Lydney CP Lakeside Avenue, Lydney

Upstream attenuation/flow reduction 
via rural SuDS, re-design of trash 
screen, reconnect downstream culvert 
pathway

Gloucestershire County Council Hucclecote Ward Trevor Road Watercourse Clearance. Removal of 
vegetation and debris to improve flow.

 Quedgeley Severn Vale 
Ward Quedgeley various sites

Watercourse clearance in 3 stretches in 
Quedgeley. Vegetation, culvert and 
debris removal to improve flow.

Lower Severn Internal Drainage Board Slimbridge CP Slimbridge Watercourse clearing by IDB

Tewkesbury Borough Council Chaceley CP Chaceley Watercourse diversion and clearing

 Table 3-3 Current flood alleviation schemes with Gloucestershire County Council contributions

Project Lead Parish Location Scheme/Works description

Gloucestershire County 
Council Bishops Cleeve CP Bishops Cleeve, Tewks Surface Water Management Plan Scheme - a number of measures 

across the town centre

 Brockworth CP Medway Crescent, Brockworth Surface Water Management Plan Scheme - Property Level 
Resilience

 Churchdown CP Anne Hatahway Drive, 
Churchdown

Surface Water Management Plan Scheme - Property Level 
Resilience

 Cirencester CP Cirencester Upstream catchment natural attenuation measures

 Hucclecote Ward Appleton Way, Hucclecote
Optimising the flood storage at Appleton Way Lagoon as well as 
improving the conveyance of flood water over highway culverts on 
Green Lane, Brookfield Road and Millbridge Road.

 Nailsworth CP George Street, Nailsworth Investigation into flooding to properties from highway as a result of 
runoff from steep escarpment.

 Oakley Ward Priors/Oakley SWMP Scheme - Two large flood attenuation areas

 Podsmead Ward Sports Complex SuDS, 
Podsmead

Incorporate SuDS into the drainage plan for the proposed sports 
complex development in order to hold enough flood water to 
alleviate risk downstream.

 Slimbridge CP Slimbridge Culvert remediation/improvement

 Westbury-On-Severn 
CP Elton, Westbury-On-Severn Improve existing culvert, install additional pipe culverts and 

improve channel

Forest of Dean District Council Newent CP Newent - Peacock Brook Upstream attenuation/flow reduction via rural SuDS, redesign 
culvert

Gloucester City Council Abbeydale Ward
Abbeydale downstream of 
Community Centre, River 
Twyver

Renaturalise channel. Removing concrete channel and replacing 
with a two stage channel with wetland plants.

 Barnwood Ward Barnwood Park, Barnwood Barnwood Park Balancing Pond improvement works

 Hucclecote Ward Porchester Road, Hucclecote Additional funding for Individual Property Protection for 9 
properties.

 Tuffley Ward Stroud Rd, Grange Rd, Bybrook 
Rd and Harwell Close, Tuffley

Earth bund extension, trash screen replacement and access path, 
and watercourse diversion.

Stroud District Council Cainscross CP Devereaux Crescent Rural SuDS in upper catchment

 Nailsworth CP Nailsworth Rural SuDS Rural SuDS work to be continued in the Nailsworth Catchment.
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3.4. Potential Future Schemes
17. The updated prioritised flood alleviations schemes list (PFAS) can be seen below. It is an ongoing 
task for the GCC Flood Risk Team to investigate the viability of the schemes on the list and either 
recommend them for future funding or remove them from the list. New schemes will be added to the list 
when requests for funding are made to GCC or when new schemes come to light. This means the list will 
continue to be altered and updated.

18. An extra parameter has been added to the scoring system to encourage partnership funding. 
Details of this can be found in section 5.2 Updates to Prioritisation Flood Alleviation Scheme List. For 
details of how the list was developed see the Annual Progress and Implementation Plan 2016-17: 
http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/your-community/emergencies-and-your-safety/flooding-and-
drainage/gloucestershire-county-councils-local-flood-risk-management-strategy-lfrms/.
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Table 3-4 Prioritised Flood Alleviation Scheme List

Rank District Parish / ward Location Proposed method of alleviation Number of 
properties at risk

Estimated 
Scheme Cost

1 Stroud Stroud CP Slad Road - Slad Brook Watercourse Improvements to the Slad Brook 
watercourse 115 £283,500

2 Stroud Stroud CP Slad Road - Folly Lane Divert flows from Folly Lane to the 
Painswick Stream 115 £546,260

3 Forest of Dean Coleford CP Coleford Town Centre
Install channel drains and a new 
drainage network in the centre of 
Coleford

179 £405,996

4 Stroud Stroud CP Slad Road - Slad Brook Culvert
Construct a sealed pipe drainage 
system from Folly Lane to the Slad 
Brook Culvert

115 £636,746

5 Forest of Dean Mitcheldean CP Mitcheldean - Baynham Road Intercept surface runoff at Baynham 
Road and installation of SuDS storage 121 £781,632

6 Forest of Dean Mitcheldean CP Mitcheldean - Unnamed 
Watercourse

Interception of surface water runoff 
and convey to unnamed watercourse 
at A4136 highway

121 £1,114,521

7 Stroud Wotton-under-Edge CP Knapp Road and Locombe Place Construct a flood bund above Hentley 
Tor and Worlds End Lane to divert flow 97 £853,349

8 Gloucester Hucclecote Ward Millbridge Rd and Porchester Rd - 
Culvert replacement

Replace Millbridge Road culvert and 
enlarge the downstream channel as far 
as Spencer Close

67 £247,050

9 Stroud Chalford CP Chalford Round House to Iles Mill Dredge two pounds to remove heavy 
vegetation which fills water channel 16 £16,000

10 Gloucester Hucclecote Ward Green Lane - Highway culvert
Alter highway at the Green Lane culvert 
to allow flood water to re-enter the 
watercourse

26 £12,398

11 Forest of Dean Newland CP Clearwell Reconstruct the canalised Valley Brook 
channel through Clearwell 45 £445,050

12 Cotswold Andoversford CP Hunter's way/Station Road - Culvert 
replacement Culvert replacement 30 £100,617

13 Gloucester Hucclecote Ward Green Lane - Culvert removal Remove the culverted section of 
Wootton Brook at Cousley Close 26 £29,325

13 Gloucester Hucclecote Ward Green Lane - Culvert replacement Replace the Green Lane culvert with a 
larger culvert 26 £36,936

15 Cheltenham Pittville Ward Windsor Street and Little 
Cleevemount

Reduce road levels and create flood 
storage area in school playing field 38 £459,625

16 Gloucester Podsmead Ward Milton Avenue - Trash screen Install a new trash screen to the open 
channel 21 £6,831

17 Cotswold Willersey CP The Quinary - Headwall
Reconstruct the headwall and 
wingwalls protruding into the 
watercourse

10 £16,560

18 Gloucester Podsmead Ward Milton Avenue - Drainage 
improvements

Improvements to the surface water 
drainage system and storage pond 21 £12,903

18 Gloucester Podsmead Ward Milton Avenue - Flow paths Improvements to overland flow path at 
Milton Avenue 21 £15,028

20 Stroud Stroud CP Slad Road - Upper Catchment Divert flows from the upper catchment 
towards Painswick Stream 115 £2,834,467

21 Gloucester Hucclecote Ward Brookfield Rd - Culvert replacement Replace Brookfield Road culvert 18 £36,936

22 Forest of Dean Mitcheldean CP Mitcheldean - Industrial Estate
Construct a surface water pumping 
station at a low point in the industrial 
estate 

121 £2,589,379

23 Forest of Dean West Dean CP Sling Install drainage improvement measures 29 £221,169
24 Stroud Chalford CP Chalford Watercourse management 5 £5,000

25 Stroud Nailsworth CP George Street - Gullies Install a high capacity gully and new 
carrier drain to the Nailsworth Stream 19 £171,973

26 Cotswold Andoversford CP Centre of Andoversford and Coln 
Park

Increase upstream flood storage 
northwards of the disused railway 
embankment

81 £1,566,729

27 Stroud Haresfield CP Haresfields
Retro fitting of SuDs measures (i.e. 
rainwater gardens, etc) to reduce 
flooding issues

6 £11,600

28 Cotswold Andoversford CP Station Road and Gloucester Road - 
Flood defence walls

Construct flood defence walls and 
embankment 41 £1,050,655

29 Gloucester Tuffley Ward Langate House, Robinswood Hill, 
Tuffley

To retro-fit SUDS features including 
swales and ponds to provide 
attenuation and manage flows

6 £15,000

29 Gloucester Tuffley Ward Robinswood Hill - Stroud Road, 
Tuffley 

To carry out drainage improvements on 
Robinswood Hill in addition to the 
construction of swales and a number of 
ponds to provide attenuation and 
storage 

6 £15,000

31 Cotswold Andoversford CP Station Road and Gloucester Road - 
Property Level Protection 

Install property level protection to at 
risk properties 37 £834,141

32 Stroud Nailsworth CP Brewery Lane - Property Level 
Protection 

Install individual property level 
protection to the flood risk properties 34 £1,051,215

32 Stroud Nailsworth CP Brewery Lane - training walls
Replacement of upstream and 
downstream training walls with flood 
walls reaching higher level 

34 £1,059,075
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Rank District Parish / ward Location Proposed method of alleviation Number of 
properties at risk

Estimated 
Scheme Cost

34 Cheltenham Pittville Ward Prestbury Road - light industrial 
units Raised vehicle thresholds 36 £276,044

35 Tewkesbury Ashchurch Rural CP Aston-on-Carrant Install high capacity gullies and drains 
to  Carrant Brook 17 £223,788

36 Gloucester Tuffley Ward Forest View Road Reinstating ditch which runs to the rear 
of properties 6 £20,000

37 Stroud Wotton-under-Edge CP Wortley Road - Commercial 
property

Replace the downstream culvert 
parapet wall with a guardrail and re-
profile the highway

8 £70,780

38 Stroud Nailsworth CP Fountain Street and Tabrams Pitch - 
kerb re-setting

Re-set the kerb line along Fountains 
Road and install individual property 
protection

24 £344,735

38 Stroud Nailsworth CP Old Market and Spring Hill - Flood 
Walls 

Construction of flood walls around the 
open channel section of the Nailsworth 
Stream

18 £265,275

38 Stroud Nailsworth CP Old Market and Spring Hill - 
Property Level Protection

Installation of individual property 
protection to the rear of the properties 
next to the bus terminus

18 £239,844

41 Stroud Wotton-under-Edge CP Holywell Road Repair the existing masonry culvert 4 £14,400

42 Forest of Dean Westbury-on-Severn CP Elton
Improve existing culvert, install 
additional pipe culverts and improve 
channel

14 £158,355

43 Forest of Dean Awre CP Blakeney - Bridge Street Remove the weir in Blackpool Brook 
located off Bridge Street 10 £1,065,188

43 Forest of Dean Awre CP Blakeney - Moorfield Avenue
Construct a flow control structure and 
flood defence embankment upstream 
of the old mill

10 £647,041

45 Gloucester Hucclecote Ward Millbridge Rd and Porchester Rd - 
Property Level Protection

Install property level protection to at 
risk properties 58 £1,099,032

46 Forest of Dean Westbury-on-Severn CP Broadoak - Pumping Station Install a package pumping station and 
construct a flood storage area 21 £391,072

47 Forest of Dean West Dean CP Phipps Bottom and Whitecroft - 
Property Level Protection 

Install flood protection measures to 
flood risk properties 9 £227,700

48 Forest of Dean Newland CP Redbrook - Property Level 
Protection 

Install individual property level 
protection to the flood risk properties 
on Newland road

16 £471,339

49 Forest of Dean West Dean CP Parkend Use the recreation ground for flood 
storage 39 £598,973

50 Tewkesbury Ashchurch Rural CP Natton - railway embankment Construct a new culvert through the 
railway embankment 21 £259,586

51 Tewkesbury Ashchurch Rural CP Aston-on-Carrant West end of 
village

Construct a flood defence embankment 
at the western end of the village 17 £280,361

51 Tewkesbury Ashchurch Rural CP DSDC Ashchurch Construct a new drainage system at the 
MoD site 62 £3,839,319

53 Forest of Dean Westbury-on-Severn CP Broadoak - Property Level 
Protection

Install property level protection to 
flood risk properties 11 £378,422

54 Cheltenham Pittville Ward Wellington Square Package pumping station 7 £67,620

55 Cotswold Andoversford CP Hunter's Way - Flood defence 
embankment

Construct flood defence embankment 
upstream 30 £710,156

55 Cotswold Andoversford CP Hunter's way - Property Level 
Protection

Install property level protection to at 
risk properties 30 £702,075

57 Forest of Dean West Dean CP Phipps Bottom and Whitecroft - 
Whitecroft industrial units

Construct flood defence wall adjacent 
to the industrial units at Whitecroft 10 £310,824

58 Gloucester Barton and Tredworth Ward 63 Jersey Road The installation of individual property 
level protection measures 1 £5,000

59 Gloucester Hucclecote Ward Green Lane - Upstream flood 
storage

Increase upstream flood storage near 
Hathorn Road 26 £562,500

60 Forest of Dean Westbury-on-Severn CP Upper Ley - Embankment Construct a flood defence embankment 
around the village 18 £545,695

61 Forest of Dean Tidenham CP Sedbury and Tidenham - Wyedean 
School

Interception and diversion of surface 
water flows from Wyedean School 17 £648,520

62 Gloucester Podsmead Ward Shelly Avenue, Tennyson Avenue 
and Shakespeare Avenue

Install individual property protection to 
the flood risk properties 38 £736,230

63 Gloucester Hucclecote CP 57 & 59 Churchdown Lane, 
Hucclecote

The installation of individual property 
level protection measures 2 £10,000

64 Gloucester Kingsholm and Wotton Ward Castlevilla, Sandhurst Lane The installation of an earth bund, flood 
barriers and pump. 2 £15,000

64 Stroud Stroud CP Wallbridge
Install high capacity gullies on Bath 
Road and install new kerbs at upper 
section of Wallbridge

6 £147,817

64 Stroud Nailsworth CP George Street - Property Level 
Protection 

Individual property protection to the 
flood risk properties and package 
pumping station 

13 £313,578

67 Gloucester Hucclecote Ward Green Lane - Property Level 
Protection

Install individual property protection to 
the flood risk properties 14 £286,143

68 Stroud Cam CP Alexandra Close 
Excavate a deeper ditch and construct 
a new inlet headwall on the existing 
culvert

1 £5,063
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Rank District Parish / ward Location Proposed method of alleviation Number of 
properties at risk

Estimated 
Scheme Cost

69 Forest of Dean Westbury-on-Severn CP Upper Ley - Property Level 
Protection

Install property level protection to 
flood risk properties 9 £246,675

70 Cotswold Willersey CP The Quinary - Property Level 
Protection

Install individual property protection to 
the flood risk properties 10 £166,980

71 Forest of Dean Tidenham CP Sedbury and Tidenham - Day House 
Farm

Construct flood defence bund around 
Day House Farm 9 £506,394

72 Gloucester Barton and Tredworth Ward Tredworth School
Retro fitting of SuDs measures (i.e. 
rainwater gardens, etc) to reduce 
flooding issues.    

2 £20,000

72 Gloucester Matson and Robinswood Ward Finlay Community School, Finlay 
Road

Retro fitting of SuDs measures (i.e. 
rainwater gardens, etc) to reduce 
flooding issues.    

2 £20,000

72 Stroud Wotton-under-Edge CP Wortley Road - Dyers Brook Replace the existing culvert and raise 
the downstream channel walls 8 £396,035

75 Gloucester Hucclecote Ward Brookfield Rd - Property Level 
Protection

Install property level protection to at 
risk properties 16 £368,115

76 Forest of Dean West Dean CP Bream Install flood protection measures to 
flood risk properties 9 £227,700

77 Cotswold Andoversford CP Coln Park - Drain and pumping 
station

Install improved drainage and pumping 
station 24 £732,499

77 Cotswold Andoversford CP Coln Park - Property Level 
Protection

Install property level protection to 
properties at a risk of flooding 24 £527,505

77 Cotswold Andoversford CP Coln Park - Raise thresholds Raise the thresholds of flood risk 
properties 24 £1,184,274

80 Cotswold Willersey CP Campden Lane - Property Level 
Protection

Install individual property protection to 
the flood risk properties 8 £242,880

80 Cotswold Willersey CP Campden Lane - Land drain Install land drain, high capacity gullies 
and new drainage ditch 8 £185,742

82 Forest of Dean Awre CP Blakeney - Nibley
Construct a flood defence embankment 
to protect low lying properties at 
Nibley

6 £365,359

83 Tewkesbury Ashchurch Rural CP Natton Construct a flood defence earthwork 
around the flood risk properties 21 £530,681

84 Stroud Wotton-under-Edge CP Wortley Road - Property Level 
Protection

Individual property protection to the 
flood risk properties 5 £140,415

85 Forest of Dean Newland CP Newland - Culvert Excavate new channel and replace 
existing highway culvert 6 £177,758

85 Forest of Dean Newland CP Newland - Property Level 
Protection 

Install individual property level 
protection to the flood risk properties 6 £151,800

87 Forest of Dean Coleford CP Crucible Close and Stepbridge Road Improve drainage infrastructure at the 
Industrial estate 26 £661,644

88 Tewkesbury Ashchurch Rural CP Walton Cardiff - Brook Cottage Install property level protection at 
Brook Cottage 1 £10,419

89 Tewkesbury Stanway CP Hailes Construct a flood defence embankment 
around the flood risk property 17 £623,641

90 Forest of Dean Westbury-on-Severn CP Westbury-on-Severn - A48 Construct  a new culvert under the A48 
highway 5 £69,377

91 Stroud Dursley CP Caswell Mews Watercourse realignment 1 £5,000

92 Cotswold Willersey CP Willersey Industrial Estate - Flood 
relief culvert

Install a flood relief culvert through the 
railway embankment 6 £283,378

92 Cotswold Willersey CP Willersey Industrial Estate - 
Property Level Protection

Install property level protection 
measures to the industrial units 6 £220,110

94 Forest of Dean West Dean CP Berry Hill Construct flood bund, new culvert and 
outfall at The Gamekeeper's Inn 4 £245,811

94 Forest of Dean Awre CP Blakeney - Doctor's Surgery Flood protection to the Doctor's 
surgery off Millend 1 £36,514

94 Stroud Cam CP Alexandra Close - Kingshill Lane Improve surface water drainage along 
Kingshill Lane 1 £103,170

97 Cotswold Andoversford CP STW asset Construct flood defence wall and 
embankment 1 £307,484

97 Tewkesbury Ashchurch Rural CP Walton Cardiff - M5 Restrict the volume of flow through the 
M5 culvert 1 £43,828

99 Forest of Dean Westbury-on-Severn CP Westbury-on-Severn - Railway 
Embankment

Constrict flows through the upstream 
culverts passing through the railway 
embankment 

5 £77,625

99 Forest of Dean Westbury-on-Severn CP Westbury-on-Severn - Upstream of 
A48

Construct a flow control structure and  
flood defence embankment upstream 
of the A48 highway

5 £466,121
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4. Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment Review
19. Under the Flood Risk Regulations 20094, Gloucestershire County Council, as the LLFA, was required 
to undertake a Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment (PFRA) to identify the areas in Gloucestershire at 
significant flood risk. The first PFRA was completed in 20115 and should be reviewed every 6 years. Phase 
1 of the PFRA review was completed and submitted to the Environment Agency by 22nd June 2017 for 
their evaluation by 22nd December 2017.

20. By using the latest surface water flood risk model “Risk of Flooding from Surface Water” (previously 
known as the “updated Flood Maps for Surface Water”), which was released in 2013, after the first PFRA, 
the review has shown that Gloucestershire now has an area at significant flood risk or a “Flood Risk Area” 
(FRA)6. The FRA is in Cheltenham town centre and covers the Wards of Lansdown, College, All Saints, 
Oakley and Charlton Park among others.

21. The FRA will be reviewed by the Environment Agency and, if it is decided the FRA should remain, 
GCC may be required to produce a Flood Hazard Map and a Flood Risk Map of the area. This will be made 
public either by GCC and/or by the Environment Agency.

4 Flood Risk Regulations 2009: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2009/3042/made.
5 The first PFRA report can be found at: http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/roads-parking-and-rights-of-way/plans-
policies-procedures-manuals/surface-water-management-plans/.
6 These are defined by 5 or more “blue squares” (a 1km square with either 200 or more people [number of residential 
properties x2.34 people], 20 or more non-residential properties or 1 or more key services [e.g. emergency services, 
hospitals, schools, utilities] at risk of flooding) are found within a 3x3 km grid.
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5. Appendix 
5.1. Table of definitions
Table 5-1 Table of definitions

Definition

CPT Civil Protection Team
EA Environment Agency
FAS Flood Advisory Service – a not for profit organisation who promote flood awareness.
FDR Flood Data Register – n application used by the LLFA to record property flooding.
FRA Flood Risk Area - an area which has 5 or more “blue squares” (a 1km square with either 200 or more 

people [number of residential properties x2.34 people], 20 or more non-residential properties or 1 or 
more key services [e.g. emergency services, hospitals, schools, utilities] at risk of flooding) are found 
within a 3x3 km grid.

GCC Gloucestershire County Council
LLFA Lead Local Flood Authority – Gloucestershire County Council was made the LLFA for Gloucestershire 

following the Flood and Water Management Act 2010.
PFRA Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment - a countywide assessment of flood risk identifying high risk areas. 

This is to be reviewed every 6 years.
RMA Risk Management Authority - are defined in the Flood and Water Management Act as the LLFA, 

district/borough councils, the Environment Agency, water and sewerage companies, the highway 
authorities and Internal Drainage Boards. Their roles are discussed in Section 2 of the Local Strategy.

RoFfSW Risk of Flooding from Surface Water – formally the updated Flood Maps for Surface Water (uFMfSW), it 
is a national computer model demonstrating the risk of flooding from surface water across the country.

SEA Strategic Environmental Assessment - a process for considering the potential environmental impacts of 
addressing flood risk.

SuDS Sustainable Drainage System – a form of surface water drainage which tries to mimic the natural 
environment.

SWIM Severe Weather Information Management – an online flood reporting system which allows members of 
the public to report flooding directly to the website.

SWMP Surface Water Management Plan – a report completed in 2011 for several areas around 
Gloucestershire which investigates the surface water flooding in 2007 and with recommended 
alleviation measures.
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5.2. Updates to Prioritisation Flood Alleviation Scheme List
22. To encourage partnership working and exploring external funding opportunities, an extra stage in 
the scoring matrix of the PFAS list has been added. This means schemes with external funding secured, 
i.e. GCC is not funding 100% of the scheme, will have a higher score than those being funding solely by 
GCC. This score is multiplied with the other parameters as detailed in the Annual Progress and 
Implementation Plan 2016-17. Table 5-2 outlines the details of this update.

Table 5-2 PFAS list partnership scoring

GCC’s 
Contribution (%)

Partnership 
Score

0-10 0.55
11-20 0.5
21-30 0.45
31-40 0.4
41-50 0.35
51-60 0.3
61-70 0.25
71-80 0.2
81-90 0.15

91-100 0.1
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Title Chief Fire Officer Report
Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee

Chief Fire Officer 
suite of Services

Fire and Rescue Service, Trading Standards, 
Registration Service, Coroner Service and Civil Protection Team. 

Date of meeting 22nd November 2017

Purpose of Report To provide a strategic update on issues and key areas of service 
provision.    

1. Fire and Rescue Service

1.1 Pay Award 

Negotiations continue, with both sides of the National Joint Council expressing their 
commitment to identifying a mutually acceptable resolution. 
A 1% pay rise with a full establishment of grey-book staff equates to circa £80k to cover a 9-
month period from 1st July to 31st March 2018. For the 2018/19 base budget, the 1% pay rise 
represents a budget increase of £107k. A review of the Fire Authority’s business continuity 
plans has been completed.
1.2 Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services 
(HMICFRS)

Wendy Williams has been appointed as the Inspector for the South West and she will be 
visiting the Service on 14 November 2017 for an introductory meeting. The Service has been 
asked to be part of the pilot inspections planned for January to April 2018, as this will 
prepare us for our proper inspection sometime between April 2018 and May 2020. The new 
inspection will focus on 11 key lines of enquiry across three areas to include; Effectiveness, 
Efficiency and People. 

1.3 Police/Fire/Ambulance and Collaboration Work
Following the recent Police and Crime Commissioner’s governance report, a report by the 
Chief Fire Officer to the LCM has identified the current joint working arrangements that exist 
between the three emergency services. Key recommendations are made including 
establishing a three tier approach to collaboration. Each level will have a clear remit and be 
responsible for driving collaborative work forward.

 Blue-light Collaboration Board (High-level strategic direction) – GCC Cabinet Member for 
Fire, PCC, Chair of the SWAST and Chief Officers from Fire, Police and Ambulance.

 Blue-light Strategic Officer Group (Strategic) –Principal Officers from Fire, Police and 
Ambulance. 

 Blue-light Working Group (Tactical and Operational) – Senior Managers from Fire, Police 
and Ambulance.         

1.4 Quarterly Performance Monitoring Q2 2017/18

1.4.1 Arson and Secondary Fires
Arson fires
During the first quarter of 17/18, there were spates of deliberate fires in Kingsway, Coleford, 
Cheltenham Town Centre and Nailsworth. During Q2, more advanced data analysis was 
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carried out and arson mapping was produced allowing risk managers to identify trends and 
focus efforts in the right areas.  

Targeted preventative action in these areas so far have reduced the number of arson fires 
by 30% from Q1 figures however, the figures inform us that we are 11% off the target and 
efforts to identify and prevent arson continue. Trends suggest that arson fires are 
consistently lower in the 3rd and 4th quarters due to seasonal weather.

1.4.2 Primary Fires

After an upward trend in the first quarter, primary fires have reduced again this quarter and 
are now almost back to the lowest number recorded in a quarter of 175 (Q1 14/15).

1.4.3 Dwelling Fires and casualties

Dwelling fires have reduced by 25% compared to the first two quarters of last year with a 
reduction of 44% in casualties (5) compared to the first two quarters of 2016-17 (9). In 2016-
17, an overall reduction of 32% was recorded compared to 2015-16.

2. Civil Protection

2.1 Berkeley Nuclear Site Determination

Historically, Gloucestershire County Council had a statutory duty to prepare and maintain an 
Offsite Emergency Plan for Berkeley Nuclear Licensed Site. On the 13 September 2018, due 
to the significant reduction in the radiological hazard at the site, the Office for Nuclear 
Regulation confirmed that an Offsite Emergency Plan is no longer required under the 
Radioactive Emergency Preparedness and Public Information Regulations 2001 (REPPIR). 
Under the Civil Contingencies Act (2004), the County Council retains statutory duties to have 
general emergency planning arrangements in place. The site Operator Magnox Ltd also 
holds a legal duty to protect the public and have emergency procedures in place. The Civil 
Protection Team will continue to liaise with Magnox Ltd, the Emergency Services, Stroud 
District Council and other partners to ensure appropriate arrangements are in place for the 
Berkeley Site.
3. Trading Standards

3.1 Sharing of Information Protocol with Gloucestershire Police
Trading Standards and Gloucestershire Fire, and Rescue Service have agreed a new 
protocol with Gloucestershire Constabulary for sharing information and support to each other 
during investigations. This will improve the profile of all teams involved and ensure the most 
appropriate Service takes the lead role. Joint working in this area will further demonstrate the 
determination and drive for greater collaboration following the recent Fire and Police 
Governance Review.
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Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee

22nd November 2017

Commissioning Director’s Report

This report summarises key areas likely to lead to decisions over the next 6 months, 
including updates on areas previously reported.  

1.1 Relevant Cabinet/ Cabinet Member/ Council decisions:
 Financial Monitoring Report 2017/18 (Cabinet, Sep)
 Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service: Draft Integrated Risk Management 

Plan 2018-21 (Cabinet, Sep)
 Highways Procurement Strategy (Cabinet, Sep)
 Interim Residual Waste Disposal Arrangements (Cabinet, Sep)
 Libraries - Self Service Radio Frequency Identification Solution Tender (Cabinet, 

Sep)
 Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) – 2018/19 to 2020/21 (Cabinet, Sep)
 Quarterly Strategic Performance Report 2017/18: Quarter 2 (Cabinet Members 

for fire, planning and infrastructure, and highways and flood, Nov)

2 Highway and Transport Authority
2.1 Highway Maintenance
2.1.1 Highways Contract (update)

 Currently on track with the development of contract documents for both the Term 
Maintenance Contract (TMC) and the new structural maintenance resurfacing 
contracts.  Both should be out to market by the end of November.

 Cabinet Panel (cross-party) is due to meet on the 7th November and will look at 
the proposed tender evaluation process and quality questions.  

 A number of new posts have recently been successfully recruited as part of the 
restructure of the Highways Commissioning Team with the aim of getting 
sufficient resources in place to deliver the additional investment associated with 
the commitment to deliver £150m of highways investment over the next five 
years.

 Three Local Highways Managers posts have recently been successfully 
recruited.  The team have moved to an 11 LHM structure will result in changes to 
LHM member areas.  These changes are currently being discussed with the 
Cabinet Member but will be shared with affected members in the coming weeks.

 Amey key performance indicators and delivery of the capital programme is on 
target.  

 Parish, Town Council and Community Group highways customer satisfaction 
survey results have shown significant improvement in results.  This was followed 
by improved results on the National Highways and Transportation Survey results, 
which show Gloucestershire bucking the national decreasing trend with highways 
showing improvement for the first time in over 5 years.

 Depots have recently completed winter operation preparations including dummy 
gritting runs.  The gritting fleet was replaced this year and the new vehicles and 
navigation equipment have now been tested.  

2.1.2 Highways Local (update)
 Local Highways Managers (LHMs) have now engaged with all members 

concerning Highways Local spend allocations and most work has now been 
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commissioned.  Approximately £158k of funding still needs to be allocated to 
works but LHM’s are actively engaging with members on this.

2.1.3 Lengthsmen (no change)
 The Lengthsmen programme proved to be very successful and popular in 

2016/17 with regular compliments received about the work of the five lengthsmen 
gangs.  Amey have ‘geared up’ for 2017/18 and the work programme started in 
May.

2.1.4 Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs, update)
 Officers continue to engage with local members regarding completion of 2016/17 

schemes and invite applications for 2017/18 schemes.  An update on the current 
2016/17 schemes can be found below: 

o Tewkesbury town centre waiting restrictions – the scheme will not be 
progressed in 2017/18 and may be reviewed as part of a future parking 
review.

o Alderton Speed limit – TRO complete and due to be completed on site by 
the end of December 2017.

o Longborough speed limit – TRO is complete and construction work is due 
to be completed by the end of November.

o Davy Way, Quedgeley waiting restrictions – scheme complete.
o Exmouth Street waiting restrictions – scheme complete.
o 2017/18 TRO budget (£100k agreed at council) – four schemes have been 

successfully scored in priority assessment:
 Wotton under Edge Parking Restriction Package – Currently at informal 

consultation.
 Cheltenham Parking Restrictions Package – Informal consultation is 

complete and we are currently reviewing with a view to going out to 
statutory consultation soon.

 Gloucester Restricted Parking Zone – Scheme has been designed and 
will be reviewed with the local Councillor before starting formal 
consultation.  

 Gloucester Prohibition of Driving – Scheme has been designed and will 
be reviewed with the local Councillor before starting formal consultation.  

 A list has been compiled of all TRO’s (including hump notices and development 
funded TROs) that are ongoing.  This list is updated monthly and is available on 
the Council’s website; http://www.gloucestershire.gov.uk/extra/tros.

2.1.5 LED Street Lighting Project (no change)
 Skanska completed the milestone of over 26,000 (50%) LED conversions.  

Works are ahead of contracted programme.  Work has now moved into the rural 
areas.  

2.1.6 Traffic Signal Maintenance Contract (update)
 The new contract has been awarded to telent (the incumbent service provider) for 

a period of 5+2+2 years. The contract went live on 1st October 2017.
2.2 Highway Useage
2.2.1 Network Management

 Asset Management (no change)
o An Annual Report is produced retrospectively outlining Asset Management 

activities around Highways Maintenance.  The latest version covering 
2016/17 is now available on the County Council’s website and can be 
viewed here.
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o The Transport Asset Management Plan is available on the website in a 
chapter by chapter format to allow for a gradual updating of the Plan.  It 
can be viewed here.

 Parking (update)
o Cheltenham West –changes to parking behaviour and displacement are 

now being monitored.  Officers have met local members and residents as 
part of this process.

o Kemble Permit Scheme awaiting agreement with Planning on new cost 
proposals.  

o New Consolidated Bus Lane Order, awaiting final implementation.
o Publicly accessible ParkMap system to go live in January 2018, 

significantly improving public self- service through online access to parking 
information.

 Air Quality (update)
o A Task Group has been established to develop a plan of action which 

tackles air quality and its interaction with the Public’s Health.  Meetings 
have been arranged for November and January.

2.2.2 Cheltenham Transport Plan (update)
 Phase one completed in July 2016.  Monitoring is now complete and shows 

minimal impact.  
 Phase two (Imperial Road) has been completed.  Monitoring is now complete and 

shows minimal impact.  Officers are working closely with Cheltenham Borough 
Council and partners to monitor traffic congestion issues near the Regent Arcade 
and will shortly be installing an additional queue detection loop in the road to 
assist with mitigating issues during peak pedestrian traffic times.

 Construction of Phase three is planned for early 2018 with work in the vicinity of 
Royal Well to take place before Cheltenham Gold Cup Week.

 Phase Four is anticipated to start in late May or early June 2018 and will include 
the experimental closure of Boots Corner.

2.2.3 Cycling (update)
 There are a number of initiatives/projects currently underway for cycling.  Annex 

1 provides an update on each.
2.2.4 Public Transport (update)

 Following survey work we are canvassing local member opinion on the options 
regarding 351, 353 and 11 services.  Officers will continue to review the 
effectiveness of the wider bus network with a view to keeping costs per 
passenger return journey below the target £8 for rural return and £2 for urban 
return journeys.

 We will shortly be issuing tenders for a replacement Park and Ride service in 
Cheltenham.  We will also be making changes to how parking at the site is 
provided, including introducing some charges, as agreed by Cabinet last year.

2.2.5 Total Transport Pilot (update)
 We are about to sign a contract to develop the Total Transport Webportal with 

the preferred supplier following an exhaustive procurement process (led by 
SCC).  The provider will be Imaginet and will be working on the project over the 
next 12-15 months, supported by a jointly funded project officer. 

 Community Transport: Changes by government following a court challenge could 
significantly impact on the operation of community transport in the county. 
Sectors particularly impacted will be dial-a-ride and community minibus provision. 
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There is a risk this could impact on some of our most vulnerable service users. 
We are working closely with the sector to better understand what is likely to 
happen and what mitigations may be required.  A draft response to Transport 
Select Committee Inquiry into the issue has been provided to the cabinet 
member, while a full government consultation is anticipated later this year.  
Community Transport operators have also contacted the county’s MPs.

2.2.6 Commons and Rights of Way (CROW) Committee
 Deregulation Act (update)

o Commencement of the Rights of Way provisions contained within the 2015 
Deregulation Act has been further delayed to 2018, with no firm date set.  

 Definitive Map Modification Orders (DMMOs, update)
o We have received 5 new applications between April and end of September 

2017.
o Number of outstanding applications is now 119.
o Number of undetermined applications (excluding archived byway 

applications) is now 33.
o 9 applications have been determined since October 2016 (including orders 

made under s.26 of the 1980 Highways Act).
o 3 applications have been submitted to the Secretary of State.
o Training of new CROW Committee members has been completed.

3 Infrastructure and Major Projects  
3.1 Major Transport Projects
3.1.1 Major Schemes

 A417 Missing Link (update)
o Highways England (HE) has reduced the initial 30 (approx.) scheme 

options down to 5.  These will be shortlisted further later this year.
o The A417 Missing Link Steering group continues to meet frequently with 

Nigel Riglar and Cllr Stowe attending on behalf of the county council.
o An A417 Communications group is being set up with representatives 

attending from the county council, Tewkesbury Borough Council and 
Cotswold District Council along with other key stakeholders.

o The funding agreement between the county council and Highways England 
has now been completed.  This allows the county council to contribute £1m 
towards the scheme development being undertaken by Highways England, 
as agreed at the county council’s Cabinet.

o Highways England intends to hold a public share event later this year, 
consulting on the shortlisted scheme options.

 Cinderford Spine Road (update)
o Construction works substantially completed with final surfacing of road 

scheduled for completion in November 2017.
o The are a number of activities which will take place immediately after the 

road is surfaced and access to the Gloucestershire College site is available 
along the spine road, which include: 
 Installation of drainage at the bottom of the embankment south of the 

spine road.
 Top soiling of southern side of the road embankment.
 Removal of the temporary bridge crossing.

o Landscape planting is scheduled for the end of November 2017.
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 Elmbridge (update)
o Scheme completed on time and on budget.
o Contractor currently completing snagging and defects list throughout 

November 2017.
o Arle Court Bus Lane scheme going to tender in Dec 2017 with a proposed 

construction in Feb/March 2018 for a period of 4 months.

 Cross Keys roundabout (new item)
o The County Council has been awarded £2.7 million government funding for 

improvements to the Cross Keys roundabout at the junction of the A38 and 
B4008, just north of junction 12 of the M5.  Works include new traffic lights 
on the A38, widening the approach lanes of the roundabout and enhancing 
conditions for buses and cyclists.  The scheme will cost £3.851m; the 
remaining money will be made up of section 106 funding, developer 
contributions and the county council’s highways budget.  The junction is 
strategically important for Gloucestershire and the improvements will mean 
more vehicles can use it.

3.1.2 Local Growth Fund (update)
 The initial £62.5m Growth Deal funding was announced in July 2014.  This 

included £14.1M major tail-end funding, now reduced to £9.07m to be paid 
directly from the Department for Transport (DfT) to the promoter; this is for 
Elmbridge Roundabout Scheme.  A further £15M of Growth Deal funding was 
announced in January 2015 and in February 2017, a further £29.13 million was 
secured in the third round of Growth Deal funding for the following projects:

o Longford Housing – £4.53 million
o Cyber Business Park – £22 million (DfT retained scheme)
o Gloucestershire College Forest of Dean Campus – £2.6 million

 In addition to the major tail-end funding allocation and the DfT-retained scheme 
(see above), £30,907,000 of the total Growth Deal allocation for Gloucestershire 
is allocated to the following transport schemes:

Scheme
Allocation

£’000
Indicative LEP Board 
decision date Promoter

A419 corridor 4,360 10/10/2017 Gloucestershire County Council 
Lydney strategy 1,000 20/02/2018 Gloucestershire County Council 
Berkeley bridges 1,990 15/12/2015 - approved Gloucestershire County Council 
Cinderford Northern Qtr 3,800 15/12/2015 - approved Gloucestershire County Council 
Glos South West 
Bypass

2,000 20/02/2018 Gloucestershire County Council 

St Barnabas 
Roundabout

1,000 Q4 2018/19 Gloucestershire County Council 

B4063 Junction 1,600 Q4 2018/19 Gloucestershire County Council 
A40 Over Rnd & 
Highnam

2,230 13/12/2016 - approved Gloucestershire County Council 

Abbeymead / Metz Way 500 04/10/2016 - approved Gloucestershire County Council 
Gloucester Transport 
Hub

6,400 16/02/2016 - approved Gloucester City Council 

Cheltenham Spa 
Railway

1,497 12/12/2017 Great Western Railway

Longford Housing 4,530 Q3 2018/19 Tewkesbury Borough Council
Total Transport 30,907
 For more information, please see the LEP Board paper on the “Written 

Procedure: Agenda Item 4 – Growth Deal Programme reallocation of funds”: 
http://www.gfirstlep.com/gfirst-LEP/About-Us/The-Board/.
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3.1.3 Capital Programme, 2017/18 (update)
 Contractual Claims for Cinderford Northern Quarter and Berkeley Bridges, along 

with urgent drainage issues and emergency bridge repair work, have put the 
programme under significant pressure, with the result that a number of small 
projects have had to be deferred to early in the 2018/19 financial year.  We had 
held back funding received from the National Productivity Investment Fund 
(NPIF) in anticipation of these costs, which has reduced the overall impact on the 
programme.

 It is now anticipated that the Transport Capital Spend in 2017/18 will be £42.8M, 
which has been increased to take into account additional funds allocated at 
Cabinet and the NPIF monies.

3.1.4 Highways England (HE, update)
 An A46 Member Partnership group met on 26 September.  Cllr Vernon Smith is 

the county council member representative on the group and chair, which 
comprises members from county and district councils in Gloucestershire, 
Worcestershire, Warwickshire and now also Leicestershire, as well as the LEPs.  

 A prospectus has been prepared by the A46 Partnership setting out the ask of 
the authorities along the A46, which in Gloucestershire is for improvements to be 
made to M5 J9 and the A46 through Ashchurch.  The prospectus is aimed at 
raising the profile of the road with a view to securing investment from 
Government for improvements.

 Housing Infrastructure Fund.  The Government announced a new £2.3bn fund for 
local authorities and District Councils to bid to, to deliver new infrastructure to 
support new and existing communities.  Bids can be made of up to £250m by the 
county council.  Two Expressions of Interest were submitted; one for an M5 
Junction 10 upgrade and ‘Smart Motorways’ improvements; and one for 
improvements to M5 Junction 9 and the A46.

 HE will release the “SRN Interim Report” for consultation during winter 2017/18.  
This report will set out the main challenges on the SRN that HE envisages for the 
next Road Investment Strategy period from 2020-2025.  The county council will 
respond to this consultation.

3.2 Planning
3.2.1 Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) and Section 106 (S106) Agreements (update)

 The national Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Review reported in February 
2017 alongside the publication of the Housing White Paper.  It assessed the 
extent to which the CIL does or can provide an effective mechanism for funding 
infrastructure, and has recommended a number changes to which the 
government is, and will continue, to respond.  

 Council officers responded to the Department for Communities and Local 
Government (DCLG) setting out the importance of the council’s role in 
infrastructure delivery and the problems faced by upper-tier authorities that 
cannot become CIL Charging Authorities.  A number of these concerns, shared 
with other counties, have been reflected within the report.  For now, CIL will 
remain, and progress should continue, where authorities are introducing CIL.  
Further updates will be provided.

 Within Gloucestershire, progress on District CIL Charging Schedules is as set out 
in Annex 2.  Two consultations are required: the Preliminary Draft Charging 
Schedule (PDCS) and the Draft Charging Schedule (DCS).  After the DCS 
consultation, an independent examiner holds an Examination in Public, and 
reports to the authority, which then makes further changes or proceeds to adopt.  
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 As of April 2017, CIL has been operational within Stroud district and the county 
council continues to cooperate with the other district councils in the development 
of their CIL schemes.  

 Cotswold DC CIL Examination is scheduled for December 2017.  Officers have 
submitted comments throughout the process and will continue involvement. 

 The Joint Core Strategy (JCS) Authorities’ CIL Examination had been scheduled 
for September, but has been postponed.  This followed a further consultation in 
July-September which aligns the CIL DCS with the changes to the JCS.

 Financial contributions that arise through S106 Planning Agreements are agreed 
between the County Council and the Developer/Owner as part of the planning 
application process, to mitigate against the specific impacts of a particular 
development, in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework and 
CIL Regulations 2010 as amended.  

 The Local Developer Guide, which sets out the County Council’s expectations 
from development and guides how the Council will negotiate developer 
contributions, was updated in December 2016 and approved by Cabinet now that 
CIL is being introduced.

 At Gloucestershire County Council, the financial contributions agreed with 
developers relate mainly to strategic infrastructure, such as highways and 
transportation, schools and libraries.  Once received, S106 contributions can only 
be spent in accordance with the specific terms set out in an Agreement.  

 Contributions become due on trigger dates which are set out in each agreement.  
For example, an education contribution may be due after a certain number of 
new dwellings have become occupied.  The County Council has a S106 
Monitoring Officer who monitors the triggers in agreements and liaises and 
invoices developers when contributions become due.  

 Annex 3 shows the quarterly statistics for S106 contributions agreed, due and 
received.

 Highways Development Management will soon be writing to districts about a 
change to our process for commenting on planning applications.  In response to 
their feedback, it has been agreed that in addition to our standard comment 
process we will provide districts with a summary sheet.  One objective is to 
enable members of planning committees to see that the highway authority may 
have concerns about a development but that these do not warrant a 
recommendation to refuse the application.

3.2.2 Joint Core Strategy (update)
 The JCS Examination started in May 2015 and ended after two years.  County 

Council officers have provided specific information to the Examination Inspector, 
including further written representations on various matters, a position statement 
on strategic highways modelling, a Duty to Cooperate paper and an agreed 
Statement of Common Ground.  Officers attended the Examination in March 
2016 to deal with transport/highways and infrastructure issues.  An ‘interim 
findings’ Inspector’s report was published end May 2016.  Officers subsequently 
attended further Examination sessions in July 2016 and July 2017, again to deal 
with transport/highways and infrastructure issues.  County Council officers are 
continuing to assist the JCS authorities regarding the transport implications of the 
JCS proposals.  The Inspector’s final report has recently been published.  It is 
anticipated that all three JCS authorities will seek to adopt the JCS before the 
end of the year.
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3.3 Waste
3.3.1 Joint Waste Committee (update)

 The forecast for 2017/18 is a reduction in residual waste due to the full-year 
effect of the new improved waste services in Stroud and changes to recycling 
collections in other areas.  This will result in an anticipated recycling rate of 54% 
for the year.

 Following approval by Cabinet in October 2017, a short-term interim arrangement 
for residual waste disposal is being prepared to cover the gap between expiry of 
the current landfill contract in August 2018 and commencement of operation of 
the Javelin Park Energy from Waste facility (Residual Waste Project) in or around 
summer 2019.  The current contract also provides for landfilling of residual waste 
and some other services including composting of garden waste, the bulking and 
haulage of waste, and the monitoring of three closed landfill sites.  It is proposed 
that these other services will be tendered as separate contracts to commence in 
January 2020.

 A major project to improve recycling services in Cheltenham and replace an 
aging fleet commenced in October 2017.  This involves the addition of further 
materials for recycling, new vehicles and round changes.

 Work to replace the ageing waste compactors at Hempsted and Pyke quarry with 
new mobile compaction equipment is underway.  This investment will provide a 
more efficient and flexible solution which will lead to reduced maintenance costs, 
increased recycling and higher load densities, thereby reducing haulage costs.  It 
is anticipated that these will be operational by next spring.

 A full-time Head of Joint Waste Service began work in October 2017.
 The latest performance forecast is included at Annex 4.

3.3.2 Residual Waste Project (update)
 The project is making good progress.
 Construction has started above ground; the concrete bunker has been formed 

and the erection of the steel frame that will support for the turbine hall has 
started.

 In late September, utility company Western Power Distribution also began work 
to install the electricity cable, to take power from the site to the national grid 
connection at the Ryeford substation, south of Stonehouse.  This work has been 
carefully programmed between now and next March to minimise disruption. 

 Site operations and Health and Safety continue to a high standard. 

4 Minerals and Waste Planning 
4.1 Minerals Local Plan (MLP, update)

 Officers are due to report to this committee at its meeting on 22nd November 
2017 regarding the consideration by officers of the representations made to the 
draft Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire consultation, which took place in 
2016.  This will be a significant influence upon the preparation of the next stage 
of the plan – consultation on the Publication version.

 Cabinet at its meeting on 31st January 2018 will be advised of any comments 
received from Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee when it 
decides whether to recommend the Publication version of the Minerals Local 
Plan for Gloucestershire for approval by Full Council.

 The intention is for Publication version of the Minerals Local Plan for 
Gloucestershire to be presented to Full Council at its meeting on 28th March 
2018.  The recommendation will seek: approval of the revised plan; its public 
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consultation for a period of at least 6 weeks; and then submission of the plan to 
the Secretary of State in advance of an independent examination.

 The ambition remains for the plan to be examined and adopted before the end of 
2018.

 Following adoption the new MLP will provide a local policy framework to deal with 
all minerals-related planning matters that arise across the county through to the 
end of 2032.

4.1.1 Oil & Gas Exploration (update)
 On the 11th September 2017 a cross-party advisory group (Cabinet Panel: 

Minerals Local Plan) met to undertake the actions requested of it under Motion 
782 of Full Council (6th December 2016).

 The Cabinet Panel was chaired by Cllr Nigel Moor (cabinet member for fire, 
planning and infrastructure) and included the following members: Cllr Carole 
Allaway Martin (Conservative); Cllr Terry Hale (Conservative); Cllr John Cordwell 
(Liberal Democrats); and Cllr Graham Morgan (Labour).

 The Cabinet Panel received technical support from officers and arrived at the 
following outcomes: support for amendments to be made to the emerging 
Minerals Local Plan for Gloucestershire, including the removal of draft policy 
MW06 Oil & Gas; and a series of communication updates through Members 
Matters, Environment and Communities Scrutiny Committee and Full Council.

 The Cabinet Panel resolved that no further work would be required at this time, 
however this would be kept under review should circumstances change.  This 
could lead to the Cabinet Panel reforming to consider new evidence.

5 Community Resilience
5.1 Renewable Energy Generation on the Council’s Estate (no change)

 Following the significant reduction of Government subsidy officers are reviewing 
options for the way forward including the viability of future investment in ground-
mounted solar PV generation on the Council’s estate.

5.2 Carbon Reduction Programme (update)
 The Council has a target to reduce carbon emissions from its estate by 60% by 

2020/21 against the 2006/07 baseline.  
 Emissions for the corporate estate (reported a quarter in arrears) continue to be 

significantly ahead of target, a 30% reduction for Quarter 1 2017/18 with a target 
reduction of 6% against the same period 2016/17.  This will mainly be as a result 
of LED Street Lighting installed under the new contract, together with ICT 
improvements and ongoing works to Shire Hall, coupled with mild weather.  

 The council has now halved its corporate emissions over the past 10 years and is 
ahead of target to reduce these emissions by 60% by 2020/21; emissions have 
reduced from 26,800 tCO2e* in 2006/07 to 13,900 tCO2e in 2016/17.

 Renewable energy generation on the Council's estate is currently limited, with 
solar PV on The Main Place, Coleford and Cirencester Fire Station.  Solar panels 
will be installed on the roof of Shire Hall as part of the refurbishment and options 
for further investment across the estate are being investigated.
(*tCO2e = ‘tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent’, which is a standard unit for measuring 
carbon footprints.  The idea is to express the impact of each different greenhouse gas in 
terms of the amount of CO2 that would create the same amount of warming.  That way, a 
carbon footprint consisting of lots of different greenhouse gases can be expressed as a 
single number.  The conversion factors used in the UK are published annually by 
government; see Government emission conversion factors for greenhouse gas company 
reporting.)
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5.3 Adaptation and Resilience
5.3.1 Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA)

 Delivering Sustainable Drainage Systems (update):
o Gloucestershire County Council, as the Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA), 

has a statutory duty to provide substantive responses within 21 days to 
consultation referrals received from the Local Planning Authority regarding 
developer’s proposals for the management of surface water on major 
planning applications.

o During the period 1st April 2017 to 30th September 2017 the LLFA received 
87 major planning application referrals and responded to 98% of these 
within the 21 day response deadline.  

o In addition to the work required to provide advice on planning applications 
officers have also had to deal with 34 requests for pre-application advice 
and 37 requests to discharge planning conditions.

 Priors/Oakley Flood Alleviation Scheme (update)
o Work has commenced on a £2.5 million scheme to construct a flood 

alleviation scheme designed to reduce the risk from flooding to 179 
properties.  The scheme comprises two surface water attenuation basins 
and a number of channel diversions and improvements to watercourses on 
the Noverton Farm and Priors Farm sites.  The scheme involves holding 
back surface water running off the Cleeve escarpment and releasing it 
back into the existing watercourses at a controlled rate.  The nature of the 
scheme will mean that existing land uses can continue after completion of 
the scheme and minimise the impact on landowners and the local 
community.  The initial phase of the work has been to undertake 
archaeological mitigation as a condition of the planning permission.  The 
pre-commencement work is now finished and the main part of the scheme 
is expected to start early in 2018 and will take about 6 months to complete.

5.3.2 Gloucestershire Local Nature Partnership (LNP, update)
 The LNP Board and full partnership last met on 2nd November.
 The Board has received confirmations of around £40k from members towards its 

agreed running budget of £60k.  A few District Councils and other smaller 
organisations have yet to respond.  The county council has contributed £10k in 
2017/18 and will contribute £15k a year for the next 3 financial years.  The Chair 
has warmly thanked the county council for its medium term financial commitment.  
An LNP Manager can be employed before April 2018 at the latest as it is 
expected the proposed budget will be in place by this time.

 European Structural and Investment Fund (ESIF)
o The two Green Infrastructure (GI) project bids have been given final 

approval subject to some conditions, which are being worked through 
(cover Cheltenham and other parts of Joint Core Strategy area, particularly 
Gloucester).

o The second and final call for other project bids has gone out for the 
remaining £1.5M available and closes mid-November.  It is understood 
there will probably be around 3 bids showing expressions of interest of 
which all would be likely to have some county council involvement; i.e. 
using funds for highways and PRoW improvements to bring in match 
funding for green infrastructure and/ or biodiversity enhancement.  Works 
on the Gloucester/ Sharpness and Cotswold Canals were mentioned 
alongside Market Towns in the County.
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 The GI benchmark, produced by the Wildlife Trust with some assistance from the 
LNP was launched on 9th November, called ‘Building with Nature’.  It has 3 
strands of: Biodiversity; Health & Wellbeing; and Water.  New development can 
apply to be awarded ‘achieved’ and ‘excellent’ levels.

 Nature Conservation (priorities) are being drafted and should be ready for the 
LNP to consider early next year. 

 The LNP has agreed to hold an annual conference to raise its profile and bring in 
a wider audience to cover key themes such as GI.

5.3.3 National Adaptation Programme (NAP, update)
 The Climate Change Act (CCA) 2008 put in place a policy framework to promote 

adaptation action in the UK consisting of:
o The UK Climate Change Risk Assessment (CCRA) is a five-yearly 

assessment of the major risks and opportunities from climate change to the 
UK.  The Adaptation Sub-Committee (ASC) of the Committee on Climate 
Change has a duty to advise Government on the preparation of the risk 
assessment.  

o To inform the 2017 risk assessment, the ASC published an independent 
evidence report of the risks and opportunities to the UK from climate 
change in July 2016, UK Climate Change Risk Assessment 2017.  This 
identified the key risks as being:

o Defra used the ASC’s evidence report as the basis of the Government’s 
report, UK Climate Change Risk Assessment 2017, laid before Parliament 
in January 2017.  The Government endorsed the conclusions of the 
Adaptation Sub-Committee, with the exception of some of those on food 
security.

o The National Adaptation Programme (NAP) is the Government’s long-term 
strategy to address the main risks and opportunities identified in the 
CCRA, which is also produced every five years.  The first National 
Adaptation Programme was published in July 2013.  The ASC reported to 
Parliament on the progress made in the implementation of this programme 
in 2015, and again in June 2017; ‘2017 Report to Parliament - Progress in 
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preparing for climate change’.  It includes 28 recommendations, with its 
overall conclusion being that, despite some progress, the level of risk has 
increased for a significant number of priorities.  In particular:
 It does not deem sufficient the measures set out in NAP1 to avoid the 

impacts of climate change increasing.
 More areas are assessed as ‘red’ in terms of vulnerability than in the 

2015 ASC report.
 It suggests that a critical part of the next NAP should be a long-term 

plan for Natural England that takes climate change into account, builds 
on the ambition of current EU policies, and is consistent with the 
framework developed by the Natural Capital Committee.

 It reiterates advice in 2015 report: the NAP should set clear priorities for 
adaptation, include measurable objectives that can be monitored and 
evaluated, and focus on core set of policies and implementation activity 
that will deliver most benefit.

 The next NAP need to address important interdependencies between 
climate change risks and policy responses in national, local and 
devolved government.

 The next NAP should have a strong focus on evidence and evaluation.
 The report includes 4 Local Government recommendations:

1. Government should set out in NAP2 how it will ensure local 
authorities (LAs) have access to the technical expertise, guidance, 
and practical tools they need.  Potential for professional bodies such 
as the Royal Town Planning Institute and Chartered Institution of 
Water and Environmental Management to take a greater role in 
providing information, training and advice.

2. To stimulate activity and improve monitoring and evaluation, LAs 
should be included within the scope of the third Adaptation Reporting 
Power (ARP) round.  Defra should identify the most efficient means 
for LAs to report on actions and progress being made to prepare 
communities for climate change.

3. NAP2 should develop stronger sub-national approaches to climate 
change adaptation that promote business and infrastructure 
resilience, healthy communities, and investment in natural capital. 
E.g., working with London and core city regions, metro mayors, and 
LEPs and LNPs.

4. Government should review the effectiveness of land-use planning 
system in achieving reductions in greenhouse gas emissions from 
buildings and transport, and enhancing the resilience of communities 
and the built environment to the impacts of climate change.

 Government’s response was published in October 2017 (link), 
addressing the ASC’s 28 detailed recommendations on preparing for 
the impacts of climate change.  Chapter 6: Local Government is 
attached as Annex 5.

 The next NAP will be published in July 2018, with an initial draft 
expected in December 2017.

o The UK Adaptation Reporting Power grants the Secretary of State the 
power to require public service organisations to produce reports on what 
they are doing to adapt to climate change.  Nearly 90 organisations, 
primarily infrastructure providers, reported under the first round.  The 
Government published an updated strategy for the second round of 
reporting in July 2013, alongside the National Adaptation Programme.  
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Under the new strategy, authorities report on a voluntary basis, and those 
that reported in the first round should provide an update on their progress 
of implementation.

 The Local Adaptation Advisory Panel (LAAP) for England (update)
o The LAAP acts as an efficient forum for dialogue between local 

Government, central Government and arms length delivery bodies.  The 
LAAP played a key role in shaping the Local Government Chapter of the 
NAP published in 2013.

o The LAAP’s function includes to support the delivery of NAP Objective 28 
(to raise and maintain the profile of adaptation with local councils and 
promote action), and specifically the NAP action for the ‘LAAP to champion 
and disseminate examples of local authority work to embed adaptation in 
councils’.

o The Council’s Commissioning Director, Communities & Infrastructure has 
recently become the Chair of the LAAP, co-ordinating the development of a 
national local authority response to the CCRA and influencing the NAP; 
working with the Local Government Association, Defra, the Association of 
Directors of Environment, Planning & Transport (ADEPT) and Climate UK.

o A small amount of resources, including officer time, has been made 
available to support the Commissioning Director in this role.

o The LAAP met again in September to continue its preparations for 
submitting evidence to the government’s anticipated NAP consultation.  A 
joint response was agreed and submitted in October to government on the 
ASC’s 2017 progress report, together with the Association of Directors of 
Environment, Planning and Transport (ADEPT).

6 Community Resources and Partnership Projects
6.1 GlosCol RFD Campus Cinderford (no change)

 Plans to establish a high quality further education and training facility in 
Cinderford are continuing to progress following the securing of additional capital 
resource from the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA), the recent Growth 
Deal 3 confirmation of a further £2.6 million (see 3.1.2) and the County Council’s 
near completion of the construction of Phase 1 of the Cinderford Northern 
Quarter Spine Road.  Serving as the new Royal Forest of Dean campus for 
Gloucestershire College and the cornerstone of the education-led regeneration 
proposals for the Northern Quarter in Cinderford, the project involves the 
relocation of GlosCol’s current campus at Five Acres in Coleford to a 6,000 sq.  
meter, purpose-built facility in Cinderford, with the Five Acres site being released 
for housing.  The college build programme started in May 2017 and they are 
working towards a planned occupation and formal opening in September 2018.  

6.2 Cotswold Canal Trust (no change)
 Phase 1A – Bowbridge; works on bridge and highway now complete, small 

amount of dredging required to make it fully navigable, will be completed in next 
few weeks, working with Stroud District Council (SDC).

 Phase 1A – Brimscombe Port; SDC in receipt of a £2m grant/loan from HCA. 
SDC looking to resolve land barrier of existing highway structure. SDC have 
employed Atkins as consultant, GCC working with SDC to find deliverable 
solution. Once the bridge works are complete the development opportunity of 
Brimscombe Port is likely to become commercially viable.

 Phase 1B – Saul to Stonehouse; the £15m Lottery Heritage Fund bid, match-
funded with £5m of Canal Trust funding, a mix of voluntary labour and cash, a 
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refreshed bid is planned to be submitted in November 2017.  The Council 
continues to support the project and is part of the core group in assisting delivery 
and the bid, which will be represented at the next opportunity.  

 Phase 1B – working with Cotswold Canal Trust on developing a design for Walk 
Bridge, if delivered prior to lottery bid it will help the demonstration of 
deliverability.  However the scheme is currently in excess of available budget.

6.3 Gloucester and Sharpness Canal (new item)
 The county council is preparing an ESIF Outline Application Form for funding to 

support the improvement and upgrade of canal tow paths in and around 
Gloucester, deadline 10th November.  There are two sections being proposed:

1) Approx. 2.7km from High Bridge to Sims Bridge
2) Approx. 2.9km from Sims Bridge to The Pilot Public House

6.4 Gloucester Transport Hub (was Gloucester Bus Station, update)
 Funding has been secured from GFirst LEP and GLTB.
 Kier has been appointed by Gloucester City Council to take forward the design 

and build work for the new Bus Station.  
 The Formal Consultation for the Traffic Regulation Orders on the highway works 

commenced on the 15th July for 28 days, which was supported by a public share 
event at the bus station on the 22nd July to allow stakeholders to view the 
proposals for the highway works.

 The sequencing of the works has been heavily affected by the lengthy lead in 
required by the large number of utility apparatus diversionary works required as 
part of the works.

 Britannia has been appointed Contractor for the Highway Works following an 
open tender process, with the City Council acting as Employer under the 
contract.

 Construction works are well underway on the highway scheme with work 
commencing on the 18th May.  The first phase of the work including the 
reopening of Station Road/Bruton Way junction and kerb-line alterations to 
Station Road has now been completed along with the Bruton Way/Station 
Approach junction resurfacing and traffic signal upgrade.  

 Work has begun on Bruton Way Spur and Market Parade, which will be ongoing 
for the remainder of 2017.  

 Works are currently on programme and are due to be completed in early 2018.
 All 2017/18 costs have been recovered from Gloucester City Council for highway 

design and procurement.
6.5 Lydney (no change)

 The overflow rail station car park is now open and discussions are taking place 
regarding future lease arrangements.

6.6 Libraries (update)
 Stonehouse Library relocation.  Discussions are ongoing with Stonehouse Town 

Council about the opportunity to relocate the library into the current Town Council 
building.  The building is situated on the High Street, giving an increased 
presence for the library and an opportunity for residents to access services 
provided by both councils.  The draft layout was discussed at the Town Council 
meeting of 23rd October; however, there are further adjustments needed in order 
to ensure the changes to the building bring value for money to the county council.

 David Vaisey Prize 2017.  The winner of the David Vaisey Prize for 2017 was 
announced at the Cheltenham Literature Festival on Sunday 8th October.  The 
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winner was announced by Anne Robinson and Alan Bennett.  The winning 
initiative was Bream Community Library’s Lego club, which uses Lego to attract a 
hard to reach group of children and uses this club to introduce new books which 
they must discuss at the next session.  This has introduced new readers to the 
Library.  The runners up were Longlevens Library, Tuffley & Matson Libraries and 
Brockworth Community Library; each received £1,000 to use in their libraries.

6.6.1 Growth Hub – Tier 3 network (update)
 The first libraries have now launched as Tier 3 Growth Hubs.  A successful 

launch event was held in Coleford in September with further launches planned in 
Cheltenham, Cirencester, Gloucester and Stroud.  We have held two innovation 
events at Chipping Campden and Hucclecote to engage with businesses and 
customers over the range and type of equipment for our innovation labs.

6.6.2 Open+ (update)
 Open+ continues to be well used at Bishops Cleeve library.  A further rollout of 

this system to other libraries is on hold pending the WAN review.

7 2018/19 Budget
7.1 Budget consultation (new item)

 Cabinet in September agreed the proposed process for reviewing and developing 
the Council Strategy and the three-year Medium Term Financial Strategy, 
covering the period 2018/19 to 2020/21.  

 The timetable for developing the 2018/19 to 2020/21 budget is as follows:
o Stage 1 – June to September 2017 – Formulation of Three Year Strategy 

Process.
o Stage 2 – October 2017 – Preparation of detailed budget proposals for 

2018/19 and overview proposals for 2019/20 to 2020/21.
o Stage 3 – December 2017 – Confirmation of financial settlement and 

preparation of the Council Strategy MTFS and budget proposal for 2018/19 
to 2020/21 for submission to Cabinet on 13th December 2016.

o Stage 4 –December 2017 – January 2018 - Formal consultation with the 
public and stakeholders on the detailed budget proposal.

o Stage 5 – January 2018 – Group Leaders, Spokespersons and Scrutiny 
discussions on detailed budget proposals for 2018/19 to 2020/21.  This 
committee will consider these proposals at its meeting on 17th January.

o Detailed discussions at Group Leaders meetings and at Scrutiny 
Committees, to ensure a clear understanding of the issues in relation to 
potential budget items under consideration.  The Overview and Scrutiny 
and Management Committee will consider their own process for 
scrutinising the MTFS and Council Strategy.

o Stage 6 – Final budget proposals and decisions – February 2018.

8 Quarterly Performance Update (update)
8.1 Key service information reported to Lead Cabinet Members for Quarter 2 2017/18 

has been covered in this report, with the scorecard attached as Annex 6.  
 Information relating to the portfolio of services provided by the Gloucestershire 

Fire and Rescue Service on behalf of the county council is detailed in the Chief 
Fire Officer’s report.

Contact Officer
Nigel Riglar, Commissioning Director: Communities & Infrastructure
nigel.riglar@gloucestershire.gov.uk, 01452 328470
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ANNEX 1: CYCLING UPDATE
Updates on the cycling initiatives/projects currently underway are set out below:

Initiative/ 
Scheme

Update

WebTAG Purpose: WebTAG is published by DfT. It provides information on the role of 
transport modelling and transport appraisal in the development of investment 
decisions to support a business case. The WebTAG updates to TAG unit A5.1 
(active mode appraisal) reflect a new approach to estimating the physical health 
benefits of walking and cycling, including an update to absenteeism benefits 
appraisal guidance. See WebTAG Update 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/6
39208/tag-unit-a4-1-social-impact-appraisal-forthcoming-changes-november-
2017.pdf

LSTF Where possible LSTF type activities will continue to be run ‘in house’ such as 
the Thinktravel website.  

Capital 
programme/s106

Purpose:  County Council has a capital programme for scheme delivery, some 
of which is allocated for cycling schemes.
Update: The following schemes have funding allocated for 2017/2018

 Moreton Park Cycle and Pedestrian Facilities
 Barriers to Cycling Gloucester. Delivery commence September 2017
 Barriers to Cycling Cheltenham. Delivery commence September 2017
 Bristol Road Cycle and Safety Scheme to be complete September 2017
 Northway Lane, Tewkesbury Cycle track, land purchase in progress
 Pedestrian Cycle Linkages Cold Pool Lane to Morrisons. Delivery 

commence Autumn 2017
 Kingsditch Lane, Cheltenham Cycle Improvements. Delivery commence 

October 2017

Pipeline schemes
 £100k cycle links from Longford development (study in progress)
 Cheltenham to Bishops Cleeve Cycle Link and access from 

Honeybourne Line to A40 
 Links proposed in Lydney
 St Barnabus roundabout
 Auditing and signing cycle route between Bishop’s Cleeve and 

Tewkesbury (£10k)
 SW Cheltenham sustainable transport study (includes high element of 

cycling) to allocate s.106
 Gloucester Canal Towpath (High Orchard Bridge to the Pilot) High 

Orchard Bridge to Simms Lane Bridge. Funding has been secured from 
the Kingsway S106 Developer Contributions, we have now received 
£272k with £123K expected imminently, which brings us in at £395k 
with more funding expected in 2018/19.  

 Cheltenham to Bishops Cleeve
 Cycle Link to Cheltenham Station
 Pittville to The Park Student Cycle Route
 B4063 Gloucester to Cheltenham Cycle Route
 Metz Way, Gloucester Cycle Improvements

Highways 
England – SRN 

Purpose: Highways England is managing a £100m budget for improving 
facilities for cyclists on the Strategic Road network (SRN).  Their top priority for 
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barriers the Gloucestershire area is the link between Gloucester and Cheltenham and a 
package of improvements, worth £3.5m has been proposed by Highways 
England for the B4063.
Action:  A Value Management workshop was chaired by Highways England on 
2 September 2016.  A Highways England rep discussed the proposal at the 
cycle liaison meeting on 28 November 2016.  A meeting between officers and 
HE took place on 28 March 2017. -Draft scheme design and delivery 
programme has been produced with design complete in 2019. Further updates 
will be provided when they are known.

DfT Cycling 
Delivery Plan 
2014

Purpose: The Government has now published a Cycling and Walking 
Investment Strategy (CWIS).
Update: The CWIS was published in April 2017.  Local authorities are advised 
to develop a Local area CWIP-Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan as one 
of the actions in the CWIS.  Officers attended a workshop on 13 June 2017 to 
hear more about producing Gloucestershire’s CWIP, and resources that might 
be available to support cycling within the County. Subsequently GCC submitted 
a bid to the DfT for free consultancy support which has been successful.  
Further details to be provided when known. 

Gloucestershire 
County Council 
Travel Plan

Purpose:  The Travel Plan for the Shire Hall Complex has been developed as 
part of the Green Impact review which aims to support, recognise and accredit 
organisations for supporting actions on sustainability.  The Travel Plan also 
supplements the ongoing brand of Thinktravel which was developed under, the 
now ended LSTF funded programme aimed at encouraging and promoting 
sustainable travel within Gloucestershire.  
Update:  The intention was for the travel plan to be adopted by Corporate 
Management Team (CoMT) in February 2016 but this has been delayed due to 
the ongoing changes likely with car parking in relation to the Blackfriars 
development works and Quayside redevelopment. 

An officer working group has been established to take this forward. 

The ‘Thinktravel’ website continues to promote and support cycling see 
https://www.thinktravel.info/ 

LTP-Cycle and 
Think travel 
strategies

LTP was adopted at Full Council on 29 June 2016.  The plan will be reviewed in 
2018.

Cycle liaison 
group update

Cycle liaison group met on Monday 11 September 2017.

Cycle 
Champions

The group of cross-party Cycle champions met on the 27 September 2017.
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ANNEX 2: Community Infrastructure Levy

The table below shows progress on District CIL Charging Schedules.

Local 
Authority

PDCS 
Consultation

DCS 
Consultation

Proposed rates Next steps

Stroud DC Feb 2014 April – June 
2016

Resi1: £80/Sqm
Retail2: £75/Sqm

Adopted and effective 
as of April 2017

Gloucester 
City Council

May – July 
2015

May – June 
2016

Resi:
1-10 units: £0/Sqm
11+ units: £45/Sqm
Strategic Sites1: £variable but 
generally £35/Sqm
Out-of-Town retail: £100/Sqm

A further consultation to 
align the DCS with the 
JCS changes was 
carried out in Jul-Sep 
2017

Examination: 2018

Adoption: 2018

Cheltenham 
BC

May – July 
2015

May – June 
2016

Resi:
1-10 units: £148/Sqm
11+ units: £200/Sqm
Strategic Sites1: £variable but 
generally £35/Sqm
Retirement Homes: £200/Sqm
Extra Care Homes: £100/Sqm
Out-of-Town retail: £100/Sqm

A further consultation to 
align the DCS with the 
JCS changes was 
carried out in Jul-Sep 
2017

Examination: 2018

Adoption: 2018

Tewkesbury 
BC

May – July 
2015

May – June 
2016

Resi:
1-10 units: £104/Sqm
11+ units: £200/Sqm
Strategic Sites1: £variable but 
generally £35/Sqm
Out-of-Town retail: £100/Sqm

A further consultation to 
align the DCS with the 
JCS changes was 
carried out in Jul-Sep 
2017

Examination: 2018

Adoption: 2018

Cotswold DC Published for 
consultation 
June – 
August 2016

Expected late 
2016

Resi1: £80/Sqm
Retail3: £60/Sqm

Examination: Dec 2017

Adoption: 2018

Forest of 
Dean DC

Not yet 
published

The Forest of Dean 
District Council Cabinet 
resolved in April 2015 to 
support the 
development of a 
potential CIL in the 
District when resources 
are available.  

Notes:
1) Strategic sites are excluded from CIL charge as infrastructure will most likely be secured 

through S106.
2) Supermarkets and retail warehouses
3) All retail
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ANNEX 3: Section 106 Planning Quarterly Contributions

The tables below show the quarterly statistics for S106 contributions agreed, due and 
received.

Negotiated Financial Contributions – Table 1

Overview:

 Table 1 details the number of S106 Planning Agreements/Unilateral 
Undertakings signed and total contributions negotiated and agreed to support the 
provision of highways, education & libraries infrastructure in Gloucestershire per 
quarter.

 These contributions will only become due to the County Council on 
implementation of the planning permission and respective trigger dates as 
detailed in individual agreements.

 The signed agreements include those with a valid planning consent as well as 
those that are subject to appeal.  For example; the headline figure in Q3 (October 
2015 – December 2015) included the Leckhampton (Shurdington Road, 650 
dwellings) development/agreement, with a negotiated value of over £6.5m, which 
was dismissed on appeal.  In Q4 (January 2016 – March 2016), the 
Leckhampton (Farm Lane, 377 dwellings) development/agreement with a 
negotiated value of £2,728,142.00 was allowed on appeal.

Latest Analysis Q2 - 2017:

 The total negotiated value is much higher in this quarter and there are 5 
agreements alone with negotiated values which together amount to over £10m 
as follows:

o £5m – Hunts Grove
o £2.25m – Tewkesbury Road, Twigworth – subject to appeal
o £1.66m – Par Four Lane, Lydney 
o £997k – Columbine Road, Tewkesbury
o £727k – Innsworth Lane

Table 1:
2015/2016 No. of Agreements 

Signed
Total Value 
Negotiated 

Q1 April - June 11 £1,935,109.45
Q2 July - September 10 £1,574,110.00
Q3 October - December 7 £8,327,342.00
Q4 January - March 15 £8,216,894.00
2016/2017
Q1 April – June 11 £1,737,570.00
Q2 July - September 11 £2,234,717.00
Q3 October -December 6 £1,246,812.00
Q4 January – March 3 £1,437,439.00
2017/2018
Q1 April – June 11 £4,117,000.00
Q2 July - September 17 £15,641,000.00
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S106 Contributions Due:
The table below shows details of developments with contributions valued over £50,000 
that have become due in September 2017.  
Developer Amount Development
Persimmon Homes Severn 
Valley

£93,370.95 Land at GCHQ Oakley, Cheltenham-
Education

Robert Hitchins £112,800.00 Land West of Stonehouse, Nastend 
Lane-Residential Travel Plan

St Modwen Homes £137,493.88 Former Lister Petter Site, Dursley-
Education

Bovis Homes (Western) 
Ltd

£284,643.41 Land at London Road, Fairford – Library 
and Education

Bewley Homes £90,534.00 Quercus Road, Tetbury – 
Highways/Library

Bloor Homes Western £198,727.00 Roman Way, Bourton on the Water-
Education/Library

Knarsboro Homes Ltd £367,241.00 Land at Banady Lane-
Bus/Library/Education

David Wilson Homes £195,874.00 Land at Kingshill, Cirencester – 
Education/Library

ButlerWall Homes £129,320.00 Gloucester Road, Tutshill-
Education/Library

Redrow Homes £844,379.00 Farm Lane Leckhampton -  
Education/Library

S106 Contributions Received:
Contributions become due on trigger dates which are set out in each agreement.  The 
table below shows the contributions valued over £100,000 that have been received during 
July-September 2017.  
Developer Amount Received in May/June 2017
Newland Homes Ltd £133,279.00 Arbour Close, Mickleton – Education 

and Library
Miller Homes  £150,750.00 Land off Broad Marston, Mickleton –

Education/Library/Travel Plan
Robert Hitchins £112,800.00 Land West of Stonehouse – 

Residential Travel Plan 
Bovis Homes £ 284,643.00 Land at London Road, Fairford – 

Education/Library
Knarsboro Homes Ltd £ 367,241.00 Land at Banady Lane – 

Bus/Library/Education
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ANNEX 4: Waste Performance for 2016/17

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18
Forecast

Total Municipal Waste 293,833 288,680 280,205 278,355 287,823 298,019 301,432 309,470 305,805
Variance -4.4% -1.8% -2.9% -0.7% 3.4% 3.5% 1.1% 2.7% -1.2%
Municipal Waste Landfilled 169,023 152,956 147,092 144,822 155,366 161,009 156,498 153,556 142,977
Variance -4.2% -9.5% -3.8% -1.5% 7.3% 3.6% -2.8% -1.9% -6.9%

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18
Forecast

Total Household Waste 276,816 273,373 261,792 261,291 266,475 275,949 277,864 286,638 284,377
Variance -4.5% -1.2% -4.2% -0.2% 2.0% 3.6% 0.7% 3.2% -0.8%
H’hold Waste Landfilled 161,072 145,911 137,337 134,504 138,141 146,335 146,158 136,435 128,196
Variance -3.6% -9.4% -5.9% -2.1% 2.7% 3.6% -0.1% -6.7% -6.0%
Reuse & Recycling 66,501 70,348 68,771 70,189 71,075 69,967 73,029 80,116 83,504
Variance -5.7% 5.8% -2.2% 2.1% 1.3% -1.6% 4.4% 9.7% 4.2%
Food & Garden Waste 49,244 54,914 55,100 55,803 56,637 60,104 59,132 69,618 72,677
Variance -2.9% 11.5% 0.3% 1.3% 1.5% 6.1% -1.6% 17.7% 4.4%
Total Recycling 115,744 125,262 123,871 125,992 127,712 130,071 132,161 148,832 156,8181
Variance 4.5% -8.2% 1.1% -1.7% -1.4% -1.8% 1.6% 12.6% 4.9%

The 2017/18 forecast is based largely on estimated data as it is still relatively early in the year for reporting.  However, the impact of the 
Stroud service change during 2016/17 is now filtering through to the full 2017/18 year and demonstrates significant benefits in terms of 
reduced waste to landfill and increased capture of recycling and composting, as was seen during previous service changes in other 
districts 5 years ago.  It is likely that this forecast will change slightly in future reporting as the year progresses, but is certain to show 
continued significant benefits.  As a result we are forecasting a recycling rate in the region of 54% for the full year.  This is the last 
planned major service change within Gloucestershire and step changes of this scale are unlikely to be seen again with the current 
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configuration of services.  As stated in previous reports, the Joint Waste Committee has agreed to look at new options for increasing 
performance and establishing common service aspects across all partner areas when opportunities arise in the coming years.  This will 
be a focus for the partnership as we move forward.

Landfill waste reducing and recycling 
increasing due to service changes in 

Forest of Dean and Stroud
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Chapter 6: Local Government 37 

Chapter 6: Local Government 

6.1 The impacts of climate change and
severe weather conditions will vary from 
location to location and are thus often most 

ASC points out, local authorities are key 
partners in delivering many aspects of the
National Adaptation Programme. They are 

and areas relating to climate change including 

planning. As such and as the ASC points out,
many of the Recommendations in previous 
chapters of the ASC’s assessment are also 
relevant to local authorities. 

6.2 The government’s approach to local 
government should be considered in the 
context of the Localism Act 2011 and the 
Cities and Local Government Devolution 
Act 2016 which gives local government 

as responsibilities and governance. They 
support the move towards giving local 
councils more power to decide how to spend 
public money in their areas so they can meet 
local people’s needs. At the same time, the 
government is helping to make sure Council 
Tax payers get value for money by making 
councils more transparent and accountable. 

Response to Recommendations 

Recommendation 25: Ensuring access to 
guidance and tools 

Recommendation 

The government should set out in the next
NAP how it will ensure local authorities have 
access to the technical expertise, guidance,
and practical tools they need following
the closure of the Environment Agency’s
Climate Ready Support Service, Climate
UK, and Climate Local. There is potential
for professional bodies such as the Royal
Town Planning Institute and the Chartered
Institution of Water and Environmental 
Management to take a greater role in
providing information, training and advice. 

Owner: Defra/DCLG
Timing: 2018 

6.3 We note the ASC’s concerns regarding 
the need to maintain momentum and to 
assess the level of progress being made. 

6.4 Currently government engages on
adaptation with councils, including the

forums, or groups. These include the Local
Adaptation Advisory Panel, the Core Cities
group and the Local Government Association.
This will continue with the development of the
second NAP. The government wants to work
with these groups, in particular Core Cities, to
understand issues around access to advice, 
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guidance and tools (strategic and operational),
any gaps in this knowledge base, and how it
is hosted and disseminated. 

6.5 Online tools and best practice for
councils are available through the sites of 
delivery agents, such as Climate UK/London
Climate Change Partnership, to enable
councils to improve and develop their ability 
to adapt to climate change. For instance,
there is a template business case available 
for councils.2 

6.6 The Royal Town Planning Institute
(RTPI) provides information, training and
best practice on climate change targeted
at professional planners. This includes an
online training module on climate change
which is open to all through its Learn portal.
In 2018 it will launch a new climate change
programme, providing practical advice and
support to planning professionals, and
others, on mitigation and adaptation. This
Better Planning programme demonstrates
how planning can be part of the solution to
major social, economic and environmental
challenges. The Chartered Institution of Water
and Environmental Management also has
expertise at its disposal to develop appropriate
best practice and training packages on
adaptation for councils. 

Recommendation 26: Reporting under 
the Adaptation Reporting Power 

Recommendation 

To stimulate activity and improve monitoring
and evaluation, local authorities should 
be included within the scope of the third
round of reporting under the Adaptation
Reporting Power. Defra should identify the

authorities to report on the action they are
taking and the progress being made to
prepare communities for climate change. 

Owner: Defra 
Timing: 2018 

6.7 Following a public consultation, local
councils were considered outside the scope 
of the second round of adaptation reporting 
as part of the Adaptation Reporting Power. 

6.8 The government’s approach to 
adaptation reporting in the third round, 
including which parties will be invited to
participate and how they will report will be 
subject to consultation. However, we will be 
mindful of the need to minimise burdens to 
local councils in the context of their current 
responsibilities for addressing climate risks. 

2 

ready-councils-bu-351.pdf 
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Recommendation 27: Sub-national 
approaches to climate change adaptation 

Recommendation 

The next NAP should develop stronger
sub-national approaches to climate
change adaptation that promote business
and infrastructure resilience, healthy
communities, and investment in natural 
capital. For example, there is the opportunity
to build on current arrangements and work
with London and the core city regions, the
metro mayors, and the Local Enterprise and
Local Nature Partnerships. 

Owner: Defra 
Timing: 2018 

6.9 In consideration of the risks set out in 
the 2017 CCRA the government will assess 
the need for sub-national approaches and 
how they might be taken forward, drawing on 
existing support materials and resources. We 
are engaging with Core Cities, the Greater 
London Authority and London Councils/the
London Environment Directors Network to 
consider developing sub-national approaches 
which are necessary due to the local 
spatial scale of climate impacts, managing
resources, and local priorities. 

land use planning system 

Recommendation 

The government should review the 

system in achieving reductions in 
greenhouse gas emissions from buildings 
and transport, and enhancing the resilience 
of communities and the built environment 
to the impacts of climate change. The
review should consider both strategic and 
local land-use allocation, and building and
infrastructure design. 

Owner: DCLG 
Timing: 2019 

6.10 The government agrees that the 
planning system has an important role to 
play in meeting the challenge of climate
change. However, it does not agree that it is 

this nature. Planning policy and legislation 
already sets a clear expectation that local 
planning authorities will take account of
climate change and seek to mitigate and
adapt to its impacts. 

6.11 There is a statutory requirement 
under section 19(1A) of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 for local 
planning authorities to include policies
in their local plan designed to contribute
to the mitigation of, and adaptation to,
climate change. 
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6.12 In addition, the National Planning Policy
Framework sets out how, through both local 
plan-making and decision taking, planning
authorities should support the transition to
a low carbon future in a changing climate 
and minimise vulnerability to the impacts of
climate change. These are considerations 
when a local plan is examined and before 
it can be adopted. Once adopted, the local
plan provides the primary basis (subject 
to other material planning considerations)
for planning decisions in the local 
authority’s area. 

6.13 We have already reviewed national 
planning policy more broadly and earlier this 
year, the previous government consulted 
through its housing white paper, ‘Fixing 
Our Broken Housing Market’. This included 
proposals to strengthen the existing policy 
by providing increased clarity on the role 
of local planning authorities in considering
climate change factors in plan-making and
supporting measures for the future resilience 
of communities and infrastructure. We 
are considering how the proposals in the 
white paper for amending national planning
policy should be taken forward in the light 
of the responses to this consultation and 
aim to revise the National Planning Policy 
Framework by spring 2018. 
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Environment & Communities Scrutiny Scorecard

Quarter 2 2017/18

The following scorecards are enclosed:

Prepared by the Performance and Improvement Team

Page no.
2
3
4
7

Key to Symbols
Highways & Floods
Fire, Planning & Infrastructure
Strategic Risks
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Risk Impact/Consequence

Likelihood 1
Insignificant

2
Minor

3
Moderate

4
Major

5
Critical

Almost
certain
(5)

5 10 15 20 25

Likely
(4) 4 8 12 16 20

Probable
(3) 3 6 9 12 15

Possible
(2) 2 4 6 8 10

Rare
(1) 1 2 3 4 5

Level of
Risk Score

Low 1 - 6
Moderate 7 – 12
High 13 – 25

Performance better than tolerance

Performance within tolerance

Performance worse than tolerance

No information

Missing target

No value

Value Increasing (Smaller is Better)

Value Decreasing (Smaller is Better)

Value Increasing (Bigger is Better)
Value Decreasing (Bigger is Better)

No change

Bigger is better A bigger value for this measure is good

Smaller is
better

A smaller value for this measure is good

Plan is best Where it is best for performance to be on target rather than above or below

Reporting Basis

Year to Date Performance accumulated over the year

Rolling Year Average performance over a 12 month
period

Annual Performance measured once a year

Latest
Quarter

Performance this quarter

Snapshot Performance at a particular point in time

Forecast Predicted position at the end of the year

Key to Symbols

Key to Symbols - Risk

Risk Rating
(calculated by multiplying the Impact with

the Likelihood of each risk)

The Gloucestershire Risk Matrix

2
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Highways & Flood
Cllr Vernon Smith

Highways & Floods

28 day defects repaired or
made safe - overall %
repaired in time (other
defects)

Bigger is
Better

Latest
Quarter

98.5 % 95.8 % 92.8 % 96.4 % 98.0 % 95.0 % Publicly
Reported

28 day defects repaired or
made safe - % of which are
potholes

Bigger is
Better

43.6 % ? ?

The implementation of a trial process using a jet patcher
for safety and non safety defects has required a review of
the data collection method, figures currently being
reviewed

Publicly
Reported

% delivery of the annual
gulley emptying
programme

Bigger is
Better

Latest
Quarter 58.0 % 83.5 % 100.0 % 34.0 % 52.0 % 42.0 %

Publicly
Reported

% of Sustainable Urban
Drainage responses made
to Local Planning
Authorities within 21 days

Bigger is
Better

Latest
Quarter

95.4 % 100.0 % 100.0 % 98.0 % 98.0 % 95.0 % Publicly
Reported

Quarterly Trend Analysis - Against a Target
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis Q2 (2016/17) Q3 (2016/17) Q4 (2016/17) Q1 (2017/18) Q2 (2017/18) Q2 Target

(2017/18) Comments Q2 (2017/18)

3
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Fire, Planning & Infrastructure
Cllr Nigel Moor

Trading Standards

Number of
complaints/reports of scam
activity against vulnerable
individuals (includes
doorstep crime)

Bigger is
Better

83 160 190

The target is based on the number of reports receive last
year.  The number of reports received is entirely
dependant on referrals from other services, mainly Adult
Social Care, The Police and the national call centre who
act as the first point of contact between the public and all
Trading Standards Services across the country.
This is the second quarter the figures are below target.
Further analysis of the source of complaints is required to
see whether this is a general downturn in reporting by all
our partners or whether there is any particular partner
providing fewer reports. We will then have to determine
whether we can influence the level of reporting or whether
we have to review our target to reflect a realistic level of
information into this Service.

Publicly
Reported

% of complaints/reports of
scam activity against
vulnerable individuals
where there is a trader
present or immediate risk
of additional loss
responded to within 1
working day

Bigger is
Better

100.0 % 100.0 % 100.0 % Publicly
Reported

Quarterly Trend Analysis - Against a Target
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis Q2 (2016/17) Q3 (2016/17) Q4 (2016/17) Q1 (2017/18) Q2 (2017/18) Q2 Target

(2017/18) Comments Q2 (2017/18)

Road Safety

Number of killed and
seriously injured people

Smaller is
Better Year to Date 136 207 277 66 134 136

National reports on casualty data suggest that the change
in the method of reporting of serious casualties has
resulted in an increase of 20% compared to the previous
years.  Serious casualty figures should continue to be used
with caution, particularly when reporting KSI data. The
quarter 2 result is 2 casualties lower than at the same stage
in 2016 .

Publicly
Reported

(A) Number of killed and
seriously injured children

Smaller is
Better

Year to Date 8 14 20 4 10 8 The quarter 2 result is similar to the same stage in 2016,
which was 8.

Publicly
Reported

(B) Number of killed and
seriously injured older
people

Smaller is
Better Year to Date 35 48 59 12 27 35

The quarter 2 result is 8 casualties lower than at the same
stage in 2016.

Publicly
Reported

Quarterly Trend Analysis - Against a Target
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis Q2 (2016) Q3 (2016) Q4 (2016) Q1 (2017) Q2 (2017) Q2 Forecast

(2017) Comments Q2 (2017)

4
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Parking & Passenger Transport

Cost per journey
(community transport
journeys)

Smaller is
Better

Latest
Quarter £4.46 £3.75 £4.00 £3.61 £3.90 £4.00

Publicly
Reported

Number of bus services in
receipt of subsidy

Plan is Best Year to Date 104 103 105 105 103 105 Publicly
Reported

Number of community
transport bus journeys

Bigger is
Better

Year to Date 31,173 33,319 32,802 31,607 26,623 26,000 Publicly
Reported

Average cost per single
passenger journey on
public transport

Smaller is
Better £1.38 £1.38 £1.38 £1.45 £1.45 £1.45

Publicly
Reported

Quarterly Trend Analysis - Against a Target
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis Q2 (2016/17) Q3 (2016/17) Q4 (2016/17) Q1 (2017/18) Q2 (2017/18) Q2 Target

(2017/18) Comments Q2 (2017/18)

Fire & Rescue

Number of Safe and Well
visits undertaken

Bigger is
Better

Year to Date 1,711 1,564 1,730 1,661 1,702 1,700 Publicly
Reported

% of incidents of dwelling
fires attended within 8
minutes - Risk Category 1

Bigger is
Better

Latest
Quarter 91.7 % 92.0 % 77.0 % 70.0 % 85.0 % 80.0 %

Publicly
Reported

% of Safe and Well visits
undertaken to those in high
risk groups

Bigger is
Better 75.0 % 69.0 % 75.0 %

The Safe and Wells visits carried out following the Grenfell
fire and the high visibility reassurance campaigns have
diluted the results of visits within high risk factors. Post-
Grenfell, the focus is now on proactive prevention work in
the County's Category 1 risk areas.

Publicly
Reported

Number of Accidental
dwelling fires

Smaller is
Better

Year to Date 76 72 68 62 60 73 Publicly
Reported

Number of Deliberate
dwelling fires

Smaller is
Better

Year to Date 6 5 1 5 1 5 Publicly
Reported

Quarterly Trend Analysis - Against a Target
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis Q2 (2016/17) Q3 (2016/17) Q4 (2016/17) Q1 (2017/18) Q2 (2017/18) Q2 Target

(2017/18) Comments Q2 (2017/18)

5
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Renewable Energy
Generation (kWh) from the
Council Estate (including
schools)

Bigger is
Better Snapshot 48,971 75,349 151,810 313,136 3,791

Generation from solar PV on The Main Place, Coleford and Cirencester Fire
Station. Opportunities for increasing generation on the estate are being
investigated.  Shire Hall refurbishment will include solar PV.  We are no
longer reporting schools data as they are outside our control.

Publicly
Reported

Renewable Energy
Generation from the
Council Estate - % of total
energy consumption

Bigger is
Better

Year to Date 0.20 % 0.19 % 0.20 % 0.26 % 0.25 %

Generation from solar PV on The Main Place, Coleford and Cirencester Fire
Station. Opportunities for increasing generation on the estate are being
investigated.  Shire Hall refurbishment will include solar PV.  We are no
longer reporting schools data as they are outside our control.

Publicly
Reported

Overall Council Carbon
Emission, buildings &
transport (excluding
schools) Tonnes of CO2

Smaller is
Better

Year to Date 2,864 5,477 9,611 13,578 2,006 2,600
Significantly ahead of target performance due to the on-
going LED street lighting works and improvements to Shire
Hall, together with mild weather.

Publicly
Reported

Quarterly Trend Analysis - No Target (1 Quarter In Arrears)
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis Q1 (2016/17) Q2 (2016/17) Q3 (2016/17) Q4 (2016/17) Q1 (2017/18) Comments Q1 (2017/18)

Quarterly Trend Analysis - Against a Target (1 Quarter In Arrears)
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis Q1 (2016/17) Q2 (2016/17) Q3 (2016/17) Q4 (2016/17) Q1 (2017/18) Q1 Target

(2017/18) Comments Q1 (2017/18)

Waste

Cost to dispose of landfill waste per household (£s per annum) Smaller is
Better

Forecast £53 £55 Publicly
Reported

Percentage of household
waste sent for reuse,
recycling and composting

Bigger is
Better Forecast 47.14 % 47.35 % 51.87 % 54.64 % 54.98 % 54.00 %

Publicly
Reported

Percentage of municipal
waste landfilled.

Smaller is
Better

Forecast 53.99 % 52.19 % 49.74 % 46.43 % 46.60 % 46.00 % Publicly
Reported

Residual household waste
per household (kgs)

Smaller is
Better

Forecast 531 531 496 458 455 467 Publicly
Reported

Overall residual waste
arisings (except HRC's)
Tonnes

Smaller is
Better Forecast 127,286 126,582 118,259 117,191 116,565 119,342

Publicly
Reported

% of household waste sent
to landfill

Smaller is
Better

45.18 % 44.84 % 46.00 % Publicly
Reported

Quarterly Trend Analysis - Forecast - No Target
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis

Forecast
Outturn
2017/18 (Q1)

Forecast
Outturn
2017/18 (Q2)

Comments Q2 (2017/18)

Quarterly Trend Analysis - Forecast Against a Target
Good
Performance
High/Low

Reporting
Basis

Outturn
2014/15

Outturn
2015/16

Outturn
2016/17

Forecast
Outturn
2017/18 (Q1)

Forecast
Outturn
2017/18 (Q2)

Target
Outturn
2017/18

Comments Q2 (2017/18)

6
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Strategic Risk Register Summary

SR4.1
Failure to deliver expected benefits/outcomes from the
Residual waste project impacting on future budgets and
the environment.

Riglar, Nigel High 25 Moderate 10 Moderate 10 Moderate 10 Moderate 10 a

SR9.1
Failure to deliver outcomes of the Prevent Strategy
impacting on the residents and businesses of
Gloucestershire

Edgar,
Stewart High 20 High 15 High 15 High 15 High 15

Home Office 1 day Peer Review took place on
15th June 2017. Feedback report was positive
with partnership working being highlighted as
excellent.

SR9.2
Failure to deliver outcomes of the Prevent Strategy
impacting on the council's reputation due to exposure in
national media

Edgar,
Stewart High 25 High 15 High 15 High 15 High 15

Strategic Risk 4: Waste Management

Ref. Risk Owner Inherent
Risk

Residual
Risk Q2
16/17

Residual
Risk Q3
16/17

Residual
Risk Q4
16/17

Residual
Risk Q1
17/18

Direction
of Travel

Mitigating Actions for High or Changed
Residual Risks

Strategic Risk 9: Gloucestershire Prevent

Ref. Risk Owner Inherent
Risk

Residual
Risk Q2
16/17

Residual
Risk Q3
16/17

Residual
Risk Q4
16/17

Residual
Risk Q1
17/18

Direction
of Travel

Mitigating Actions for High or Changed
Residual Risks

7

SR10.1 Edgar,
Stewart High 15 Moderate 9 Moderate 9 Moderate 9 Moderate 9

SR10.2

Inability of the Council or a key partner to effectively
respond to an incident or event external to the council
that results in community disruption and failure to
return to normal, within required timescales.
Inability of the Council or a key partner to effectively
respond to an incident or event that results in
significant service disruption and failure to return to
business as normal, within required timescales.

Edgar,
Stewart Moderate 12 Moderate 9 Moderate 9 Moderate 9 Moderate 9

SR10.3 Implications of the Policing and Crime Bill impacting on
the Fire & Rescue Service and County Council

Edgar,
Stewart High 15 High 15 High 15 High 15 High 15

The Policing and Crime Bill received Royal
Assent on the 31 January 2017. Following
accession, with support from central
Government funds the OPCC appointed
external consultants to develop a business
case which will be considered and options
consulted upon as appropriate. Until the
outcome of the business case and the intention
of the PCC is known the strategic risk will
remain high due to the uncertainty of future
governance.

Strategic Risk 10: Emergency Response & Business Continuity Threats

Ref. Risk Inherent
Risk

Residual
Owner Risk Q2

16/17

Residual
Risk Q3
16/17

Residual
Risk Q4
16/17

Residual
Risk Q1
17/18

Direction
of Travel

Mitigating Actions for High or Changed
Residual Risks
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SR12.1
Failure of the Council/Gloucestershire to adapt to a
more volatile climate, with rising temperatures,
continually high and increasing energy prices and the
increasing need to reduce carbon emissions.

Riglar, Nigel High 25 Moderate 10 Moderate 10 Moderate 10 Moderate 10

In summary for Q4, 2016/17 (reported in
arrears):
- GCC estate emissions are significantly
ahead of target, which will mainly be as a result
of LED Street Lighting installed under the new
contract, together with ICT improvements and
works to Shire Hall, coupled with mild weather. 
The council has now halved it's corporate
emissions over the past 10 years and is ahead
of target to reduce corporate emissions by
60% by 2020/21, against the 2006/07
baseline. Emissions have reduced from 26,800
tCO2 in 2006/07 to 13,900 tCO2 in
2016/17.
- Schools performance is no longer reported,
as accountability for their performance has
passed to the Dept for Education.
- Energy spend (GCC) data now excludes
schools and reflects corporate emissions
performance, with a corresponding reduction in
energy use and spend. Targets will be revised
for 2017/18 based on 2016/17 performance.
- Renewable energy generation on the
Council's estate is very limited.  Options for
further investment are being investigated.

GCC now chairs the Local Advisory Adaptation
Panel for England.  The LAAP was established
by Defra in 2011 as a forum for dialogue on
adaptation between central and local
government and to provide support that would
assist local government in adapting to climate
change. The current emphasis is on a more
strategic and policy focused direction. The
LAAP currently consists of 17 members from
Defra, DBEIS, Environment Agency, LGA and
councils and meets bi-monthly. It does not
formally report to any Defra or local
government organisation.
The output of the work of LAAP will help to
identify any gaps in existing Government
policy and allow LAAP to suggest any
modifications to policy to make the country
more resilient to climate change. The output of
LAAP will be submitted for inclusion within the
next iteration of the National Adaption
Programme (NAP) due to be published by
Government in 2018.

xSR14. Emergence of Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Riglar, Nigel High 20 High 15 High 15 High 15 High 15

5 of the 6 District Councils are now actively
progressing a CIL (the exception being the
FoD). GCC officers continue to monitor
progress and engage in every possible
consultation opportunity.

Strategic Risk 12: Climate Change

Ref. Risk Owner Inherent
Risk

Residual
Risk Q2
16/17

Residual
Risk Q3
16/17

Residual
Risk Q4
16/17

Residual
Risk Q1
17/18

Direction
of Travel

Mitigating Actions for High or Changed
Residual Risks

Strategic Risk 14: Community Infrastructure Levy

Ref. Risk Owner Inherent
Risk

Residual
Risk Q2
16/17

Residual
Risk Q3
16/17

Residual
Risk Q4
16/17

Residual
Risk Q1
17/18

Direction
of Travel

Mitigating Actions for High or Changed
Residual Risks

8
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ENVIRONMENT AND COMMUNITIES OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 

WORK PLAN 2017/18

14 June 2017 12 July 2017 20 September 2017 22 November 2017

Introduction to Communities and 
Infrastructure

Quarter 4 2016/17
Performance Report

Quarter 1 2017/18
Performance Report 

Minerals Local Plan

Air Quality Monitoring Schools 
Project

Motion 772 – Highway Customer 
Service Satisfaction Survey

Draft Integrated Risk Management 
Plan 2018-21

Issues relating to the Policing and 
Crime Act 2017: Emergency 

Services Collaboration
 

Local Flood Risk Management 
Strategy- Annual Progress and 

Implementation 2017/18
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17 January 2018 7 March 2018 9 May 2018 11 July 2018

Quarter 2 2017/18
 Performance Report

Quarter 3 2017/18
Performance Report

 
Quarter 4 2017/18

Performance Report

Draft Integrated Risk Management 
Plan 2018-21 – To agree ECOSC 

Consultation Submission

Motion 798: Gloucestershire Flood 
and Community Resilience – To 

receive a presentation 
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FUTURE ITEMS

1 Fastershire Broadband 6 Infrastructure Planning

2 A417 Missing Link 7 Extension of the Highways Contract 2017 – 
updates to be included in Commissioning Director’s 
Report

3 Infrastructure South – including Severn Bridge tolls 
and third river crossing

8 On-Street Parking Review – information on legal 
position and appeal process to be included in 
Commissioning Director’s Report

4 Motion 787 – Pavements - The Committee could 
invite the Cabinet Member for Highways and Flood 
to report back to the Committee on measures to 
improve the inspection and fixing of pavements. The 
Committee could then decide if further work is 
required.

9 Air Pollution – task group to be established to 
consider issues relating to air pollution

5 Advice from Gloucestershire County Council (as 
Lead Local Flood Authority) to local planning 
authorities
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